
 Essential Parenting Tips Based on Science 
 (and What I’ve Learned So Far)

When you’re a new parent, the miracle of life might not always feel so miraculous. Maybe your latest 
2:00 a.m., 2:45 a.m., and 3:30 a.m. wake-up calls have left you wondering how “sleep like a baby” 
DUDQ�ADB@LD�@�ƥ�FTQD�NE�RODDBGŕ@MC�VG@S�SGD�NOSHNMR�@QD�ENQ�QDRSNQHMF�XNTQ�R@MHSX�.Q�XNTQ�BGHKC�ITRS�
left bite marks on someone, and you’re wondering how to handle it.

First-time mom Tracy Cutchlow knows what you’re going through. In Zero to Five: 70 Essential 
Parenting Tips Based on Science (and What I’ve Learned So Far), she takes dozens of parenting tips 
A@RDC�NM�RBHDMSHƥ�B� QDRD@QBG�@MC�CHRSHKKR� SGDL�HMSN�RNLDSGHMF�XNT�B@M�D@RHKX�CHFDRS�CTQHMF�NMD�NE�
your two-minute–long breaks in the day. The pages are beautifully illustrated by award-winning 
OGNSNINTQM@KHRS�!DSSX�4CDRDM

Combining the warmth of a best friend with a straightforward style, Tracy addresses questions such as:

• Should I talk to my pregnant belly / newborn? Is that going to feel weird? Yes, and absolutely.
• How do I help baby sleep well? Start with the 45-minute rule.
• How can I instill a love of learning in my child?�!X�TRHMF�RODBHƥ�B�SXODR�NE�OQ@HRD�@MC�BQHSHBHRL
• What will boost my child’s success in school? Play that requires self-control, like make-believe.
• My baby loves videos and cell-phone games. That’s cool, right? If you play, too.
• What tamps down temper tantrums? Naming emotions out loud.
• My sweet baby just hit a playmate / lied to me about unpotting the plant / talked back. 

Now what? Choose one of three logical consequences.
• How do I get through an entire day of this? With help. Lots of help.
• Who knew babies were so funny? Aren’t they?

6GDSGDQ�XNT�QD@C�SGD�ANNJ�EQNMS�SN�A@BJ�NQ�ITRS�AQNVRD��Zero to Five will help you make the best of 
SGD�S@MSQTLR��XNTQR�@MC�A@AXŗR���LNLDMSR�NE�OTQD�INX��@MC�NSGDQ�RTQOQHRDR�@KNMF�SGD�SNS@KKX�VNQSG�HS�
INTQMDX�NE�O@QDMSHMF

Tracy Cutchlow is the editor of the bestselling 
books Brain Rules for Baby and Brain Rules. As a 
INTQM@KHRS��RGD�G@R�VNQJDC�ENQ�MSN Money and 
the Seattle Times. She lives in Seattle with her 
husband and daughter.
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When you’re a new parent, the miracle of life might not always feel so miraculous.  

Maybe your latest 2:00 a.m., 2:45 a.m., and 3:30 a.m. wake-up calls have left you 

VNMCDQHMF�GNV�řRKDDO�KHJD�@�A@AXŚ�DUDQ�ADB@LD�@�ƥFTQD�NE�RODDBGŕ@MC�VG@S�
the options are for restoring your sanity. Or your child just left bite marks on 

someone, and you’re wondering how to handle it.

First-time mom Tracy Cutchlow knows what you’re going through. In Zero to Five: 
70 Essential Parenting Tips Based on Science (and What I’ve Learned So Far), she 

S@JDR�CNYDMR�NE�O@QDMSHMF�SHOR�A@RDC�NM�RBHDMSHƥB�QDRD@QBG�@MC�CHRSHKKR�SGDL�HMSN�
something you can easily digest during one of your two-minute–long breaks in 

the day. The pages are beautifully illustrated by award-winning photojournalist 

Betty Udesen.

Combining the warmth of a best friend with a straightforward style, Tracy addresses 

questions such as:

• Should I talk to my pregnant belly / newborn? Is that going to feel weird? 

Yes, and absolutely.

• How do I help baby sleep well? Start with the 45-minute rule.

• How can I instill a love of learning in my child?�!X�TRHMF�RODBHƥB�SXODR�NE�
praise and criticism.

• What will boost my child’s success in school? Play that requires self-control, 

like make-believe.

• My baby loves videos and cell-phone games. That’s cool, right? If you play, too.

• What tamps down temper tantrums? Naming emotions out loud.

• My sweet baby just hit a playmate / lied to me about unpotting the plant / 

talked back. Now what? Choose one of three logical consequences.

• How do I get through an entire day of this? With help. Lots of help.

• Who knew babies were so funny? They are?

Whether you read the book front to back or skip around, Zero to Five will help 

you make the best of the tantrums (yours and baby’s), moments of pure joy,  

and other surprises along the totally-worth-it journey of parenting.

www.]HURWRƩYH.net
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1ZERO TO FIVE9  

 S�KD@RS��(�CN�,X�GTRA@MC�@MC�(�G@C�NTQ�ƥQRS�A@AX�HM�NTQ�LHC���R��@ESDQ�LNMSGR�NE�řRGNTKC�VD�NQ�RGNTKCMŗS�
VD�Ś�6DŗC�RODMS�@ANTS�ƥESDDM�LHMTSDR�@QNTMC�MDVANQMR�ADENQD�SG@S�ONHMS�+HJD�L@MX�DWODBSHMF�BNTOKDR��
our preparation consisted of birth-education classes. And research on diapers, clothing, and gear. (As avid 
cyclists, we had a balance bike picked out as early as a baby swing.) These weren’t much help in how to 
raise a baby. Unlike many expecting couples, I’d edited the childhood brain-development book Brain Rules 

for Baby. Very handy! But, of course, no book can match the experience of having a baby right there in your 
arms, crying or cooing. We had questions then, and we have questions now.

$UDQX�O@QDMS�(ŗUD�BNLD�@BQNRR�G@R�G@C�BG@KKDMFDR�3GD�SGDLDR�@QD�RHLHK@Q��DUDM�HE�SGD�O@QSHBTK@QR�CHƤDQ��
#NHMF�NTQ�ADRS�ENQ�A@AX�CTQHMF�OQDFM@MBX��DUDM�VGDM�VD�CNMŗS�V@MS�SN��&HUHMF�TO�VHMD�NQ�BNƤDD�BNLDR�
to mind.) Sleep. Comforting baby. Feeding baby. Sleep. Getting out of the house. Getting a break. Keeping 
baby intellectually stimulated. Keeping up with friendships. Sleep. Digital devices. Discipline. Sleep. 

,X�GTRA@MC�@MC�(�@QD�BDQS@HMKX�MN�CHƤDQDMS�.TQ�A@AX�RTQOQHRDR�TR��CDKHFGSR�TR��BNMBDQMR�TR��@MC�EQTRSQ@SDR�
us. When she stumps us, I go looking for answers. 

I ask friends. I talk with my mom. I search online, as my husband rolls his eyes. I like to consider all the 
options! But soon I’m buried in opposing opinions (“Best thing I ever tried”; “Didn’t work for me AT ALL”), 
vague parenting articles, and irrelevant forum comments.

3GDM�(ŗKK�ƦHO�SGQNTFG�SGD�L@MX�AQ@HM�CDUDKNOLDMS�@MC�O@QDMSHMF�ANNJR�NM�LX�RGDKE��@BBTLTK@SDC�VGHKD�
editing Brain Rules for Baby�NQ�VQHSHMF�SGHR�ANNJ�(�ONQD�SGQNTFG�RSTCHDR��RS@QHMF�@S�RDMSDMBDR�KHJD�ř!QHDƦX��
trajectory methodology uses all available developmental data points and assigns individuals to trajectories 

We parents have questions.  
Lots of questions. 

About Tracy

I’m a former journalist at the Seattle Times, editor of the 

bestselling books Brain Rules and Brain Rules for Baby, 

and mom to one precocious 2-year-old. I like to think I’m 

a recovering perfectionist, but I still do way too much 

research on every little thing. I’m a city girl who loves to be 

outdoors. I’m staying home with baby, mostly, until either 

of us decides to renegotiate our contract. I live in Seattle 

with my husband, Luke Timmerman.
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All of the photos are by Betty, except this one  

that Benjamin Benschneider made. Thanks, Ben!

»

About Betty

Moments are special, don’t you agree? My role is to anticipate  

fleeting glances, nuanced toe-curls and moist eyes that tell 

stories. I began using cameras in grade school, and I never 

stopped. Visual storytelling has taken me to Africa,  

Indonesia, Central and South America, and Israel. It also  

has deeply immersed me in the community of Seattle,  

where I worked for two-and-a-half decades as a staff 

photographer at the Seattle Times before leaving to pursue 

independent projects. I live in Seattle with my husband, 

Benjamin Benschneider (also a photographer) and three  

very nice cats.
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3ZERO TO FIVE2 IntroductIon

A@RDC�NM�@�ONRSDQHNQ�OQNA@AHKHSX�QTKDŚ� KK�@QD�ƥKKDC�VHSG�VG@S�RDDLR��ONRS�A@AX��KHJD�@�UDQX�K@QFD�@LNTMS�
of very small type.

And I think: it would be nice to have one inviting, just-tell-me-what-to-do, open-to-any-page collection of 
parenting’s best practices, based on what the research says. 

This is that book. The wonderful images were captured by photojournalist Betty Udesen. We met in 2001, 
when we worked together on multimedia stories for the Seattle Times. I asked her if she’d work with me 
on this book, and I feel very fortunate that she said yes.

6GDQD�CN�(�FDS�NƤ�VQHSHMF�@�O@QDMSHMF�ANNJ��(ŗL�MNS�@�MDTQNRBHDMSHRS�NQ�@�BGHKC�CDUDKNOLDMS�DWODQS�(MRSD@C��
(ŗL�CQ@VHMF�NM�LX�ƥESDDM�XD@Q�B@QDDQ�@R�@�INTQM@KHRS�SN�GDKO�LD�@RRDRR�SGD�RBHDMSHƥB�QDRD@QBG�@MC�CHRSHKK�HS�
into something readable for tired parents. I’ve sprinkled in anecdotes from my own life. Not because my 
experience is vast, and not because it will be exactly like yours, but to give you an idea of the fun, weird, 
funny, tough moments that make up parenting.

(ŗUD�ENBTRDC�NM�A@AXŗR�ƥQRS�ƥUD�XD@QR�ADB@TRD�SGDX�HMUNKUD�@M�HMBQDCHAKD�@LNTMS�NE�BG@MFD�6GDM�HS�BNLDR�
SN�LNAHKHSX��K@MFT@FD��DLO@SGX��@MC�LNSNQ�RJHKKR��XNT�B@MŗS�SDKK�SGD�CHƤDQDMBD�ADSVDDM�@����XD@Q�NKC�@MC�@�
���XD@Q�NKC�!TS�SGD�CHƤDQDMBD�ADSVDDM�@���XD@Q�NKC�@MC�@���XD@Q�NKC��1DL@QJ@AKD� L@YHMF�%@RBHM@SHMF�
"Q@YX�,NQD�SG@M����ODQBDMS�NE�AQ@HM�CDUDKNOLDMS�S@JDR�OK@BD�HM�SGNRD�ƥQRS�ƥUD�XD@QR

So, these early years matter. We’re setting baby up for success. And we’re establishing our philosophies as 
O@QDMSR��VGHBG�VHKK�B@QQX�TR�VDKK�ADXNMC�ƥUD�XD@QR�3GD�SGDLDR�HM�SGDRD�O@FDRŕKNUD��S@KJ��OK@X��BNMMDBS��
CHRBHOKHMD��LNUD��RKNV�CNVMŕ@QD�@R�HLONQS@MS�@S���LNMSGR�NKC�@R�SGDX�@QD�@S���XD@QR�NKC����XD@QR�NKC�� 
15 years old, and even 50 years old. We’re all human.

This book is rooted in research. I don’t provide a citation within the text for every study, but all of the  
references are online at VVVYDQNSNƥUDMDS. In trying to answer questions, researchers account for all  
JHMCR�NE�U@QH@AKDR��@MC�SGDX�ƥKSDQ�NTS�AH@R�@R�LTBG�@R�ONRRHAKD�(SŗR�SGD�ADRS�FTHCD�VDŗUD�FNS�

Still, social-sciences research rarely can give us absolute truth. Here’s one example: say researchers are 
trying to determine whether music lessons make preschoolers smarter. They do a randomized controlled 
trial, the gold standard. This means they randomly assign half of the kids to take music lessons (the  
intervention group) and half not (the control group). They administer cognitive tests to both groups of kids 
before the music lessons and after. How reliable are the results? 

5@QH@AKDR�HMBKTCD�SGD�MTLADQ�NE�JHCR�SGD�QDRD@QBGDQR�B@M�@ƤNQC�SN�HMBKTCD�HM�SGD�RSTCX��VG@S�SXOD�NE�LTRHB�
class they choose, who teaches the class, how many weeks or months the lessons go on, and how frequently 
or intensely the kids train. Not to mention how many kids drop out of the study along the way, how soon 
after training the kids are retested, which tests the researchers use, to what extent their analysis attempts 
to rule out other potential causes for the results (usual suspects include parents’ income and IQ), whether 
previous studies lend credence to the results. And so on and so on. 

.M�SNO�NE�SG@S��DUDM�VGDM�SGD�QDRTKSR�NE�@�RSTCX�G@UD�ADDM�BNMƥQLDC�L@MX�SHLDR�NUDQ��SGDX�RSHKK�L@X�
not describe your child. If a study concludes that infants need fourteen hours of sleep a day, well, some 
HME@MSR�HM�SGD�RSTCX�RKDOS�DKDUDM�GNTQR�@MC�RNLD�RKDOS�MHMDSDDM�(M�SGD�ƥM@K�QDONQS��RS@SHRSHBR�CDRBQHAD�SGD�
LDCH@Mŕ@MC�@MX�HMCHUHCT@K�BGHKC�L@X�E@KK�NTSRHCD�NE�HS�

-NS�NMKX�HR�DUDQX�BGHKC�CHƤDQDMS��ATS�DUDQX�O@QDMS�HR��SNN� KK�NE�SGDRD�@QD�QD@RNMR�XNT�L@X�ENKKNV�@�OHDBD�
NE�@CUHBD�@MC�FDS�@�CHƤDQDMS�QDRTKS��NQ�MNS�ENKKNV�@�OHDBD�NE�@CUHBD�@MC�FDS�SGD�R@LD�QDRTKS�8NT�ITRS�G@UD�
to try things and see what works for your baby.

Use this book as a guide, both to starting down a good path and to staying on the path you choose. Enjoy 
SGD�OGNSNFQ@OGR��#NMŗS�VNQQXŕMNMD�NE�NTQ�GNLDR�KNNJ�SGHR�SHCX�VGDM�@�OGNSNFQ@OGDQŗR�MNS�BNLHMF�AX��
Don’t feel the need to follow all seventy tips, either. Once baby arrives, as much as you can, relax. 

I know we all have lots of questions. But in the process of writing this book, I found what we’ve all 
known all along. What really matters in parenting are the big things: being responsive to baby’s needs,  
SQTKX�ADHMF�OQDRDMS�VGDM�XNTŗQD�SNFDSGDQ��S@KJHMF�SN�A@AX�@�SNM��ADHMF�ƥQL�ATS�V@QL�HM�CHRBHOKHMD��KNSR�NE�
hugs . . . and sleep.

This book is about how to do those things, which will help you lay the foundation for raising a pretty great 
kid: smart, happy, social, emotionally healthy, moral, curious, loved. 

Best of luck to both of us. 

Tracy

VVVYDQNSNƥUDMDS
For Geneva, Baby G, Little Cheeky, 

Beautiful Baby 

For Luke, my rock

For Mom and Dad, who did many  

of the things in this book

«
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5ZERO TO FIVE4 PrePare

Prepare
Pregnant women tend to have a long to-do list.  

Put “weekly massages” on the list, and don’t fret 

about the rest. Baby’s needs are minimal: a couple 

key nutrients, whatever sleep and exercise you  

can manage, and low stress. Spend your time  

cultivating friendships.

Andréa (32 weeks)
Media Review Copy — DO NOT DISTRIBUTEMedia Review Copy — DO NOT DISTRIBUTE
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Peace and quiet, please��@S�ƥQRS�
Can you turn your embryo into a genius in the womb? 
No. For decades, product manufacturers have preyed on vulnerable parents-to-
be: give birth to a smarter, calmer, more attentive baby who can already spell! 

It started in 1979 with Prenatal University, a twice-daily program in which you 
pressed your pregnant belly while teaching your fetus words such as “pat,” 
řRG@JD�Ś�@MC�řQTAŚ�3GDM�B@LD�SGD�/QDF@OGNMD��VGHBG�@LOKHƥDC�XNTQ�UNHBD�HMSN�
the womb so that you could communicate even earlier with baby. You placed 
a plastic funnel on your belly and spoke into a mouthpiece connected via a 
tube. Today’s descendants include a belt that emits heartbeat sounds. You 
wrap it around your pregnant belly for two hours a day to train your fetus to  
discriminate sounds. The claim: it will “enrich your unborn child’s forming  
cognitive, empathic, and creative skills.” 

Lured into the marketing copy, you can’t help but wonder, “What if it really 
does work?” Save your money. No commercial product that claims to boost 
SGD�AQ@HMHMDRR�NE�@�CDUDKNOHMF�EDSTR�G@R�DUDQ�ADDM�RBHDMSHƥB@KKX�OQNUDM�SN�CN�
anything useful.

Baby’s needs are simple
Perhaps baby is too busy to bother with any interference from products. In the 
ƥQRS�G@KE�NE�OQDFM@MBX��A@AX�RS@QSR�BQD@SHMF�GDQ�ƥQRS�AQ@HM�BDKKRŕMDTQNMRŕ@S�
the crazy rapid rate of 250,000 per minute. In the second half of pregnancy, 
the brain begins connecting those neurons, creating 700 synapses per second 
HM�SGD�ƥQRS�EDV�XD@QR�NE�KHED� KK�A@AX�MDDCR�@S�SGHR�RS@FD�HR�SGD�MNTQHRGLDMS�XNT�
provide by eating well, exercising, and reducing your stress.

Kasia (39 weeks)
Media Review Copy — DO NOT DISTRIBUTEMedia Review Copy — DO NOT DISTRIBUTE
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We tend not to live near our families, and who pops over  
for tea anymore when there’s txt msgs and Facebook? 
We’re increasingly isolated. But taking care of a baby is one thing you should not 
try to do alone. Parents need the emotional and practical support, and babies 
ADMDƥS�EQNL�DWONRTQD�SN�OKDMSX�NE�ODNOKD�2NBH@K�HRNK@SHNM�B@M�RSQDRR�XNT�@MC�
your marriage, in turn creating an environment harmful to baby. 

You’re going to need help. And it’s up to you to make sure you get it.

You’ll need friends to . . .
• bond with while your babies, preferably the same age, play together.
• watch baby while you sleep, shower, get a pedicure, or just do whatever.
• bring you dinner in the early weeks, when you won’t want meals to involve 

LTBG�LNQD�SG@M�ƥMCHMF�@�ENQJ
• babysit, so you and your partner can have a regular date night.
• join you for girls’ night or guys’ night.

 O@QS�EQNL�XNTQ�DWHRSHMF�EQHDMCR��E@LHKX��@MC�MDHFGANQR��VGDQD�B@M�XNT�ƥMC�
these people?

Plan dates with other parents-to-be from your childbirth education class.

Join a social group for new parents on meetup.com. 

Ask around your neighborhood. You might be surprised by the number of 
resources for new parents. My neighborhood, for example, has a message-board 
group for parents, a yoga studio with prenatal and mom & baby classes, a café 

with a baby play area, a children’s museum, classes for parents (breastfeeding, 
babywearing, bitch sessions), classes for babies (music, movement, swimming, 
story time at the library), new-parent support groups, and parents’ nights out 
hosted by churches, community centers, and baby gyms. Before baby, I didn’t 
know most of these existed.

Talk to strangers. Strike up a conversation with another parent or parent-to-be 
@S�SGD�O@QJ�NQ�FQNBDQX�RSNQDŕ@R�RHLOKD�@R�ř VV��GNV�NKC�HR�XNTQ�A@AX��6G@S�HR�
she doing these days?” or “How are you holding up?” Share something honest. 
Don’t pretend everything’s perfect and perpetuate the unrealistic expectations  
we place on ourselves. Then, don’t leave without exchanging contact info:  

“Hey, let me give you my e-mail address.”

Bolster your friendships

Before baby, invite your dearest friends over for a cooking party, and stock up on 

freezer-friendly meals. Nourishingmeals.com has ideas for new moms. 

As your due date nears, sign up with an online meal registry. This is a huge help in 

organizing the visitors who, bless them, offer to bring you hot meals.

TRY THIS

Sarah (36 weeks)
Media Review Copy — DO NOT DISTRIBUTEMedia Review Copy — DO NOT DISTRIBUTE
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11ZERO TO FIVE10 PrePare

Eating for two? Not exactly
When you’re pregnant, everyone wants you to eat a lot. 
“Are you having a craving?” my husband would ask eagerly, ready to make a late-night snack run.  
ř'DQD��ƥMHRG�SGDRD�Ś�EQHDMCR�NQCDQDC��OTRGHMF�SGD�EQHDR�HM�LX�CHQDBSHNM�ř&N�ENQ�HS�Ś�BNKKD@FTDR�R@HC�@R�(�VDMS�
for seconds or thirds. “You’re eating for two!” 

Eventually a couple things sank in: 

• You may be eating for two, but one of you is very, very small. 
• 8NT�MDDC�NMKX�����DWSQ@�B@KNQHDR�@�C@X�HM�SGD�ƥQRS�SQHLDRSDQ� MC�NMKX�����DWSQ@�HM�SGD�RDBNMC� 

trimester. (That’s one eight-grain roll at Starbucks.) And only 450 extra calories in the third. (A couple 
of oranges with your roll.)

A better way to think of “eating for two”
Focus instead on providing baby with two key nutrients:

Folic acid
What it does: cuts risk of neural tube defects by  
76 percent

What it is: vitamin B9

How to get it: leafy greens (spinach, asparagus, 
turnip greens, lettuce), legumes (beans, peas, 
KDMSHKR���RTMƦNVDQ�RDDCR��OQDM@S@K�UHS@LHMR

When to eat it: four weeks before conception and 
CTQHMF�SGD�ƥQRS�ENTQ�VDDJR�NE�OQDFM@MBX

Omega-3s
What they do: aid normal brain development. 
Babies whose moms got enough omega-3s (300 mg  
of DHA per day) were better at memory, recognition,  
@SSDMSHNM��@MC�ƥMD�LNSNQ�RJHKKR�@S���LNMSGR�NKC�

What they are: essential fatty acids (ALA, DHA, and 
EPA), part of the membranes that make up a neuron

How to get them: Eat at least twelve ounces per 
VDDJ�NE�NHKX�ƥRG�VHSG�KNV�BNMBDMSQ@SHNMR�NE�LDQBTQX�
%K@WRDDC�NHK�HRMŗS�BNMUDQSDC�AX�SGD�ANCX�DƧBHDMSKX�
enough. Algae-derived DHA capsules (600 mg per 
day) have potential but are less studied. 

When to eat them: Now. Then keep it up.

THE RESEARCH

In a study of twelve thousand women, the 

less seafood women ate during pregnancy, 

the greater their risk of having children with 

verbal IQs in the lowest quartile at 8 years old;  

behavioral problems at 7 years old; and poor 

social, communication, and fine motor skills in the  

early years. 

The researchers concluded that any mercury 

you’d ingest from twelve ounces of fish per week 

is much less problematic than missing out on the 

omega-3s from the fish. 

“We recorded no evidence to lend support to 

the warnings of the US advisory that pregnant 

women should limit their fish consumption,” the 

researchers wrote.

Salmon 

Shrimp 

Sardines 

Scallops 

Catfish 

Pollock 

Tuna (Wild Planet)

Swordfish 

King mackerel 

Tilefish  

Shark

less mercury more mercury

Claire (3½), Nora (2) & Michelle (30 weeks)
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Exercise thirty minutes a day
If you work out, keep it up. If you don’t work out, start.
Doctors used to tell pregnant women to go easy on the exercise. Turns out they 
were being conservative because so few studies had been done on exercise 
during pregnancy. 

,NQD�QDBDMS�QDRD@QBG�RGNVR�SG@S�DWDQBHRD�HR�RN�ADMDƥBH@K��HS�NTSVDHFGR�SGD�
miniscule potential risk to baby’s health. Signs of risk to the baby don’t even 
begin to show up until you’re exercising at a level that feels like an all-out sprint.

%HQHƩWV�IRU�PRP�DQG�EDE\
$WDQBHRD�ADMDƥSR�SGD�AQ@HM��MNS�ITRS�SGD�ANCX�

• $WDQBHRD�HMBQD@RDR�AKNNC�ƦNV��VGHBG�RSHLTK@SDR�SGD�ANCX�SN�L@JD�LNQD�AKNNC� 
vessels. More blood vessels give the brain more access to oxygen and energy.

• Aerobic exercise also increases BDNF (brain-derived neurotrophic factor), 
a chemical that grows new neurons. BDNF helps keep existing neurons 
going by making them less susceptible to damage and stress.

• BDNF karate-chops the toxic effects of stress hormones, including  
cortisol. In turn, baby’s stress-response system and limbic system can 
develop normally.

Cardio beats weights
2SQDMFSG�SQ@HMHMF�CNDRMŗS�@ƤDBS�SGD�AQ@HM�KHJD�@DQNAHB�DWDQBHRD�CNDR� �BNLAHM@-
tion is great, but if you’re pressed for time and energy, go with aerobic exercise. 
Swimming tops the list. The water supports your weight and disperses excess 
heat from your belly. The exercise works your entire body. Even if you’re just 
bouncing along in the pool during senior swim, you’ll feel so much better. Your 
impressively swollen ankles will, too. 

Listen to your body
How much exercise is too much? Not enough research has been done to know 
for sure. Maybe that’s why everyone says: Listen to your body. 

I thought pregnant women weren’t supposed to go running or bicycling, so I cut 
back on exercise when I got pregnant. Soon, I didn’t feel healthy. Mid-pregnancy,  
I went back to my active lifestyle, respecting my mood in terms of how intensely 
I exercised. I felt so much better. For me, around eight months pregnant was  
the right time to scale back and just stroll around the neighborhood.

What will you do for exercise?  

%H�VSHFLŜF�DERXW�WKH�GD\�DQG�WLPH�
DO IT NOW

THE RESEARCH

Pregnant women—not used to working out—began exercising four times a week 

for forty-five to sixty minutes at a time. They started at about 12 weeks pregnant  

and continued through 36 weeks, doing things like hilly walks and step  

aerobics. Compared with women who didn’t exercise, the exercisers were 

more fit, fewer had C-sections, and they recovered more quickly after delivery.  

In another study, women who were 28–32 weeks pregnant ran on a treadmill  

to exhaustion, and the babies experienced only a brief blip in heart rate and  

blood flow.

P

Myan (33 weeks)

Exercise intensity What happens to baby

Moderate or vigorous  

(20 minutes of swimming, walking  

or running four-plus days a week)

Baby’s heart rate, breathing rate, and 

umbilical blood flow increase nicely 

along with yours

Strenuous  

(A heart rate at 90% or more of 

maximum; athletes who are used  

to pushing their bodies very hard)

Baby’s heart rate and umbilical blood 

flow dip—but return to normal within  

2½ minutes

THE EFFECT OF EXERCISE ON BABY
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Stress less
THE RESEARCH

Ice storm babies fall behind

When a freezing rain fell on eastern Canada in 

1998, more than a million people lost electricity 

for up to forty days, and a hundred thousand 

families were shuttled into emergency shelters. 

Women who were pregnant during all this were, 

understandably, stressed in a toxic way. It turns 

out their children were, too: at age 5½, the kids had 

lower IQs and poorer language abilities than kids 

whose mothers weren’t affected by the storm. 

Are you thinking you’ll move to a new city, start an intense 
MDV�INA��ATX�@�MDV�GNTRD��@MC�ƥMHRG�QDLNCDKHMF�ITRS�C@XR�
before your new baby is born? 
Here’s a better idea: weekly massages, lazy weekend mornings, and dinners spent laughing with friends. 

That’s because toxic stress during the last few months of pregnancy transfers directly to baby. Excessive 
stress can

• make baby more irritable and less consolable;
• inhibit baby’s motor skills, attention, and ability to concentrate;
• C@L@FD�A@AXŗR�RSQDRR�QDRONMRD�RXRSDL��B@TRHMF�ƥFGS�NQ�ƦHFGS�GNQLNMDR�SN�RSHBJ�@QNTMC�SNN�KNMF��@MC
• RG@UD�@M�@UDQ@FD�NE�DHFGS�ONHMSR�NƤ�A@AXŗR�(0��SGD�CHƤDQDMBD�ADSVDDM�@UDQ@FD�@MC�AQHFGS��

How to identify toxic stress
Not all stress is bad, of course. And not all people react to the same stress in the same way. For example, 
@S�MHMD�LNMSGR�OQDFM@MS��(�V@R�Q@BHMF�SN�ƥMHRG�DCHSHMF�@�ANNJ�(�ENTMC�SGD�K@SD�MHFGSR��SHFGS�CD@CKHMDR��@MC�
clashing personalities invigorating. Friends thought I was crazy. 

The problem is when you feel you have no control over the things stressing you out. Unrelenting stress 
HR�SGD�L@HM�BTKOQHS�.TQ�ANCHDR�ITRS�@QDMŗS�ATHKS�SN�G@MCKD�@�RTRS@HMDC�@RR@TKS�NE�ƥFGS�NQ�ƦHFGS�RSQDRR� 
GNQLNMDR� M�NUDQKX�CDL@MCHMF�INA��@�BGQNMHB�HKKMDRR��ONUDQSX��KNRHMF�@�INA��@M�@ATRHUD�QDK@SHNMRGHOŕSGDRD�
are examples of toxic stress.

/QDFM@MBX�CNDR�BQD@SD�@�ATƤDQ�@F@HMRS�RSQDRR�6NLDM��OQDFM@MS�@MC�MNS��VDQD�DWONRDC�SN�SGD�R@LD�RSQDRRNQ��
and the pregnant women had lower heart rates and cortisol levels. But if you’re experiencing chronic stress 
or anxiety, especially starting in the second trimester, make it a priority to remedy your situation.

If you can’t manage to lower your stress during pregnancy, focus on creating a trusting relationship with 
XNTQ�MDVANQM�A@AX��RDD�O@FD�����3GHR�G@R�ADDM�RGNVM�SN�LHSHF@SD�SGD�DƤDBSR�NE�OQDM@S@K�RSQDRR

List any areas causing you toxic stress.  

What big or small steps can you take to  

regain control? 

What will you do for yourself to reduce 

stress in general? 

DO IT NOW

Sing or read to your belly
Newborns can recognize a song or  
story they heard in the womb.
In a quiet place, pregnant women read a three-minute story excerpted from The Cat in the Hat by Dr. Seuss. 
The women read out loud twice a day for the last six weeks of pregnancy. 

 ESDQ�SGD�A@AHDR�VDQD�ANQM��QDRD@QBGDQR�F@UD�SGDL�O@BHƥDQR�@SS@BGDC�SN�L@BGHMDR�SG@S�BNTKC�LD@RTQD�SGDHQ�
sucking. Stronger sucking triggered audio of their mother reading the story. Weaker sucking triggered audio 
of her reading an unfamiliar story. The newborns sucked more strongly. They wanted to hear their story! 
(Or, at least, its familiar rhythms and intonations.)

8NTQ�A@AX��SNN��KHJDKX�VHKK�ƥMC�E@LHKH@Q�VNQCR�NQ�RNMFR�SN�AD�RNNSGHMF�8NT�B@M�SQX�QDBHSHMF�SGDL�@R�RNNM�
as baby arrives.

While you’re still pregnant, don’t bother reciting anything to baby until your third trimester. Before that, 
baby can’t hear you.

Which song will you sing? Which book will you read?DO IT NOW

BILLIONS OF BERRIES  
FOR BLACKBERRY JAMBLE

My husband read Jamberry, by Bruce Degen, 

each night to my belly in the last couple months 

of my pregnancy. Turns out baby can’t really 

hear dad’s voice before birth. (We didn’t know!) 

Mom’s voice—resonating through and amplified 

by her body—is what baby can hear over the din 

of whooshes, sloshes, gurgles, and heartbeats in 

the womb. Still, my husband’s reading provided a 

lovely bonding time for us. And the book became 

a favorite bedtime story for baby.
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Women in two-income households still do most of the work around the house.
3GHR�HLA@K@MBD�HR�@�L@INQ�LHMDƥDKC�SG@S�MDV�O@QDMSR�E@BD��DRODBH@KKX�ADB@TRD�
baby brings so many new chores. It’s also one of the most frequently cited 
RNTQBDR�NE�L@QHS@K�BNMƦHBS�%HMC�@�E@HQ�RNKTSHNM��@MC�HS�LHFGS�R@UD�XNTQ�L@QQH@FD�
(Hey, it might even improve your sex life. A study of nearly seven thousand 
couples found that as men’s share of the weekly housework increases, couples 
have sex a little more often.)

Bottom line: if you’re both working outside the home, household duties need 
to be shared fairly.

Gay couples are much better at this than straight couples, studies show, because 
they can’t fall back on the assumptions that come with traditional gender roles. 
They have to start from scratch and divvy up every single task. 

This is what you need to do, too.

A ton of work
My husband and I were pretty surprised by the increase in housework that 
came with having a baby. This may be because, focused on our careers, we had 
done as little of it as possible. For example, we used to do laundry every two 
weeks, if we felt like it. Baby’s cloth diapers and major spit-up habit meant we 
suddenly found ourselves doing laundry every two days. 

6D�TRDC�SN�CHQSX�NMD�NQ�SVN�O@MR�ENQ�CHMMDQŕHE�VD�VDQDMŗS�D@SHMF�NTS�/KDMSX�
of nights we’d cook some pasta, stir in some spinach, and open a jar of sauce. 
Or toss a pizza in the oven. When baby started eating solid foods, I spent a lot 
more time cooking fresh produce, beans, and grains. Suddenly we were clean-
ing a whole pile of kitchen gear every night.

-NS�SN�LDMSHNM�VHOHMF�NƤ�@MC�RVDDOHMF�TO�ENNC�RLD@QDC�NM�SGD�S@AKD�@MC�
CQNOODC�NM�SGD�ƦNNQ�SGQDD�LD@KR�@�C@X�.Q�OHBJHMF�TO�SNXR�@MC�SGD�BNMSDMSR�
NE�CQ@VDQR�BNMRS@MSKX�RSQDVM�@BQNRR�SGD�GNTRD�.Q�L@JHMF�RTQD�SGD�ƦNNQR�VDQD�
passably clean, since baby spent so much time on them.

You get the point. Housework goes from “if we get to it” weekly to “must be 
done” several times daily. 

So you can imagine how resentment will quickly build if one person shoulders 
an unfair amount of that work.

Share the chores equally

Work vs. free time
(Both parents working)

Housework & child care Paid work Free time

Women Men

32  
HOURS

39  
HOURS

25  
HOURS21  

HOURS

45  
HOURS

31  
HOURS

Michelle (30 weeks)
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/DNOKD�SDMC�SN�AD�R@SHRƥDC�VHSG�SGDHQ�BNMSQHATSHNM�
SN�GNTRDGNKC�VNQJŕ@MC�CHRR@SHREHDC�VHSG�SGDHQ�
partner’s contribution, studies show. And both 
parties feel underappreciated. So putting things 
down on paper is a clear, data-driven way to get 
on the same page.

With your partner, write down the household tasks 
each of you is responsible for, or use the list at right 
as inspiration. If the list is lopsided, decide how to 
balance it. One strategy is to claim chores you’re 
each good at or don’t mind doing. Compromise on 
SGD�QDRS��ƦHO�@�BNHM��SQ@CD�NƤ��NQ�CN�SGDL�SNFDSGDQ�

Doing some chores together (say, one person cooks 
the main dish and the other makes the sides, or 
both of you clean at the same time) is good for your 
relationship, too. 

Who will do which chores?
Chore Mine Yours

Dishes { {

Meals 

  Grocery shopping { { 

  Breakfast { { 

  Lunch { { 

  Dinner { {

Laundry 

  Washing & drying { { 

  Folding & putting away { {

Garbage, recycling, compost { {

Bathrooms { {

Vacuuming { {

Dusting { {

Repairs { {

Paying bills { {

Scheduling the calendar { {

Chore Mine Yours

Getting baby ready to leave { { 

Packing/unpacking diaper bag { {

Putting baby to bed 

  Naps { { 

  Nighttime { {

Caring for baby  

(feeding, changing diapers, playing) 

Weekdays 

  Morning { { 

  Afternoon { { 

  Evening { { 

  Nighttime wakings { { 

Weekends 

  Morning { { 

  Afternoon { { 

  Evening { { 

  Nighttime wakings { {

Percy, father of Amelia (4) & Honorio (5 weeks)

One quick way to make sure you’re left doing most of the work is to continually criticize your partner’s help.  

Cut each other some slack. Just say, “Thanks. I really appreciate that you put the dishes in the dishwasher.”

TRY THIS

The house turns into such a wreck each day, 

my husband and I made a pact. He would clean 

the house in the morning, after feeding baby 

breakfast and playing, so I wasn’t starting the 

day with a mess. I would clean the house before 

he returned from work, so he wasn’t coming 

home to chaos. Then we would tidy up together 

after dinner. When we stick to our plan, we find 

that our moods improve, and so do our attitudes 

toward each other.

FIRST SHIFT,  SECOND SHIFT,  THIRD SHIFT
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(E�XNTŗQD�RTƤDQHMF��FDS�GDKO

 15%–20%
 

of moms 

Both parents are  
vulnerable to depression

Depression among new parents is more common than you 
might think, and not discussed as much as it should be.
Postpartum depression can hit both parents. And if mom is depressed, it’s more likely that dad will be, too.  
The exact cause of postpartum depression isn’t known, but hormones, lack of sleep, and stress are thought 
to be contributing factors. Fortunately, postpartum depression is treatable. Sooner is better.

#DOQDRRHNM�@ƤDBSR�A@AXŗR�AQ@HM��SNN�#DOQDRRDC�O@QDMSR�@QD�KDRR�QDRONMRHUD�SN�SGDHQ�A@AHDR��@MC�SGDX�DMF@FD�
less positively with their babies. At 9 months old, the babies are

• less social,
• not as good at regulating their behavior,
• more emotionally negative,
• more easily stressed.

Ways to prepare
Find a counselor before baby comes, so you’ll have a number to call if you need it. Ask your doctor, midwife, 
doula, or friends for a recommendation. You want someone who can see you immediately, not in six weeks.

Designate a close friend or family member, or both, to tell you if he or she sees symptoms of depression 
in you, because you might not see them in yourself. 

When to get help
 �BNTOKD�VDDJR�NE�řA@AX�AKTDRŚŕE@SHFTD��R@CMDRR��@MC�VNQQXŕ@QD�MNQL@K�!TS�HE�XNT�EDDK�@MWHNTR�@MC�
overwhelmed most of the time, for longer than two weeks, get help. No excuses. No judgment. For men, 
common symptoms include feeling tired and irritable, escaping (into work, sports, alcohol), or acting more 
controlling, aggressive, or reckless. For women, see the next page.

Do I have postpartum depression?

,I�\RX�KDYH�KDG�D�EDE\�ZLWKLQ�WKH�ODVW�WZHOYH�PRQWKV��DQG�\RX�KDYH�H[SHULHQFHG�VRPH�RI�WKHVH�V\PSWRPV�IRU�PRUH�WKDQ�WZR�ZHHNV��SOHDVH�ƩQG�KHOS��
This list comes from Katherine Stone, publisher of PostpartumProgress.com, the most widely read blog on postpartum depression.

• You feel overwhelmed. Not like “Hey, this new-mom thing is hard.”  
More like “I can’t do this and I’m never going to be able to do this.” 

• You feel guilty because you believe you should be handling new  
motherhood better than this. You feel like your baby deserves better.

• You don’t feel bonded to your baby. You’re not having that mythical mommy 
bliss that you see on TV or read about in magazines.

• You continually feel irritated or angry. You have no patience. Everything 
annoys you. You feel resentment toward your baby, or your partner, or your 
friends who don’t have babies. You feel out-of-control rage.

• You feel nothing but emptiness and numbness. You are just going through 
the motions.

• You feel sadness to the depths of your soul. You can’t stop crying, even 
when there’s no real reason to be crying.

• You can’t bring yourself to eat, or perhaps the only thing that makes you 
feel better is eating.

• You can’t sleep, no matter how tired you are. Or maybe all you can do is 
sleep. Whichever it is, your sleeping is completely screwed up, and it’s not 
just because you have a newborn.

• You can’t concentrate. You can’t focus. You can’t think of the words you  
want to say. You can’t remember what you were supposed to do.  
You can’t make a decision. You feel like you’re in a fog.

• You feel disconnected. You feel strangely apart from everyone, like 
there’s an invisible wall between you and the rest of the world.

• You might be having thoughts of running away and leaving your family 
behind. 

• 8NTŗUD�SGNTFGS�NE�CQHUHMF�NƤ�SGD�QN@C��NQ�S@JHMF�SNN�L@MX�OHKKR��NQ�ƥMCHMF�
some other way to end this misery.

• You know something is wrong, that the way you are feeling is NOT right. 
You wonder if you’ve “gone crazy.”

• You are afraid that this is your new reality and that you’ve lost the  
“old you” forever.

• You are afraid that if you reach out for help, people will judge you.  
Or that your baby will be taken away.

Used with permission

THINK ABOUT IT

ZLWKLQ�ŜUVW�\HDU

 10%
 

of dads

peaks at  

3-6 months
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Two-thirds of couples struggle with their marriages soon after baby arrives.
The majority of couples report a drop in marital satisfaction after baby. It hits 
its lowest point when the kids are teenagers, and it doesn’t rebound until the 
kids move out.

6GX�HR�SGHR�HLONQS@MS�ENQ�A@AX��!DB@TRD�HE�XNTŗQD�RSQDRRDC�NTS�@MC�ƥFGSHMFŕNQ�
GD@CDC�SNV@QC�CHUNQBDŕXNTŗQD�BQD@SHMF�@�GNLD�DMUHQNMLDMS�SG@S�GTQSR�XNTQ�
child’s brain development.

A few factors put you at higher risk for a drop in marital satisfaction:

• (E�SGD�LNSGDQŗR�O@QDMSR�@QD�CHUNQBDC�NQ�G@C�GHFG�KDUDKR�NE�BNMƦHBS
• If you lived together before getting married
• If you had a baby soon after getting married (waiting gives you more time 

to get on the same page about relationship responsibilities)

• (E�XNT�G@UD�@�KNS�NE�MDF@SHUD�BNLLTMHB@SHNM�@MC�CHCMŗS�G@MCKD�BNMƦHBS�
well before baby

• If one of you didn’t want a baby but caved in

Well, that covers just about all of us.

The good news
In a third of relationships, marital satisfaction stays the same or improves 
after baby. What are they doing right? They’re choosing empathy (see page 
������CD@KHMF�VHSG�BNMƦHBSR�KNUHMFKX��RDD�O@FD�������RG@QHMF�SGD�BGNQDR��RDD� 
page 16), and building a great support network (see page 8). 

8NT�B@M�L@JD�@�BNMBDQSDC�DƤNQS�SN�CN�SGDRD�SGHMFR��SNN

$WODBS�BNMƦHBS�@R�@�BNTOKD Know you can’t truly be prepared
You’re going to be clueless, and that’s OK.
Having a baby is a culture shock. As much time as you spent planning for this, 
it all becomes real quite suddenly. You don’t speak baby’s language; you’re 
not sure what she’s trying to tell you. You feel incompetent when it comes to 
the most basic things, like how much this little human needs to eat or how she 
wants to sleep. You’ve never been in such close contact with spit-up, drool, pee, 
@MC�ONNOŕSGHMFR�XNTŗC�OQDUHNTRKX�SQHDC�SN�@UNHC�8NT�A@QDKX�QDBNFMHYD�XNTQ�
GNTRD��@R�BKD@MHMF�E@KKR�SN�SGD�V@XRHCD�@MC�A@AX�RSTƤ�OHKDR�TO�8NTQ�RDMRDR�
become heightened: you start to hear baby’s cries when there are none, or you 
bolt upright in bed with the urge to make sure baby’s still alive. Time ceases to 
have meaning. When baby cries inconsolably, minutes feel like hours. When you 
look into baby’s eyes, cuddle, and kiss baby’s soft skin, hours feel like minutes.

It’s an adventure, and generally you feel up for it. Plus, baby sleeps a ton at 
ƥQRS��FHUHMF�XNT�@�KHSSKD�SHLD�SN�@CITRS

'NVDUDQ��L@MX�ƥQRS�SHLD�O@QDMSR�@KRN�E@BD�@M�@CCHSHNM@K�BG@KKDMFD�SG@S�GHSR�
hard. It could be postpartum depression. It could be that baby is colicky, or 
underweight, or not latching at the breast, or premature. It could be that you’re 
@M�@LAHSHNTR�ODQRNM�@MC�G@UDMŗS�XDS�ƥFTQDC�NTS�SG@S�XNTŗQD�SQXHMF�SN�CN�SNN�
much. For my husband and me, it was sleep deprivation.

%DDCHMF�A@AX�V@R�S@JHMF�SVN�GNTQRŕ@MC�XNTŗQD�RTOONRDC�SN�EDDC�@�MDVANQM�
at least every three hours. I wasn’t producing much milk, but I didn’t want to 
give up on breastfeeding. So the hospital had us taping a tiny tube to my breast, 
and passing milk through it using a syringe. That way, baby was still “nursing.” 
Getting this tube to stay in place and getting baby to latch was indescribably 
time-consuming and frustrating. If baby let go, we’d have to start all over. Then 
switch breasts. Then I’d use a breast pump. Then my husband would sterilize 
all the equipment. We were reeling from lack of sleep. 

,X�GTRA@MC�@MC�(�Q@QDKX�ƥFGS��ATS�RTCCDMKX�VD�VDQD�@QFTHMF�NUDQ�BQHSHB@K�SGHMFR�
like whether the phrase “Don’t cry over spilled milk” referred to the child or 
the mother. Emotions ran high or low, nothing in between. I remember walking 
down the street in broad daylight and bursting into tears. My husband blurted 
out, “Where are the joys of parenthood?” Within ten days, we ditched the 
syringe, switched to bottles, I pumped less often, and we caught up on sleep. 

Gradually, we defined, then accepted, then embraced, our new normal 
as parents. Soon enough, we felt like we were getting the hang of things.  
And you will, too. 

Not that parenting will suddenly become easy. With a baby, just about every 
day has highs and lows. Woven throughout moments of frustration, anxiety, and 
exhaustion are moments of such immense joy, strength, determination, humor, 
and love. These blissful times more than erase the hard ones. 

I remember one sunny day when my baby was 7 or 8 months old. Walking 
through a beautiful forested park, I told her how the leaves had fallen from 
the trees. I sat in a swing with her facing me in my lap, and as we swung, 
she leaned against my chest and smiled a supremely content little smile.  
This made such happiness well up inside me that I laughed out loud, hugged 
her to me, and said, “I love you so much!”

Moments like these come from a deep connection with a person. You can 
feel it with friends or lovers occasionally, but with a child you get to feel it 
several times a day in such a pure sense. It makes you realize that’s what’s most  
HLONQS@MS�HM�KHEDŕNTQ�BNMMDBSHNMR�@R�GTL@MR

Maybe this is why veteran parents forget to tell us first-timers how hard  
parenting can be. If so, it’s a pretty good reason.

The transition to parenthood is tough
%NTQ�RSTCHDR�NE�L@QHS@K�R@SHRE@BSHNM�@RJ�CHƤDQDMS�PTDRSHNMR�ATS�@QQHUD�@S�RHLHK@Q�@MRVDQR� 
Source: C. Walker, “Some Variations in Marital Satisfaction.”

Married without 
children

Childbearing Preschool children, 
oldest age 5

Schoolchildren,  
oldest age 5–12

Teenagers,  
oldest age 12–16

First child gone  
to last leaving home

Empty nest  
to retirement

Empty nest to  
death of first spouse

Sa
ti

sf
ac

ti
on

Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4
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Envision baby all grown up
Take a moment to imagine your child as an adult. 
What kind of work do you hope she is doing? What values do you hope he 
has? What life skills? What kind of relationship does your baby have with you, 
family, friends, and partners?

 S�ƥQRS�HS�LHFGS�AD�CHƧBTKS�SN�HL@FHMD�XNTQ�A@AX�ADHMF�@MXSGHMF�ATS�@�A@AX� 
It was for my husband and me. We did this exercise with Seattle-based parent 
coach Nita Talwar. Busy just keeping our heads above water, we spent more time 
worrying about baby’s next nap than pondering what our child would be like 
twenty years from now. Quickly, though, I could see the power of looking ahead. 

“It’s easier to get where you want to go,” Nita pointed out, “if you have a map.”

Stating the skills and character traits that you value helps you prioritize  
how you want to parent. My husband and I each put “good communicator; 
@QSHBTK@SDŚ�NM�NTQ�KHRSRŕMNS�RTQOQHRHMF��FHUDM�SG@S�VDŗQD�ANSG�VQHSDQR�@MC�DCHSNQR�
I’m naturally a listener rather than a talker, but I overrode my quiet tendencies 
to talk to our baby a lot (see page 48). If we hadn’t stopped to think about 
what we value, I might have let that slide.

Which brings up another point: you might have to grow, too
Do you hope your daughter has a loving, healthy relationship with her partner? 
Then you’ll need to show her that kind of relationship. Do you hope she has 
empathy and respect for others? Then you’ll need to model that. 

Do you hope your son values helping others? Then you’ll need to help others. 
Do you hope he knows how to solve problems in a calm way without being 
hurtful? Then you’ll have to do so. 

What image do you want your baby to have of what a good father or mother 
is? Then . . . you get the idea.

This might require making some changes in your life.

No one wants to hear that, right? Some days I think: I’m just doing the best I 
can, based on who I am. Other days, I’m surprised by my desire to become a 
better person for my baby.

Write down the values and life skills you hope your child exhibits as an adult, twenty  

or thirty years from now. How will you need to change in order to model those things?

DO IT NOW

During any given wonderful or terrible moment, you 

think, “I’ll remember this forever.” You won’t. That 

would require remembering nearly every single day of 

baby’s life. If you’re like me, you can barely remember 

what happened yesterday.

So, since pregnancy, I’ve kept a “One Line a Day” 

journal. One line per day is just about the right level 

of commitment. OK, one line every few days. Mine is 

a five-year journal: each page is devoted to one date, 

with space to write about each of the five years. 

It’s neat to be reminded of what was happening on a 

certain date in previous years—and to wonder what 

my baby will glean from the journal when she’s all 

grown up.

TRY THIS

Sarah (36 weeks)
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Love
The most important thing you can do with your 

newborn is to be sensitive to baby’s needs.  

Respond when baby tries to engage with you. 

Match those smiles, coos, and gazes. Comfort  

those cries. Cuddle up, skin to skin. Fall in love.

Madeline & Claire (5 weeks)
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Prepare to be amazed
Babies’ minds are working, working, testing hypotheses, and  
making use of an incredible set of innate cognitive abilities. 
A newborn less than one hour old can imitate. Even though he’s never seen 
a face before, including his own, a baby is born knowing how to stick out his 
tongue at you, if you stick out yours.

Babies shun the bad guy. Babies 6 and 10 months old watched a show in which 
one toy helps another toy up a hill. A third toy pushes it back down the hill. 
The researchers then brought in the helper toy and the hinderer toy for the 
babies to play with. Babies were much more likely to reach for the helper toy.

Babies can predict an action. When 9-month-olds reach for an object, their 
brain’s motor region is activated. And when 9-month-olds simply watch an 
adult reach for an object, that same motor region is activated. Watching the 
adult a second time, the babies’ motor region activates just prior to the adult 
QD@BGHMFŕHM�DƤDBS�OQDCHBSHMF�SGD�@CTKSŗR�@BSHNM

Babies can make predictions based on probability. Infants 10 to 12 months 
old were tested to see whether they preferred a pink lollipop or a black one. 
Next, babies were shown two jars: one with more pink lollipops and one with 
more black. Researchers then plucked a lollipop from each jar (shielded now, so 
baby couldn’t tell which color lollipop was chosen) and covered each lollipop 
with a cup. About 80 percent of the time, the infants chose the cup most likely 
to contain their favorite color of lollipop.

Do something one time, and a 14-month-old can repeat it a week later  
in the same context. Researchers created a box that would light up when 
touched. As babies watched, experimenters leaned forward from the waist 
and touched their foreheads to the box. Brought back to the lab a week later, 

two-thirds of babies remembered. They leaned forward and touched their own 
ENQDGD@CR�SN�SGD�ANW�3GD�QDRD@QBGDQR�SQHDC�KNMFDQ�CDK@XR��SNNŕ@MC�RNLD�A@AHDR�
remembered four months later. 

Babies will give you broccoli. An 18-month-old understands that your wants 
LHFGS�CHƤDQ�EQNL�GDQR�(M�EQNMS�NE�SGD�BGHKC��@M�DWODQHLDMSDQ�@SD�Q@V�AQNBBNKH�� 
L@JHMF�@�G@OOX�E@BD��ř,LLʖŚ���@MC�SGDM�FNKCƥRG�BQ@BJDQR��L@JHMF�@�CHRFTRSDC�
face (“Yuck!”). Then the experimenter held out her hand to the child and said, 
“Could you give me some?” Even though they prefer crackers, 18-month-olds 
F@UD�GDQ�Q@V�AQNBBNKHŕVG@S�SGD�DWODQHLDMSDQ�R@HC�RGD�KHJDC�3GD�DWODQHLDMS�
also was done with 15-month-olds. Babies at that age always hand over crack-
ers, which is what they like.

Babies are taking statistics. Babies take in everything from the environment 
@QNTMC�SGDLŕRNTMCR��UHRT@K�RBDMDR��K@MFT@FDŕ@MC�B@KBTK@SD�SGD�EQDPTDMBX�
with which something occurs. In the case of language, babies use these  
statistics to determine which letter sounds to continue discriminating  
between and which to drop.

Babies are designed to learn. Babies absorb information from many sources 
@S�NMBD��KHFGSHMF�TO�@�GNRS�NE�MDTQNSQ@MRLHSSDQRŕL@MX�LNQD�SG@M�@CTKS�AQ@HMR�
G@UDŕSG@S�KD@O�HMSN�@BSHNM�ENQ�Q@OHC�KD@QMHMF�3GDM��KHJD�RBHDMSHRSR��A@AHDR�
and young children create hypotheses and run experiments about the world 
and about human nature. Researcher Alison Gopnik calls young children  
“the research and development division of the human species.”

Ross, Jess & Naomi (14 months)

I’m continually impressed by the things my baby 

can do, say, remember, and repeat. Before babies 

can talk, you tend to assume they don’t under-

stand anything you’re saying. They do. Dressing 

my baby in a shirt at 10 months old, I asked her 

to put her arm in the sleeve—and she did. When 

baby started talking, it was too late to take back 

some of the things my husband and I had said to 

her. “Butt balm for the butt!” she’d repeat during 

diaper changes. 

If I give baby enough time, patiently waiting 

instead of jumping in to help, she’s often able to 

twist on a lid, snap a buckle, find a towel and wipe 

up a spill, or put away an item before moving on to 

the next thing. At 20 months old, I was surprised 

to learn she could finish the sentences of favorite  

books, if I paused. Reading Corduroy, about a small 

bear in green overalls who’s missing a button, I’d 

start, “I didn’t know I’d . . .” and she’d finish, “lost a 

button, said to self. I’ll go FIND it!” 

It’s easy to underestimate a baby. Keep testing 

your baby’s boundaries—and prepare to be 

amazed.

SEE WHAT BABY CAN DO
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Create a feeling of safety
Yes, you should anchor your furniture to the walls and lock away your cleaning supplies.
But that’s not the kind of safety I’m talking about here. 
Your baby’s strongest need is to feel safe with you.

Children are exquisitely sensitive to their environments. If you create an  
environment of safety, love, and emotional stability, good things happen:

• Baby’s brain develops a healthy stress-response system, efficiently 
deploying and then reducing stress hormones as needed. 

• With stress hormones in balance, baby’s neural circuits for learning and 
reasoning are protected. The cardiovascular and immune systems can 
function properly. 

• Life’s smaller stresses (“No shirt! I don’t want it!”) become chances  
ENQ�FQNVSG��ADB@TRD�RTOONQSHUD�QDK@SHNMRGHOR�ATƤDQ�SGD�MDF@SHUD�DƤDBSR�
of stress.

• Baby sees your healthy responses to stressful experiences and gets  
practice responding in healthy ways. 

(M�@�GNLD�VHSG�GHFG�KDUDKR�NE�BNMƦHBS��NM�SGD�NSGDQ�G@MC��A@AXŗR�RSQDRR�QDRONMRD�
system is damaged. The system is either forced into a state of constant high 
alert or dulled into reacting too mildly to stress. Baby is unable to form a trusting 
attachment with caregivers (see page 38). Later, the child is more likely to be 
aggressive and delinquent. You might think babies are too young to understand 
SG@S�SGDHQ�O@QDMSR�@QD�ƥFGSHMF�!TS�A@AHDR�XNTMFDQ�SG@M���LNMSGR�NKC�B@M�SDKK�
something is wrong. Babies’ blood pressure and heart rate rise, and so do their 
levels of the stress hormone cortisol.

+RZ�\RX�ƩJKW�PDWWHUV�
3G@S�CNDRMŗS�LD@M�XNT�B@M�MDUDQ�ƥFGS�-NS�@KK�O@QDMSRŗ�ƥFGSR�GTQS�@�BGHKCŗR�AQ@HM�
development. If, when you argue, you are supportive of your partner and show 
RL@KK�RHFMR�NE�@ƤDBSHNM��RDD�O@FD�������BGHKCQDM�KD@QM�SG@S�XNT�B@M�@MC�VHKK�
L@M@FD�BNMƦHBS�HM�@�V@X�SG@S�OQDRDQUDR�E@LHKX�G@QLNMX�(E�XNT�@QD�GNRSHKD�VHSG�
your partner, making threats and lobbing insults, or you’re physically aggressive, 
SG@SŗR�VGDM�SGD�BNMƦHBSR�G@QL�JHCR

%DE\śV�VWUHVV�UHVSRQVH�V\VWHP�GHYHORSV�RYHU�WKH�ƩUVW�\HDU
The kinds of things that stress baby (that is, increase her cortisol level) change 
@R�DWODQHDMBDR�ƥMD�STMD�A@AXŗR�RSQDRR�QDRONMRD�RXRSDL�

Newborn Cortisol increases even if baby is picked up

3 months Being picked up is no longer stressful, but a doctor exam is

6 months Cortisol is less reactive during a doctor exam and shots

9 months Being left with a trusted babysitter barely increases cortisol 

13 months Baby can be upset with no increase in cortisol

Henry (3) & Hope
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Comfort newborn with the familiar
Thrust into a foreign place, who wouldn’t  
be comforted by the vestiges of home? 
Newborns cry because they’re hungry or gassy or sleepy or hot or cold or wet. And they cry after you’ve 
checked all those things, for reasons that will remain a mystery. Baby’s dealing with a lot right now.  
You can’t always solve the problem to stop the crying, but you can comfort baby as he cries.

Scent
Researchers recorded the crying of newborns, a mere 30 minutes old, who were separated from  
SGDHQ�LNSGDQR�ENQ�@M�GNTQ�(E�SGD�A@AHDR�VDQD�DWONRDC�SN�SGD�RLDKK�NE�SGD�LNSGDQŗR�@LMHNSHB�ƦTHCŕSGD�
OQNSDBSHUD�R@B�NE�V@SDQ�A@AX�G@C�ADDM�ƦN@SHMF�HM�ADENQD�AHQSGŕSGDX�BQHDC�KDRR�SG@M�SGHQSX�RDBNMCR� 
If not, they cried more than two minutes. 

What else is a familiar scent to a newborn? Well, mom, for one. Baby can smell you starting at seven months 
HM�SGD�VNLAŕXNTQ�ANCX�NCNQ��DUDM�SGD�KNSHNM�XNT�QTA�NM�XNTQ�ADKKX�D@BG�DUDMHMF��,HFGS�(�QDBNLLDMC�
Almond Supple Skin Oil from L’Occitane? Mmm. Drop hints for your baby shower.) Soon after birth, dad’s 
scent can become familiar, too. 

During the painful heel prick to draw baby’s blood, babies cried and grimaced much less if they smelled a 
familiar scent. Mama’s milk worked for breastfed babies. The scent of vanilla, which researchers previously 
had wafted under baby’s nose, worked as well.

Sound
If you sang or read to baby during your third trimester of pregnancy (see page 14), use that song or 
story to comfort baby right after birth. 

Motion
6Q@O�A@AX�SN�XNTQ�ANCX�@MC�V@KJ��RDD�O@FD�����ŕ@�UDQX�E@LHKH@Q�B@CDMBD�SN�A@AX

Sniff, sniff? Newborns cry less
Median crying time during separation from mom, when 
DWONRDC�SN�GDQ�@LMHNSHB�ƦTHC�UR�MN�DWONRTQD

Exposed

Not exposed

29  
SECONDS

135  
SECONDS

Heather & Opal (3 weeks)

Baby’s first three months are called “the fourth  

trimester.” The evolutionary theory is that babies  

could use more time in the womb—but they must be 

born early so their heads fit through the birth canal. 

To ease baby’s transition outside the womb, parents 

try to replicate the noisy, cozy, warm, rock-and-roll 

conditions inside the womb. That's why Harvey Karp’s 

“Five S’s” work so well to comfort baby: swaddling, side 

or stomach position, swinging, shushing, and sucking. 

See happiestbaby.com for details. 

GOOD TO KNOW
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!@AHDR�@QD�G@OOX�VHSG�@KLNRS�BNMRS@MS�BNMS@BS�HM�SGDHQ�ƥQRS�EDV�LNMSGR�3NTBG�EDDKR�FNNCʖ
 ƤDBSHNM@SD�SNTBG�HR�DRRDMSH@K�ENQ�BNFMHSHUD�@MC�DLNSHNM@K�CDUDKNOLDMS�,NQD�
technically: touch triggers the release of certain neurotransmitters, which 
soothe the nervous system and lower baby’s levels of cortisol, a stress hormone. 
Touch signals safety to the brain. 

At the extreme negative end, babies not touched for days on end simply stare 
NƤ�HMSN�RO@BD�3GDHQ�RSQDRR�QDRONMRD�RXRSDL�HR�C@L@FDC��BQD@SHMF�@�B@RB@CD�NE�
MDF@SHUD�DƤDBSR

Ways to get close
(M�A@AXŗR�ƥQRS�VDDJR��XNTŗQD�HM�@�G@YD�ITRS�SQXHMF�SN�FDS�SGD�G@MF�NE�@KK�SGHR�
feeding, burping, napping, pooping, and generally keeping baby alive. Then, at 
some point in the day, all of those things have occurred, and you may wonder: 
Now what do we do? 

Instead of setting baby in a swing to stare at mobiles, cuddle up: 

Go skin to skin. Let your newborn, wearing only a diaper, rest on mom’s or 
dad’s bare chest. Snuggle with baby in bed the same way. Breastfeed topless 
at home. Your skin warms baby, but you can also put a blanket over the two of 
you. Being skin to skin, or nursing, when the doctor gives baby heel pricks or 
shots also lowers baby’s stress.

Wrap baby against your body. Use a soft-structured carrier, sling, or wrap while 
you run your errands, do some chores, or go for a walk. (After you’ve recovered 
EQNL�SGD�K@ANQ��(�LD@MŕCNMŗS�FN�@MXVGDQD�@S�ƥQRS��HE�XNT�B@M�GDKO�HSʖ��2@UD�SGD�
RSQNKKDQ�ENQ�VGDM�A@AX�FDSR�GD@UX�NQ�XNT�MDDC�SN�G@TK�RSTƤ

Massage baby each day. Researchers found that 4-month-olds who got a daily 
eight-minute massage were

• in a better mood,
• less anxious and stressed,
• more attentive, and
• sleeping more regularly.

Seems to me like massage does the same for moms . . .

Start with baby on his back, then his tummy. The pressure needs to be moderate, 
not too light. In India, where baby massage is a centuries-old tradition, women 
lay baby on their outstretched legs and work vigorously with warm oil. (Search 
online for a video to get an idea of the amount of pressure.) Talk to, sing to, or 
smile at baby while you massage. A silent, distant massage only raises baby’s 
RSQDRR�KDUDK�(E�A@AX�RDDLR�@FHS@SDC��@CITRS�XNTQ�SNTBG��NQ�SQX�@MNSGDQ�SHLDŕA@AX�
may just need a break right now (see page 38).

Cuddle with baby

THE RESEARCH

In one study, preterm babies got skin-to-skin contact (”kangaroo care”) each day. 

Each time researchers followed up, between 6 months old and 10 years old, 

these babies had more efficient stress responses, more organized sleep patterns, 

and better executive function than preterm babies cared for in an incubator. 

The new moms were less anxious, too.

Honorio (5 weeks) & Maribel
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Ross & Naomi (14 months) Nora (2) & TonyTracy & Geneva (23 months) Stacy & Mak (13 months)
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Get in sync
Baby loves it when you mimic her facial expressions,  
coo at her little sounds, and gaze into her eyes.
When baby tries to engage with you in one of those ways, she needs you to 
respond in kind. This “serve and return” interaction is foundational in wiring 
baby’s brain. It helps the brain develop in a way that supports stress regulation, 
empathy, and emotional stability. But sometimes baby needs a break. 

I was leaning over my newborn on a play mat, laughing and cooing, when baby 
suddenly turned her head to the left, lost in a million-mile stare. I had an urge 
to say, “Hello? Where’d you go?” 

Then I remembered that when a baby is overstimulated, she tells you by 

• turning her head away,
• closing her eyes,
• avoiding your gaze,
• tensing up, or
• suddenly becoming fussy. 

It was neat for me to understand what was happening. And it helped me resist 
my initial urge to bring baby back by calling her name or waving in front of her 
face. My baby turned back to me just a few moments later, ready to carry on. 

Synchrony creates a trusting relationship
Matching baby’s lulls by patiently waiting, and then engaging when she does, 
is a hallmark of responsive, sensitive parenting. You’re attuned to baby, aware 
of baby’s cues, and quick to respond to baby’s cues. Sensitive parenting 
helps baby form a trusting relationship with you, called “secure attachment.”  
Parents who continually ignore or reject their baby’s bids for interaction and 

reassurance don’t create a trusting relationship. Attachment has nothing to do 
with whether baby is constantly attached to your body.

Being out of sync stresses baby
When mama and baby are in sync, their biological rhythms are, too. For example, 
during face-to-face interaction, their heartbeats become coordinated with a lag 
of less than one second.

When parent and baby are out of sync, baby gets stressed. Harvard researcher 
Ed Tronick conducted “still face” experiments in which mothers simply gave 
a blank stare when their babies wanted to engage. The babies tried smiling, 
pointing, waving, and screeching, all to no avail. Babies then began to turn away, 
cry, and slump. When the mothers quit their act, it took their babies a moment 
to trust them again and reengage. But they did reengage. Building (or breaking) 
a trusting relationship with baby is a process that happens over several years.

Abyaz, Melinda & Alianna (5 days)

Secure attachment Insecure attachment

Child turns to you for  

protection and comfort

Child turns away from  

you when distressed

Child uses you as a base from  

which to explore the world

Child alternates between  

clinging and pushing you away

EXAMPLES OF ATTACHMENT
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Smile, hug, encourage
A smile, a wink, a hug, or a word of encouragement helps create a positive  
home environment. When children get attention in positive ways,  
they are less likely to seek attention in negative ways.

Arden (3) & Andréa

Jerry, Miles (15 months) & Karen Sonia & Quentin (2)
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Include baby 
Quality time with baby can mean taking out the garbage together. 
Including baby in life’s little tasks requires accepting that any task will take 
much, much longer. But that’s OK. Engaging baby in whatever you’re doing 
gives you lots to show baby and lots to talk about, along with little moments 
you’ll cherish. 

For part of the day, baby and I have friends to meet, books to read, music to 
C@MBD�SN��@MC�V@KJR�SN�FN�NM�!TS�VGDM�(�MDDC�SN�FDS�RSTƤ�CNMD��GDQD�@QD�RNLD�
of the things that work for me:

Showering

• Before baby can sit up: Cradle baby in a portable chair, or surround baby 
VHSG�OHKKNVR�NM�SGD�ƦNNQ�VHSGHM�XNTQ�UHDV

• .MBD�A@AX�B@M�RHS�TO��+DS�A@AX�ROK@RG��SNN��NM�SGD�A@SGSTA�ƦNNQ�NQ�HM�@�
bucket-style baby bath. I’m very grateful for our Tummy Tub. 

Cooking

• Before baby can sit up, put baby in a carrier.
• Prep food at the dining-room table while baby sits in the high chair, or 

bring the high chair to the kitchen. Talk about all of the ingredients, and 
pass baby produce to feel or taste.

• 2HS�A@AX�NM�SGD�ƦNNQ�VHSG�RNLD�AKNBJR��O@MR�@MC�TSDMRHKR��NQ�ENNC�R@LOKDR�
Explain the things you’re doing.

• Get a stool or “learning tower” so your child can see. Have her help, by 
throwing away packaging, pouring ingredients into the pot, or stirring.

• I often make a green smoothie in the blender. Baby likes to nibble the 
pear, twist the lemon halves on the citrus juicer, strip the stems from the 
kale, and watch everything whirl. As I turn on the blender, I say, “Loud 
MNHRD�HM�NMD��SVN��SGQDDŕŚ�@MC�VD�CN�@�KHSSKD�C@MBD

Laundry

• Let baby put a couple items in the machine, twist some knobs, and watch 
SGD�ROHMMHMF�BKNSGDRŕHSŗR�35�ENQ�A@AHDRʖ�

• Play peekaboo while folding laundry. 
• Ask your toddler to put away items that belong in his room.
• ,@JD�SGD�ADC�VHSG�A@AX�HM�HS�6GHO�SGD�RGDDS�HMSN�SGD�@HQ�@MC�KDS�HS�ƦN@S�

down over the two of you.

Cleaning

• Hand over part of the job. Around 18 months, my baby liked to get out the 
dustpan when I was sweeping, and she’d grab the rag to wipe up spills.

• Enlist baby’s help to empty the dishwasher: “Here, put your dish on your 
shelf. Can you get your stool, and put your spoon in the drawer?” 

)L[LQJ�VWXƨ

• Your toddler would probably love to help you assemble her new balance 
bike, remove the old knobs from the dresser drawers, or sit in your  
suitcase and twist the screwdriver to tighten the handle. Explain as  
you go.

Errands

• Walk, if you can, or take the bus. People you pass by love to talk  
with baby, and you see all sorts of interesting things.

• Choose one errand and make a day of it. For example, I once walked to 
@�RSNQD�ƥUD�LHKDR�@V@X�!@AX�@MC�(�G@C�OKDMSX�SN�KNNJ�@S�@KNMF�SGD�V@X�� 
we ran into a friend, we stopped for lunch, and we took the bus home. 
The errand took hours, technically, but it made for a nice day.

Tracy & Geneva (18 months)
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Talk
Describe the world to baby in all its richness.  

“Mmm, pomegranate seeds. Aren’t they a beautiful 

color? A deep red, like rubies.” Count the stairs as you 

walk them. Recount your day. Say anything and 

everything—just talk a ton. Read every day.

Stacy & Mak (13 months)
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Speak in a singsongy voice

Read a magazine story to your baby, using the same 

tone and speed you would with your partner. See how 

your baby reacts. (Mine tries to pinch my lips closed.) 

Now read it again in parentese. It’s pretty funny to 

look baby in the eyes and say, wide-eyed and smiling, 

something like, “Unfortunately, encounters with cops 

are always at the worst moments in your life.” But 

watch baby engage!

TRY THISThe best way to talk with baby is to snuggle in close  
and use a high, lilting voice with drawn-out vowels.
(SŗR�B@KKDC�řO@QDMSDRDŚ�(M�SGD�ƥQRS�DHFGSDDM�LNMSGR��HS�GDKOR�A@AX�OHBJ�NTS�@MC�HLHS@SD�O@QSR�NE�K@MFT@FD�

That’s because each vowel and word becomes more distinct, so they’re easier for baby to discern.  
3GD�GHFGDQ�OHSBG�L@SBGDR�SGD�KHLHSDC�Q@MFD�NE�@�A@AXŗR�RL@KKDQ�UNB@K�SQ@BSŕNMD�PT@QSDQ�SGD�RHYD�NE�XNTQR

It’s not what you say, it’s how you say it 
Infants prefer the pitch of parentese to adult speech, according to decades of research: 

• Babies’ heart rates increased when they heard parentese, even in a foreign language.
• At 5 months old, babies smiled more at approvals and looked worried at disapprovals in parentese.
• At 12 months old, babies asked to look at a picture did so more often when asked in parentese.

Sarah & Opal (3 weeks)
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Talk to your baby a ton
(E�XNTQ�A@AX�GD@QR�@�SNM�NE�S@KJ�HM�GDQ�ƥQRS�SGQDD�XD@QR��RGDŗKK�G@UD�@�AHFFDQ� 
vocabulary, a higher IQ, and better grades than children who aren’t talked  
to much. 

When should you start? In the last ten weeks of pregnancy. Babies begin to 
absorb language, as the mother’s voice reverberates through her body, earlier 
than researchers realized.

Talk richly
Simplify a description or explanation, but there’s no need to avoid using the 
OQNODQ�VNQCR�,NRS�VNQCR�@QD�TMTRT@K�SN�@�A@AX��QHFGS��(MRSD@C�NE�ITRS�ř+NNJŕ
airplane!” you might say, “That’s a seaplane. Do you see how the plane has 
SVN�EDDS��3GNRD�EDDS�@QD�B@KKDC�ONMSNNMR�/NMSNNMR�KDS�SGD�OK@MD�ƦN@S�NM�SGD�
V@SDQ� �RD@OK@MD�ƦN@SR�NM�SGD�V@SDQŚ��3N�RTBG�DWOK@M@SHNMR��LX�A@AX�QDOKHDR�
amenably, “OK, yeah.”)

Talk positively
Encourage your child. “Wow, you’re learning to pour! Oops, the water spilled. 
8D@G��HSŗR�SQHBJX�SN�KHMD�TO�SGD�BTOR�6DŗKK�BKD@M�SG@S�TO�.*��KDSŗR�SQX�@F@HMŕGNKC�
your hand here . . .” That’s more encouraging than saying, “Let Daddy pour that. 
You’re going to spill it.”

Repeat or rephrase baby’s words.  
“Ball! Yes, you’re playing with a ball.” 

Give positive feedback.  
Use more “Good” and “Right” than “Don’t,” “Stop,” and “Bad.” 

Give polite guidance rather than directives.  
“Can you . . . ?” and “Do you . . . ?” and “Oh, thank you!”

Talk directly to baby
Speech that baby simply overhears doesn’t provide the same boost in baby’s 
UNB@ATK@QX�NQ�K@MFT@FD�OQNƥBHDMBX�-DHSGDQ�CNDR�OK@XHMF�@TCHN�NQ�UHCDN�NE�
RNLDNMD�S@KJHMF�3GD�AQ@HM�HR�DKDBSQHƥDC�AX�E@BD�SN�E@BD�HMSDQ@BSHNM��RN�LTBG�
so that the presence or absence of that social connection acts as a gate to 
learning language.

Talk regularly
Children who are talked to more often get a brain boost. It helps to have places 
to go and people to see, which gives you a world of things to describe and 
explain. (See page 42 for more ideas.)

Greg & Claire (5 weeks)
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Newborn and infant
It may feel a little strange to talk this much to someone who doesn’t talk back. 
But you get used to it. 

Read out loud. A newspaper story, for example, gives you a chance to catch 
up on the world (if you can keep baby from ripping the paper and eating it).

Explain what’s about to happen to baby. Babies understand more than you 
think they do, and it helps to give them a little notice before moving them this 
way and that. “Let’s change your diaper. Here comes a wet wipe. Legs up . . . legs 
down.” “I’m going to put on your hat, and then we’ll walk outside.” “Grandma 
is going to visit you today.”

Narrate your dayŕVG@SDUDQ�XNTŗQD�CNHMF��RDDHMF��SGHMJHMF��@MC�EDDKHMF�3@JD�
moments to engage your baby with eye contact, a smile, or a tickle. It doesn’t 
really matter what you talk about. 

Examples 
Folding laundry: “Oh good, two matching socks. Two matching socks! I’m folding 
the tops together so one doesn’t get lost. There we go.” “Ooh, a nice warm sheet.” 
(Cover baby’s head, then lift it away.) “Where’s baby? There’s baby!” 

Going for a walk: Talk about where you’re going today and what you see as 
you pass by. 

Dressing baby: “Let’s see, which shirt will you wear today? I’m partial to this 
NMD�.UDQ�SGD�GD@CʖŚ��!@AX�ƦHOR�NUDQ�@MC�VHFFKDR�@V@X��ř"NLD�GDQD��KHSSKD�ƥRGX�
We’re not done yet!” (Scoot baby back to you with kisses.) “Left arm through. 
Right arm through. Good. Well, aren’t you cute. Aren’t you cute!” 

Making a bottle: “Fill . . . scoop . . . pour . . . twist . . . shake-shake-shake.”

Toddler
Once baby is more active, all this talking gets easier and, I found, feels less 
RHKKXŕDUDM�HE�HS�CNDRMŗS�RNTMC�KDRR�RHKKX

Examples 
6LPSO\�GHVFULEH�DOO�WKH�LPSUHVVLYH�VWXƨ�EDE\�LV�GRLQJ��“You opened the drawer. 
You closed the drawer. Open. Close. Open. Close. Good job! You’re pulling the 
drawer open. You’re pushing the drawer closed. Pull. Push. Pull. Push. Ooh, a pen. 
8NT�ENTMC�@�ODM�HM�SGD�CQ@VDQ�6NV��XNT�SNNJ�SGD�KHC�NƤ�SGD�ODMʖ�(ŗKK�S@JD�SG@S���Ś�

Explain whatever baby seems interested in. “Yes, that’s Daddy’s helmet.  
HEL-met. He’s putting it on his head. He’s buckling the strap under his chin. 
Now he can safely ride his bike.” 

Build nouns into sentences. “Lid. This is a lid. A lid goes on top of a pan. I put 
the lid on top of the pan. Can you put the lid on top of the pan?”

.MBD�A@AX�RS@QSR�S@KJHMF��HMSDQ@BSHMF�SGHR�V@X�ADBNLDR�DUDM�LNQD�ETMŕ@MC�
impossibly cute. Before you know it, baby starts repeating everything you say. 
Then you can teach baby to say things you want to hear. Our baby says, “Daddy 
runs fast!” and “Go, Pack, go!”

Say anything and everything

Which situations will you narrate to baby?DO IT NOW

Henry (3) & Hope
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2,100 words per hour?!
How much is the “ton of talk” baby needs to hear to have a bigger vocabulary, 
a higher IQ, and better grades? Researchers found that it’s 21,000 words a day, 
NQ�������VNQCR�@M�GNTQ�2NTMC�C@TMSHMF��(�SGNTFGS�RN�@S�ƥQRS�

As it turns out, 2,100 words an hour does not mean a stream of constant chatter. 
(SŗR�@ANTS�ƥESDDM�LHMTSDRŗ�VNQSG�NE�S@KJHMF�NUDQ�@M�GNTQ�

Parents also tend to speak in chunks averaging only four words: “Hi, beautiful 
baby.” “Who’s that in the mirror? Is that you?” “Oops, Mommy forgot her keys.” 
ř6GDQD�@QD�XNTQ�RGNDR�Ś�2HLOKD�OGQ@RDRŕSGDX�BNTMS�3GDRD�O@QDMSR�VDQDMŗS�
QHƧMF�NM�SGD�SGDNQX�NE�QDK@SHUHSX�

In the study, professional families averaged 487 of these utterances per hour. 
Low-income families averaged 176 per hour.

Vocab explosion!

Age Average child can understand

1½ years 100 words

3 years 1,000 words

6 years 6,000 words (only 44,000 more to go . . .)

THE RESEARCH

Betty Hart tried everything she could think of to improve the vocabular-

ies of the 4-year-olds in the low-income preschool where she was teaching.  

She couldn’t do it. Finally, she and Todd Risley, her graduate supervisor at the 

University of Kansas, figured out that, by age 4, it was too late. 

They wanted to know why.

So they followed forty-two families and recorded every word they said— 

for one hour per month, over two-and-a-half years. 

It took six years to transcribe the resulting thirteen hundred hours of tapes. 

Hart and Risley then analyzed the differences in the way rich and poor 

parents speak with their children. They studied the quality of the talking from 

many angles: Did the mix of nouns and verbs matter? The vocabulary level?  

Whether the talk was positive or negative? 

The number of words turned out to be the most interesting variable:

• A child in a family on welfare heard an average of 600 words an hour, 

while a child in a professional family heard 2,100 words an hour.

• By age 4, children of professional parents had heard forty-eight million 

words addressed to them; children in poor families had heard thirteen 

million. No wonder poor kids were behind in vocabulary and speech 

acquisition—differences that affected their later educational abilities.

• Children’s language skills at age 3 predicted their language skills at  

age 9 or 10.

Geneva (22 months) & Tracy

OK, let’s wash your hands. This is the cold water. No, that’s the hot water.  

We’ll put a little soapy on your palm. Yep, rub, rub, rub. You’re rubbing your 

hands together. Ooh, I see lots of bubbles. Let’s get the backs of your hands.  

Good. OK, time to rinse! Rub, rub, rub under the water. All right, let’s dry.

A LITTLE TEST AT THE SINK:  60 WORDS TAKES 26 SECONDS
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Read together
Look at the words on the page and say them out loud.  
That’s how one reads a book to a child, I assumed. Nope. 

Babies & babblers

Before 6 months
Think of “reading” more as exploring the concept of books. Read sturdy board 
books, and let baby chew corners. Or read aloud whatever magazine or novel 
you’re into at the moment (or were into, before baby). This way, you’ll be expos-
ing baby to the sounds of language and getting a break from “all things baby.”

6–12 months 
Talk about the pictures. $MBNTQ@FD�A@AX�SN�ONHMS��ř6GDQDŗR�SGD�XDKKNV�ƦNVDQ�Ś�
Let baby turn pages and feel textures. Baby doesn’t care much about the plot 
@S�SGHR�ONHMS�#NMŗS�EDDK�KHJD�XNT�G@UD�SN�ƥMHRG�SGD�ANNJ

12–18 months
Engage baby with dramatic readings,�CHƤDQDMS�UNHBDR��AHF�DWOQDRRHNMR��@MC�
gestures. When a bee goes “buzz!” you can make the sound and come in close 
SN�K@MC�@�JHRR�6GDM�@�BG@Q@BSDQ�FNDR�E@RS�NQ�RKNV��XNT�B@M�TRD�XNTQ�ƥMFDQSHOR�
to crawl or run up baby’s belly.

Read together every day,�DUDM�HE�ITRS�ENQ�ƥUD�NQ�SDM�LHMTSDR

Talkers

1½ years–3 years
Help your child become the storyteller. Each time you read the same book, 
do less reading yourself, and let your child talk more. You point, label objects, 
and ask questions. Children’s oral language skills improved, one study found, 
@ESDQ�ƥESDDM�VDDJR�NE�SGHR�HMSDQ@BSHUD�RSXKD�NE�QD@CHMF�

The Stony Brook Reading and Language Project, led by researcher Grover  
Whitehurst, developed the “PEER sequence” to summarize the fairly natural 
and brief exchange:

• PROMPT your child to say something about the book: “What is this?” 
(pointing to bird)

• EVALUATE your child’s response: (child says “bird”) “That’s right!”
• EXPAND on your child’s response by rephrasing it or adding information 

to it: “It’s a blackbird.”
• REPEAT a prompt about the expansion: “Can you say blackbird?”

6GDM�A@AX�ƥQRS�RS@QSR�S@KJHMF��@RJ�GHL�SN�M@LD�NAIDBSR�ř6G@S�HR�SG@S�Ś

Later, ask what, when, where, and why prompts: “When does the moon come 
out?” “Where are all the animals going?” “What is that sneaky gorilla doing?” 

As your child is able to answer those, ask open-ended questions: “What’s  
happening in this picture?”

You want to use the PEER sequence on almost every page, Whitehurst says, 
after you’ve read through the book once or twice.

Boo & Wolfie (10 months)

Find a picture book with few words. For example, in Good Night, Gorilla, each page 

says little more than “Good night.” Flotsam has no words at all. Without a written 

narrative to fall back on, you have to make up a story based on the pictures. 

TRY THIS

»
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1½ years–3 years
Read alphabet books and rhymes. Both teach children about phonemes, the 
sounds of letters. Choose alphabet books that show several things starting 
with the same letter (“C is a crab with two clamping claws”) and rhyming books 
(“Today I say! Without delay!”). As you’re reading, pause so that your child can 
ƥMHRG�SGD�RDMSDMBD��ř MC�SGD�MNHRX��M@RSX�MTHR@MBD�FQDV��ŗSHK�SGD�UHKK@FDQR�BQHDC�

___ [What can we do?]”

Sound out words, syllable by syllable. This helps children link letters and their 
sounds, necessary for decoding words and for spelling. At this stage, your child 
learns to name a letter and make the sound of that letter, can tell you a word 
that rhymes with another word, and knows you’ve said “cat” if you make the 
sounds /k/ and /at/. 

4–5 years
Have your child read aloud. Give explicit feedback and guidance along the way. 
3GHR�RHFMHƥB@MSKX�HLOQNUDR�VNQC�QDBNFMHSHNM��ƦTDMBX��@MC�BNLOQDGDMRHNMŕ 
both for good and not-so-good readers, and across ages.

Relate an event in the story to real life: “We saw a boat yesterday, didn’t we?” 
“Remember the last time you got frustrated like that?”

Ask questions about the story while you read. Reread parts that your child 
CHCMŗS�TMCDQRS@MC� ESDQ� SGD�RSNQXŕNQ�ADENQD�QD@CHMF� HS�XDS�@F@HMŕ@RJ�@� 
question about the plot: “Did Franklin want a dog for a pet? How did his 
parents react?” Have your child come up with his own questions about the 
story. Research hints that the conversation during reading is more important 
than the actual reading.

Jace (2)

«

Reading isn’t just pleasurable, it’s necessary. It opens our minds to new ideas 

and possibilities; it informs and, sometimes, it inspires. It’s a lovely way for you 

and your child to bond with each other. 

Reading also presents by far the best opportunity to learn new words. We’re 

not all that expansive when we talk. Children’s books tend to use almost  

twice as many unusual words as college-educated adults do in conversation. 

A larger vocabulary helps children with schoolwork because they can spend 

more time understanding what they’re reading and less time decoding the 

words they’re reading. 

The path to raising an avid reader—a fifth grader who reads twenty minutes a 

day outside of school versus the average of five minutes a day—is lots of talking 

and reading with your children. But among parents whose youngest child is  

5 or younger, only 60 percent read with their children every day. It’s hard to 

do if you work full-time or have more than one child, parents report. 

One good way to make time? Turn off the TV (see page 140).

WHY READ 
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Say, “You worked so hard!”
When our kids impress us, our praise falls into one of several categories:

1. ř&NNC�QTMMHMFʖŚ��OQ@HRD�SG@S�ENBTRDR�NM�DƤNQS��RSQ@SDFHDR��NQ�@BSHNMR�
2. “You’re a great runner.” (praise that focuses on personal traits) 
3. “Wow!” (any other type of positive encouragement)

Which one will most encourage your child to love learning, relish a challenge, 
and work harder in school? Number 1, called “process praise.” It matters even 
when baby is just a year old. 

Why some kids persevere
Carol Dweck of Stanford has been studying motivation and perseverance since 
SGD�����R�ř6GX�CN�RNLD�RSTCDMSR�FHUD�TO�VGDM�SGDX�DMBNTMSDQ�CHƧBTKSX��
whereas others who are no more skilled continue to strive and learn?” she 
wondered in an article in 6FLHQWLƲF�$PHULFDQ. 

It depends, she discovered, on the students’ beliefs about why they failed: 
why they didn’t get this math problem right or perform that piano piece well. 
And the way children are praised has a profound role in creating those beliefs.

Children fall into one of two categories: 

• 3GNRD�VHSG�@�ƥWDC�LHMCRDS��VGN�ADKHDUD�SGDHQ�RTBBDRRDR�@QD�@�QDRTKS�NE�
their innate talent or smarts

• Those with a growth mindset, who believe their successes are a result  
of their hard work

Fixed mindset
Kids with a fixed mindset believe that you are stuck with however much  
intelligence you’re born with. They would agree with this statement: “If you have 
to work hard, you don’t have ability. If you have ability, things come naturally to 
you.” When they fail, these kids feel trapped. They start thinking they must not 

be as talented or smart as everyone’s been telling them. They avoid challenges, 
fearful that they won’t look smart.

6G@S�BQD@SDR�@�ƥWDC�LHMCRDS��/Q@HRHMF�ODQRNM@K�SQ@HSR��NQ�řODQRNM�OQ@HRDŚ

Growth mindset
Kids with a growth mindset believe that intelligence can be cultivated: the more 
learning you do, the smarter you become. These kids understand that even 
FDMHTRDR�LTRS�VNQJ�G@QC�6GDM�SGDX�RTƤDQ�@�RDSA@BJ��SGDX�ADKHDUD�SGDX�B@M�
HLOQNUD�AX�OTSSHMF�HM�LNQD�SHLD�@MC�DƤNQS�3GDX�U@KTD�KD@QMHMF�NUDQ�KNNJHMF�
RL@QS�3GDX�ODQRDUDQD�SGQNTFG�CHƧBTKS�S@RJR

What ushers kids into a growth mindset? Process praise.

Mindsets form early
Even 4-year-olds have settled into one of these two mindsets. In her book 
Mindset, Dweck writes about an experiment she conducted:

We offered four-year-olds a choice: They could redo an easy jigsaw puzzle or they 

could try a harder one. Even at this tender age, children with the fixed mindset—

the ones who believed in fixed traits—stuck with the safe one. Kids who are born 

smart “don’t make mistakes,” they told us.

 R�XNT�LHFGS�HL@FHMD��DHSGDQ�UHDV�NE�SGDLRDKUDR�OQNENTMCKX�@ƤDBSR�JHCRŗ�RTBBDRR�
as they progress through school and through life.
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In kids’ own words

Fixed mindset Growth mindset

“The main thing  
I want when I do  
my schoolwork is  
to show how good  
I am at it.”

“It’s much more  
important for me to 
learn things in my 
classes than it is to  
get the best grades.”

“To tell the truth,  
when I work hard  
at my schoolwork, it 
makes me feel like  
I’m not very smart.”

“The harder you  
work at something,  
the better you’ll  
be at it.”

“I would try not to  
take this subject  
ever again.”

“I would work harder  
in this class from  
now on.”

Copyright Mindset Works, Inc. (mindsetworks.com) 
Used with permission.

Henry (3) & Hope

As toddlers, boys hear process praise more frequently than girls. Twenty-four 

percent of the praise boys hear is process praise. For girls, it’s 10 percent.

GOOD TO KNOW
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Two ways to plant a growth mindset
Praising the process Praising the person

Toddlers “Good running!” “You’re so good at that!”

“Good try.” “You’re so smart.”

“I like how you covered  
your mouth.”

“Good girl.”  
“Big boy.”

“You did a good job drawing.” “You’re a good artist.”

School-age “You worked so hard!” “You’re so smart.”

“That seemed easy for you; 
let’s work on something  
more challenging.”

“You’re so talented at this.”

“I like the way you  
approached that problem.”

“Wow, you got an A without  
even studying.”

Other praise: /Q@HRD�SG@S�CNDRMŗS�ƥS�HMSN�SGDRD�B@SDFNQHDRŕ
KHJD�ř6NVʖŚ�NQ�ř8NT�FNS�HSʖŚŕHRMŗS�RGNVM�SN�@ƤDBS�LHMCRDS�� 
but it’s still positive encouragement.

Quotes from Dweck’s studies

THE RESEARCH

Where do kids’ mindsets come from? 

Stanford researcher Carol Dweck gathered up fifth graders, randomly divided them in two groups, and had 

them work on problems from an IQ test. She then told the first group:

“Wow, that’s a really good score. You must be smart at this.”

She told the second group:

“Wow, that’s a really good score. You must have tried really hard.”

She continued to test the kids. Kids praised for their effort were more likely to take the more challenging 

task when presented a choice. They were more likely to continue feeling motivated to learn, and to retain 

their confidence as problems got harder. 

Kids praised for their intelligence requested the easier task, lost their confidence as problems got harder, 

and were much more likely to inflate their test scores when recounting them.

Later, Dweck and her colleagues took the study out of the lab and into the home. Every four months for 

two years, Stanford and University of Chicago researchers visited fifty-three families and recorded them 

for ninety minutes as they went about their usual routines. The children were 14 months old at the start 

of the study. 

Researchers then calculated the percentages of process praise, person praise, and other praise parents used. 

(Parents were told they were participating in a study of child language development, not praise specifically.) 

Five years went by. Then the researchers surveyed the children, now 7 to 8 years old, on their attitudes 

toward challenges and learning. An example: “How much would you like to do mazes that are very hard 

so you can learn more about doing mazes?” Children with a growth mindset tended to be more interested 

in challenges.

Which kids had a growth mindset? Those who had heard more process praise as toddlers. 

3UDLVH�HƨRUW
/DQRNM@KKX��(�ƥMC�SG@S�OQ@HRHMF�DƤNQS�S@JDR�DƤNQS�,X�QDƦDWHUD�ƥQRS�SGNTFGS�TONM�
witnessing an impressive baby act is to give person praise: “Wow, you’re so good 
at that!” (Even if I wish she weren’t quite so good at that. As in, “Wow, how did 
you climb up onto the toilet, pull yourself over to the counter, sit down with 
your feet in the sink, turn on the faucet, and help yourself to a little soap?”) 

I’m not alone. About 85 percent of parents with young children Dweck surveyed 
agreed with this statement: “It is necessary to praise children’s ability when they 
perform well on a task to make them feel that they are smart.” Dweck thinks this 
sentiment might be why most parents, even those who have a growth mindset 
themselves, tend to give “person praise.” 

2N�QDOD@S�@ESDQ�LD��OQ@HRD�DƤNQS��MNS�@AHKHSX

Give brain lessons
Teach your child that the brain is like a muscle: the more you use it, the stronger 
it gets. The way you exercise it is by practicing skills and learning new things.

It’s never too late to rewire the brain. Middle-schoolers and college students 
VHSG�ƥWDC�LHMCRDSR�VDQD�@AKD�SN�HLOQNUD�@B@CDLHB@KKX�VGDM�SGDX�VDQD�S@TFGS�
this lesson.

Do this more!

Do this less!
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Teach sign language
Wouldn’t it be nice if baby could tell you his needs before he’s able to talk? Oh, but he can.
First, you learn a handful of signs relevant to baby. For example, the sign for 
řLHKJŚ�KNNJR�KHJD�RPTDDYHMF�@�BNV�TCCDQ�ř,NQDŚ�HR�S@OOHMF�SGD�SHOR�NE�@KK�ƥMFDQR�
and thumbs together. Then you train baby to sign them, too. 

This way, your baby can communicate his needs to you months before he 
can verbalize them. Or he can help you understand what he’s so cutely but  
indecipherably talking about. 

A lot less frustration 
As you might imagine, being able to communicate (and be understood) vastly 
cuts down on baby’s crying and whining.

Researchers think signing helps prevent the behavior problems connected 
with language delays, particularly among children with developmental delays 
or sensory impairments. 

Some parents have heard that learning to sign will delay baby’s speech,  
but there’s no evidence to support that notion.

Two ways to teach baby
Friends and I took a baby signing class together. We learned dozens of signs: 
for foods and animals, “mama” and “papa,” “hot” and “cold,” “hungry” and 

“thirsty,” “more” and “all done,” “play” and “sleep,” “hurt” and “where,” “please” 
and “thank you.”

It’s possible for a baby as young as 6 months old to sign after about six weeks 
of training. Our babies weren’t that quick. Maybe that’s because we just made 
SGD�RHFMR�VGDMDUDQ�VD�R@HC�SGD�BNQQDRONMCHMF�VNQCRŕLNQD�řRNLDSGHMF�VD�

do for fun” than “training.” To teach baby the way researchers do, you’d employ 
operant-conditioning theory. Fancy. It works like this:

Say it’s snack time and you bust out pieces of pear. Give one to baby and make 
the sign for “pear.” Then follow these steps:

1. 'NKC�TO�@MNSGDQ�OHDBD�NE�OD@Q�@MC�V@HS�ƥUD�RDBNMCR�ENQ�GHL�SN�L@JD�
the sign.

2. (E�GD�CNDRMŗS��L@JD�SGD�RHFM�XNTQRDKE� F@HM�V@HS�ƥUD�RDBNMCR�ENQ�GHL�SN�
make the sign.

3. If he doesn’t, use his fingers to form the sign. Give him the pear.  
Make the sign yourself.

4. 1DOD@S��1DRD@QBGDQR�CN�SGHR�ENQ�@�ƥUD�LHMTSD�RDRRHNM�RDUDQ@K�SHLDR�@�C@X�

If at any point baby makes the sign himself, he gets the pear and a “Yes! That’s 
right: pear!” 

 R�RNNM�@R�A@AX�NBB@RHNM@KKX�L@JDR�SGD�RHFM�VHSGHM�ƥUD�RDBNMCR��HMBQD@RD� 
the delay to ten seconds. Then twenty seconds. This progressive delay is only  
ENQ�RSDO���2SDO���RS@XR�@S�ƥUD�RDBNMCR��NMBD�XNT�LNCDK�SGD�RHFM��GDKO�A@AX�
L@JD�SGD�RHFM�ƥUD�RDBNMCR�K@SDQ

I didn’t get that formal about teaching baby sign language. But my laid-back 
method, which took closer to four months, still worked. I must say, it was pretty 
cool when my baby signed for “milk” or “potty” before she could say the words. 
And I loved being able to direct baby to sign “please” instead of whining “unh! 
unh! unh!” when she felt the desperate need to pick the blueberries out of 
my oatmeal.

• Start by learning the signs you’ll use most with baby; don’t dive in to the  

overwhelming task of learning an entire language.

• Sign in as many situations as you’re able. Our teacher wanted us to aim for 

regularly using a dozen signs in the first month.

• Combine signs as often as you can: “Eat more pasta?” instead of just “pasta.” 

• Be patient. It takes seemingly forever for baby to start signing, so it’s easy to  

give up or stress about it.

• Watch for baby’s personalized version of your signs. (My baby’s version of 

“please” was to put both hands on her belly and swipe them to her sides, rather 

than the proper sign, which is to circle one hand at her chest.)

TRY THIS
Bigger vocabulary, better memory 
2DUDQ@K�CDB@CDR�NE�QDRD@QBG�NM�RHFM�K@MFT@FD�ONHMS�SN�ADMDƥSR�ENQ�BGHKCQDM�
with normal hearing. In multiple studies, kids in preschool, kindergarten,  
NQ�ƥQRS�FQ@CD�RSTCHDC� LDQHB@M�2HFM�+@MFT@FD�ENQ�NMD�@B@CDLHB�XD@Q�3GD�QDRTKSR�
are intriguing: 

A leap in vocabulary. Kindergartners jumped to the equivalent of a second- 
grade vocabulary.

Better readers. Kindergartners scored higher on reading placement tests.

Kids remember the words longer. Preschoolers’ short-term memory was 
slightly better. 

Kids learn ASL quickly and easily. A language that uses gestures and visuals 
works well for young children, whose control over their hands and eyes  
develops faster than control over their voice and speech.

Visual-spatial cognition improves. These are the processes we use in  
identifying an object visually, pattern matching, making mental representa-
SHNMR��@MC�HM�QNS@SHNM�@MC�NQHDMS@SHNMŕRJHKKR�@M�DMFHMDDQ�NQ�@QBGHSDBS�VNTKC�TRD

Kids love it. They’re enthusiastic about learning, asking for more signs. (They’re 
also better behaved in the classroom, teachers report, because the kids must 
pay attention.)

7KH�EHQHƩWV�ODVW��Gains in vocabulary were still evident three years later,  
even though the kids hadn’t taken further ASL lessons.
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• Take a class at your library or community center. 

• Sign with Your Baby, by researcher Joseph Garcia, is one popular DVD 

program based on American Sign Language.

• Sign2Me makes a CD of catchy songs called “Li’l Pick Me Up!” that help you 

remember signs. (My favorites: “More Milk,” “Please Change My Diaper,” 

“Sometimes When I Am Hungry,” and “I Said ‘Oww!’”)

• ASL University’s “First 100 Signs” are good for baby: lifeprint.com

WHERE TO LEARN SIGNS FOR BABY
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Plan playdates in a second language 
/@QDMSR�VGN�V@MS�SN�Q@HRD�@�AHKHMFT@K�A@AX�ƥMC�SG@S�� 
despite their best intentions, the job is not so clear-cut. 
The most common approaches include “one parent, one language” (mom speaks 
her native language to baby, and dad does the same) and “home/community” 
�O@QDMSR�ROD@J�NMD�K@MFT@FD�@S�GNLD��DUDM�HE�SG@SŗR�MNS�ANSG�O@QDMSRŗ�ƥQRS�
language, and baby picks up the second language outside the home).

Both strategies ensure that baby understands a second language. But the child 
often declines to speak the second language. The key? 

Reinforce that language beyond the family, says researcher Franȡois Grosjean. 
Get help from babysitters, library story times, community events, immersion 
OQDRBGNNKRŕ@MC�DRODBH@KKX�OK@XC@SDR

That’s because, to bother retaining a language, kids need to see a clear use for 
it. Friends who speak that language present a very good reason.

Social interaction triggers learning
Researcher Patricia Kuhl, at the University of Washington, wondered if 9-month-
old babies could learn a language they’d never heard. The babies, whose parents 
spoke only English, read books and played with Mandarin speakers three times 
@�VDDJ��ENQ�SVDMSX�ƥUD�LHMTSDR�@S�@�SHLD��NUDQ�ENTQ�VDDJR�3GDM�*TGK�TRDC�
noninvasive imaging technology to assess the babies’ brain activity as they 
heard Mandarin sounds. For at least a month afterward, the babies were as 
good at picking out the vowel and consonant sounds of Mandarin as babies 
born in Taiwan.

But only if the babies heard the language from a real-live human being.  
Presented with TV or an audiotape in Mandarin, babies didn’t learn a thing. 
Beyond age 2, kids are better able to learn from screens (see page 140), though 
social interaction is still best.

%HLQJ�ELOLQJXDO�EHQHƩWV�EDE\
Parents often fear that learning multiple languages will delay baby’s language  
skills, but there’s no evidence to support that notion. Monolingual and  
bilingual children both hit language milestones within the expected range, 
studies show. It’s also natural for a bilingual baby to alternate between  
languages in one sentence. Called “code-switching,” it’s not a sign of language 
delay or confusion. 

Rather, being bilingual is good for baby’s brain. Compared with monolingual 
babies, bilingual babies

• stay open to learning longer. Their brains are still able to detect the 
contrasting sounds of languages at 10 to 12 months old, past the usual 
window of 8 to 10 months old.

• are better at switching mental gears. When we hear the beginnings of 
a word, our brains immediately begin guessing at the rest of the word. 
For bilinguals, both languages are activated each time they hear a word. 
Constantly switching between languages gives the babies a cognitive 

Meg & Grant (19 months)
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workout. All that practice improves the brain’s ability to monitor its environment and to switch 
between sets of rules in situations unrelated to language. For example, in one study of bilingual 
and monolingual 7-month-olds, researchers played a sound that cued the arrival of a puppet, which 
appeared on one side of a screen. When they heard the sound, both groups of babies soon looked 
to that spot on the screen in anticipation. Then the puppet began appearing on the other side of 
the screen. The bilingual babies quickly switched to looking in anticipation at the new location. The 
monolingual babies didn’t.

• are more creative.�6GDM�@RJDC�SN�CQ@V�@�E@MS@RSHB@K�ƦNVDQ��AHKHMFT@K����@MC���XD@Q�NKCR�CQDV�GXAQHCR�
KHJD�@�JHSD�ƦNVDQ��VGHKD�LNMNKHMFT@K�JHCR�CQDV�ƦNVDQR�LHRRHMF�ODS@KR�NQ�KD@UDR

• DUH�PRUH�DFFXUDWH�DQG�PRUH�HƫFLHQW�DW�WDVNV�WHVWLQJ�H[HFXWLYH�IXQFWLRQ� Children were asked to 
QDOQNCTBD�O@SSDQMR�NE�BNKNQDC�AKNBJR��QDOD@S�@�RDQHDR�NE�MTLADQR�NTS�KNTC��CDƥMD�VNQCR��@MC�RNKUD�
L@SG�OQNAKDLR�HM�SGDHQ�GD@CR�3GD�AHKHMFT@K�BGHKCQDM�VDQD�řRHFMHƥB@MSKX�LNQD�RTBBDRRETKŚ�3GDRD�
mental puzzles test a suite of skills called executive functions, which allow us to plan and prioritize 
(see page 106).

One language for you, two for baby?
(E�XNTŗQD�MNS�AHKHMFT@K��ATS�GNOHMF�SN�Q@HRD�@�A@AX�VGN�HR��NMD�@OOQN@BG�HR�SN�ƥMC�@�M@MMX�VGN�VHKK�
speak only that language to baby. If that means you’re unable to readily communicate with the nanny,  
translate.google.com comes in handy, along with the occasional translation from a friend. Learn at least a 
little of the language yourself. (I don’t know very much Mandarin, but I’m glad that I know baby’s plea for 
lán méi means blueberries.) Then plan those playdates.

There’s no good guideline for how much exposure is “enough.” For one thing, it’s nearly impossible for 
parents to estimate for a researcher how many minutes of each language their child hears in a day. But 
BK@QHEXHMF�XNTQ�NVM�FN@KR�ENQ�A@AXŕƦTDMBX��NQ�ITRS�DWONRTQDŕVHKK�GDKO�FTHCD�XNTQ�@OOQN@BG

1DRD@QBGDQR�CN�JMNV�HSŗR�ADRS�SN�RS@QS�D@QKX�4O�SN�@FD����BGHKCQDM�@QD�@AKD�SN�@BGHDUD�ƦTDMBX�HM�@�RDBNMC�
K@MFT@FD�RHLHK@Q�SN�SG@S�NE�@�M@SHUD�ROD@JDQ� ESDQ�@FD����SGD�KDUDK�NE�ƦTDMBX�NMD�B@M�@BGHDUD�S@JDR�@�
RDQHNTR�CHUD�.E�BNTQRD��ODNOKD�CN�KD@QM�K@MFT@FDR�K@SDQ�HM�KHED��ATS�UH@�CHƤDQDMS�AQ@HM�LDBG@MHRLR�@MC�
VHSG�@�KNVDQ�KDUDK�NE�ƦTDMBX

«

Bilingual families say it’s harder than they expected 

to be consistent about speaking only one language 

to baby. A parent may feel more comfortable talking 

about work in English and talking about leisure in 

Spanish, and so switch between the two. If friends  

are over for dinner and all speaking one language,  

both parents will speak it. As always, there’s theory 

and then there’s practice. You have to do what  

works for you.

GOOD TO KNOW

Geneva (18 months) & Maya (18 months)
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Sleep, eat & potty
Yes, baby has to be taught how to do everything.  

A healthy sense of humor helps.

Opal & Zoey (9 days)
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It sounds so simple: just sleep when the baby sleeps! 
6DKK��HSŗR�MNS�D@RXŕXNT�G@UD�RN�L@MX�SGHMFR�XNT�V@MS�SN�CN�@MC�MN�NSGDQ�SHLD�
SN�CN�SGDLŕATS�HSŗR�OQDSSX�LTBG�XNTQ�NMKX�NOSHNM�&DSSHMF�@�CDBDMS�@LNTMS�
of sleep might save your job and your marriage, not to mention your sanity.

Sleep deprivation sucks
• Sleep loss hurts a range of cognitive abilities: your ability to regulate 

RSQNMF�DLNSHNMR��SN�ƥMC�SGD�QHFGS�VNQC�SN�BNLLTMHB@SD��SN�RDD�RNLDNMD�
else’s perspective, to hold things in your memory, to react quickly.  
This starts happening after only two weeks of getting six hours of sleep 
per night.

• Couples are more often hostile toward each other after baby arrives, 
making it harder to create an emotionally stable home environment  
(see page 22). 

• Chronic sleep loss and depression are closely related.

Drop everything
The moment baby arrives, let go of checking your e-mail, running your errands, 
working on your hobbies, watching your TV shows, posting frequently online, 
and pretty much everything else in your previous life. In the early weeks, focus 
on feeding your baby, getting sleep, and letting your body heal. Other things 
B@M�BNLD�K@SDQ�(E�XNTQ�O@QSMDQ�B@MŗS�S@JD�@�KD@UD�EQNL�VNQJ��ƥMC�@�QDK@SHUD�NQ�
friend who can come stay with you, to focus on caring for you and managing 
the house while you recover. Yes, you need to be taken care of right now, too.

Go to bed (gasp!) early

No matter how late you stay up, baby is probably going to get up at the same 
time each morning. So do the math. If baby generally wakes at 6:00 a.m., and is 
up ninety minutes at night, and you do best on eight hours of sleep, get yourself 
to bed by 8:30 p.m. “But,” you argue, “how will I get this or that done? How will 
I get any ‘me’ time?” You won’t. Sleep is more important right now. 

If possible, stagger bedtimes with your partner and share middle-of-the-night 
duties. In the morning, baby generally will want to nap ninety minutes after 
V@JHMF��@MC�ODQG@OR�XNT�RGNTKC��SNN� R�MDDCDC��G@UD�RNLDNMDŕE@LHKX��EQHDMC�� 
MDHFGANQ��ONRSO@QSTL�CNTK@��A@AXRHSSDQŕV@SBG�SGD�A@AX�VGHKD�XNT�B@SBG�TO�
on sleep. They say it takes a village. That starts now.

Guard your sleep

In the first weeks, go to bed early and don’t get up—meaning,  

don’t shower and get dressed and decide you’re up for the day— 

until you’ve accumulated eight hours of sleep.

TRY THIS

Sarah, mother of twins Opal & Zoey (9 days)
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Guard baby’s sleep, too
Sleep is vital. Well-rested babies are better able to consolidate memory, to focus,  
and to adapt. They’re less easily frustrated, less irritable, and less fussy. 
One of the best things you can do right from the start is to not keep baby up too 
long during the day. New parents inadvertently do this by missing (or ignoring) 
baby’s sleepy signs and keeping baby in an environment that’s too stimulating.

Unfortunately, babies don’t fall asleep just because they’re tired. The biorhythm 
that governs our wake-sleep cycles only reduces alertness; it doesn’t force sleep. 
So help baby out: create favorable conditions (low light, soothing, a bed or a 
walk) at favorable times (when baby is sleepy).

Find baby’s timing
Newborns aren’t awake much, but when they are, it shouldn’t be for more than 
ENQSX�ƥUD�LHMTSDR�@S�@�SHLD�%QNL���VDDJR�SN���LNMSGR�NKC��A@AX�V@MSR�SN�RS@X�
awake ninety minutes or so (it can vary by thirty minutes in either direction). 
Then, through 1 year old, the window gradually increases to three hours. 

3N�ƥMC�XNTQ�A@AXŗR�SHLHMF��KNNJ�ENQ�RKDDOX�RHFMR��QTAAHMF�DXDR�NQ�D@QR��RS@QHMF�
NƤ�HMSN�LHCCKD�CHRS@MBD��ADBNLHMF�KDRR�BNNQCHM@SDC��NQ�FDSSHMF�LNQD�ETRRX�(E�
you see your baby’s signs, help baby sleep. Some babies are good at propping 
their eyelids open; if so, a meltdown is a sure sign baby needed to sleep.

Awake times lengthen as the brain matures, and as environmental cues (like 
daylight) and social cues (like your family’s daily rhythm) weigh in.

Other tips for timing
Only fools rush in. -DV�O@QDMSR�NESDM�BNLD�QTMMHMF�@S�A@AXŗR�ƥQRS�MNHRD�CTQHMF�
@�M@O�!TS�A@AHDR�RODMC�SGD�ƥQRS�SVDMSX�SN�ENQSX�LHMTSDR�HM�ř@BSHUD�RKDDO�Ś�ADENQD�
falling into a deeper “quiet sleep” for about sixty minutes. In active sleep, 
babies might sigh, cry a little, jerk limbs, or even open their eyes. They wake 

LNQD�D@RHKX�CTQHMF�@BSHUD�RKDDO�!@AX�L@X�E@KK�A@BJ�@RKDDOŕNQ�RS@X�@RKDDOŕHE�
you just hang back and listen instead of going in to check. Don’t be in a rush 
to move baby, either, during active sleep. If baby falls asleep on the boob, or 
while bouncing with dad, keep it up until baby is in quiet sleep. Then transfer 
baby into bed. After all that work soothing baby to sleep, you really don’t want 
her popping awake the second she hits the crib. (Ask me how I know.)

Help baby transition. After one cycle of active sleep plus quiet sleep, baby 
either wakes or starts another cycle. Some babies easily transition between 
active and quiet sleep (likely the babies we think of as “good sleepers”). Some 
don’t. If baby wakes up too quickly from a nap, try soothing him back to sleep. 

Let go. If helping baby fall asleep for naps is a huge struggle, give up after 
SVDMSX�NQ�SGHQSX�LHMTSDR�8NTQ�SHLHMF�V@R�ITRS�NƤ�(�VDMS�SGQNTFG�SGHR�NARDRRHUD�
phase when our daughter was 4 months old, trying for far too long to get naps. 
It was exhausting. I don’t recommend it.

Don’t skip naps or push out bedtime. After three months, baby’s sleep schedule 
becomes more organized. Many babies, mine included, want to wake up around 
6:00 a.m. no matter what time they went to bed. (Thank goodness my husband 
does, too.) Don’t skip baby’s naps, or move bedtime back, trying to get baby to 
sleep in. All that does is create an overtired baby. It may seem counterintuitive, 
but for babies, less sleep today doesn’t mean more sleep tonight.

Zoey (9 days)

Infants tend to nap ninety minutes after waking up, even if they just slept all night.

GOOD TO KNOW
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Help baby sleep better at night
Babies take months to regulate their sleep, but you can help give baby the right idea.
Give baby clues about night and day. Newborns sleep (and eat and poop) 
throughout a twenty-four-hour period. They don’t know night from day. Sorry! 
Baby will need your help with feeding and soothing every couple of hours, 
as baby focuses on getting enough food into that tiny tummy and regulating 
internal systems, which used to be regulated by mom’s body. This takes about 
three months. On the plus side, there’s no point getting all anxious at this stage 
about schedules, nap lengths, and whether baby is sleeping through the night. 

You can help baby construct his internal clock by exposing him to bright light, 
noise, and activity during the day, and darkness, quiet, and calm at night. 

Sleep in the same room as baby at night. Sleeping near your newborn helps 
regulate baby’s breathing, temperature, and stress levels. It makes breastfeeding 
easier, because mom and baby’s light and deep sleep rhythms sync up. Plus, in 
SGD�ADFHMMHMF��XNTŗQD�FNHMF�SN�BNMRS@MSKX�BGDBJ�SG@S�A@AX�HR�RSHKK�@KHUDŕLHFGS�
as well do it by opening one eye rather than by getting out of bed.

Probably the easiest way to sleep near baby is a co-sleeper, which is a three-
RHCDC�BQHA�OK@BDC�ƦTRG�@F@HMRS�XNTQ�ADC��VHSG�ANSG�L@SSQDRRDR�@S�@ANTS�SGD�R@LD�
level. Co-sleeping is simpler than sharing a bed, which in the West requires 
RNLD�CQ@L@SHB�LNCHƥB@SHNMR�SN�AD�R@ED�

!DC�RG@QHMF�QDPTHQDR�@�ƥQL�L@SSQDRR�NM�SGD�ƦNNQ�AX�HSRDKE��@V@X�EQNL�V@KKR�@MC�
furniture that could trap baby, with no loose sheets, blankets, or pillows that 
could smother baby. Only the mother, who must be sober and a nonsmoker, 
shares the bed with baby. Bed-sharing means more frequent wakings for both 
mom and baby, but it may feel right for you. Or it may be the only way baby 
will sleep. New moms tend to readily fall back asleep after waking; thank you, 
hormones. But consider transitioning baby to her own bed after a few months. 
Bed-sharing interrupts and shortens baby’s quiet-sleep phase, studies show.

There are other options for beds, given that, after the coziness of the womb, 
LNRS�MDVANQMR�CNMŗS�KNUD�SN�K@X�Ʀ@S�NM�@�AHF�L@SSQDRR�2NLD�O@QDMSR�TRD�@�A@AX�
swing. Legendary Seattle doula Penny Simkin likes the Fisher-Price Rock ’n 
Play. Both have an inclined back and sloped sides, which make baby feel cozy. 
3GD�HMBKHMD�@KRN�B@M�GDKO�HE�A@AX�G@R�QDƦTW�3GD�1NBJ�ŗM�/K@X�HR�RL@KK�DMNTFG�
SN�ƥS�MDWS�SN�XNTQ�ADC��@MC�HSŗR�KHFGSVDHFGS�DMNTFG�SN�OTKK�@QNTMCŕFQD@S�ENQ� 
containing baby in a visible place while you do things like shower and eat. 
Before six months, you transition baby to a crib.

6GHBGDUDQ�RDSTO�VNQJR�ADRS�ENQ�XNT��CDƥMHSDKX�RKDDO�HM�SGD�R@LD�QNNL�@R�
A@AX�ENQ�SGD�ƥQRS�SGQDD�LNMSGR�!@AX�MDDCR�LNQD�A@AXHMF�CTQHMF�SGHR�řENTQSG�
SQHLDRSDQŚ�(S�CNDR�LD@M�FHUHMF�TO�RNLD�OQHU@BX�@R�@�BNTOKD��ATS�XNT�B@M�ƥMC�
that in other ways. 

Swaddle for better sleep. A swaddling blanket snugly wraps baby’s arms 
straight against his sides. This helps baby sleep longer; without it, his arms 
randomly startle during sleep, potentially waking him up. Swaddling also makes 
baby more comfortable with sleeping on his back. Newborns must be put to 
sleep on their backs to reduce the risk of sudden infant death syndrome, or SIDS.

-DVANQMR�NESDM�OQNSDRS�RV@CCKHMF�@S�ƥQRS��ADB@TRD�HM�SGD�VNLA�SGDXŗQD�TRDC�SN�
having their hands near their mouths. So you might think, “My baby hates this 
thing; forget it.” Not so fast! Finish swaddling, and then immediately comfort 
baby: nurse, or walk while patting the bum and shhh-shhh-shhh-ing. (This was 
my doula’s tip for introducing baby to slings, wraps, or buckle carriers, too.)

Some babies (and parents) fuss at one type of swaddle but like another. Options: 

• Velcro designs, such as the SwaddleMe and Halo SleepSack. These are 
D@RX�ENQ�XNT�SN�FDS�NM��ATS�D@RX�ENQ�RNLD�A@AHDR�SN�FDS�NƤ

• A large, thin blanket, the most versatile option. You can swaddle baby 
arms bent or straight; you can create a divot between the legs if baby 
will be strapped into a seat. They double as regular blankets and spit-up 
cloths. Aden + Anais makes the best blankets; most receiving blankets are 
too small or bulky. The technique you want is the double swaddle. (Look 
it up to see a video.) This involves using a second blanket or a Swaddle 
Strap to secure the arms inside a traditional swaddle. 

• The Miracle Blanket, a premade double swaddle. No way baby can bust 
out of that thing.

Whichever blanket you choose, your swaddling technique must allow baby to 
move his hips, to prevent hip dysplasia, and to take a deep breath. The arms 
@QD�VG@S�LTRS�AD�RMTF�/Q@BSHBD�NM�@�CNKKŕNQ�RKDDOHMF�A@AX��HE�XNT�C@QDŕ 
to get the hang of it.

Create a bedtime routine. Sometime after baby settles into a discernable sleep 
pattern, around 4 months old, do the same things in the same order at the same 
time, every night before bed. This creates predictability for baby and signals 
it’s time to wind down. After three weeks of a consistent routine, moms in one 
study reported that babies were falling asleep more quickly, staying asleep 
longer, and waking up fewer times during the night. Moms’ moods improved, too. 

Make bedtime daddy time. After six months, baby no longer needs food during 
the night. So, to help set baby’s internal clock, encourage baby to feed more 
during the day by gradually reducing nursing time or bottle amounts at night. 
If baby wakes up, dad can go in for one minute to soothe. Keep the soothing 
quiet, low-key, and in the dark. It also often takes far less time for dad to put 
baby to bed at night than for mom. Something about the lack of breasts . . .

Around 6 months old, move up bedtime. As soon as baby drops the third 
nap, move up bedtime. Otherwise, baby won’t get enough sleep overnight.  
,X�GTRA@MC�@MC�(�G@C�SN�OK@X�@QNTMC�VHSG�SGHR�SN�ƥMC�SGD�QHFGS�SHLD�6D�OTS�
A@AX�SN�ADC�ƥESDDM�NQ�SGHQSX�LHMTSDR�D@QKHDQ�D@BG�MHFGS��RN�KNMF�@R�RGD�BNMSHMTDC�
to wake for the day at 6:00 a.m. If she woke up earlier than usual or took longer 
to fall asleep than usual, we knew the bedtime was too early. We settled on 
a bedtime between 6:30 and 7:00 p.m., which was awesome for getting some 
time to ourselves in the evenings.

Get outside. !@AHDR�VGN�RKDOS�ADSSDQ�@S�MHFGS�VDQD�DWONRDC�SN�RHFMHƥB@MSKX�
more blue-spectrum light between noon and 4 p.m.

Get help. Solid resources include The Happiest Baby on the Block by Harvey 
Karp and troublesometots.com by Alexis Dubief. Don’t get sucked into reading 
all the books and blogs. They contradict each other, so it’s just confusing. If you 
do have strong instincts for what to do, go with those.

0

By 4 months old, 85 percent of babies sleep for at least a five-hour stretch, a study 

using time-lapse video showed. But 15 percent don’t. By 1 year old, 73 percent of 

babies sleep between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. But 27 percent don’t. On top of that, 

all babies go through developmental phases that interrupt their previous (sterling,  

or tolerable, or at least predictable) sleep habits. 

So, prepare for a long haul. Your expectations surrounding sleep will color whether 

you view parenting as stressful.

GOOD TO KNOW
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Give baby chances to self-soothe
Most babies need help learning how to fall asleep or fall back to sleep on their own.
(ŗUD�RDDM��VHSG�LX�NVM�DXDR��A@AHDR�VGN�ITRS�BKNRD�SGDHQ�DXDR�@MC�CQHES�NƤ�SN�
sleep when you lay them in bed. (OK, one baby.) Our newborn? She cried. Like 
many parents, we soothed baby to sleep by any means necessary: Harvey Karp’s 
Five S’s, nursing, walks in the carrier, bouncing on the exercise ball. Then we’d 
wait until she was in “quiet sleep,” lay her down and tiptoe away. If that’s you, 
around six months, start letting baby fall asleep with gradually less attention. 

Studies show it helps if you

• wait a bit before you respond to awakenings,
• put baby to bed sleepy but not 100 percent asleep, and
• put baby in his own room.

This is scary because it means changing what you know works. Easygoing  
A@AHDR�L@X�MNS�LHMC�SGD�BG@MFD�.SGDQR�VHKK�LHMCŕ@MC�KDS�XNT�JMNV�@ANTS�HS�

One method is to soothe baby for gradually less time before walking out, coming 
back in if baby cries and doing it again. All the back and forth can feel like this 
is not working. But it is. The purpose is giving baby chances to self-soothe, 
letting him practice. 

Similarly, if you usually go to baby the moment he cries in the middle of the 
night, wait a few minutes before you go in. See if the cry escalates or not.  
Give baby another chance to self-soothe.

Moving baby’s bed to a separate room can help because you’re not aware of 
and responding to every night waking. And when baby wakes up, he doesn’t 
think, “Hey, I see you right there. How about a little assistance?” But even  
if you want to keep baby’s crib in your room a while longer, get going on those 
other two bullet points. 

Why start this tough process around six months? Because baby has settled from 
a big developmental leap around four months. After eight months, baby makes 
another big leap: a fuller understanding of “object permanence.” (Though some 
researchers think it happens at three or four months.)

That means baby can remember whether you were there when she fell asleep. 
It’s disconcerting to her if conditions aren’t the same when she wakes up 
throughout the night. She cries for you to come back and re-create the proper 
BNMCHSHNMR� �O@BHƥDQ��@OS�SN�E@KK�NTS�NE�A@AXŗR�LNTSG���NQ�@�RNTMC�L@BGHMD�NM�
a timer, can cause the same trouble.

So at six months, you have a relatively stable developmental window to work 
with. But this timing is just an ideal. In reality, your baby’s developmental leaps 
LHFGS�BNLD�@S�RKHFGSKX�CHƤDQDMS�SHLDR�.M�SNO�NE�SG@S��SGDQDŗR�@KV@XR�@�SNNSG�
coming in, a cold, or a growth spurt to contend with.

$UDM�HE�XNTŗQD�MNS�EDDKHMF�CDRODQ@SD�ENQ�CDBDMS�RKDDO��CNMŗS�OTS�NƤ�RTOONQSHMF�
baby’s ability to self-soothe. If you do, studies hint, baby may begin to lose 
the ability.

We thought we had the self-soothing thing down. Bedtime seemed 

easy; baby slept well. But then it came time to transfer baby to a crib. 

Oh, baby screamed at that crib. As soon as we’d lay her down, she’d 

pull herself up to standing in the crib and cry. 

I wished we’d transitioned baby to the crib earlier, when she still fit in 

her Rock ’n Play bed. Then we could have more gradually introduced 

her to the crib: letting her play in it each day until she was comfort-

able; then trying for naps; then trying for overnight sleep. But that 

was a moot point.

What worked best was a little extra TLC that supported baby’s 

self-soothing abilities—unlike my initial idea to nurse her to sleep.  

My husband would hold baby on his shoulder, walking and singing 

until her body relaxed. He’d lay her down in bed not quite asleep. Then 

he’d place his hand on her tummy, gently holding her in place, and 

shhhhh until she relaxed again. Then he’d walk out, still shhhhh-ing.

Still, baby was waking up through the night. With her crib in our room, 

it was easy for her to request our assistance falling back asleep. She’d 

stand up and cry. I practiced with baby during the day on getting back 

down to the mattress. She got it. But at night, she’d repeatedly squat and 

reach for the mattress, then change her mind. (Agh, so close!) Desperate, 

we veered from sleep book to sleep book. We tried laying baby down 

again and again, hoping she wouldn’t bother to stand up again. (This 

would go on for more than an hour; she’d win.) We tried lying on the 

floor, patting the crib mattress for so long we’d practically fall asleep. 

(Is that being consistent or just stupid?) 

After two months of nightly struggles, at 9 months old, we gave up. 

We moved baby to her own room to cry it out. We gave her a tour of 

her new surroundings and told her if she needed to cry a little, it was 

OK, but we’d open the door in the morning. We braced ourselves for 

rounds of heartbreaking crying. 

Not one peep! She instantly slept through the night. It almost seemed 

like we’d been the ones keeping her up. 

&$1�, �+$9(�$�'2ʘ29(5"

THE RESEARCH

Eighty babies were videotaped sleeping at 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months old.  

The study was led by Melissa Burnham and Thomas Anders at the University 

of California–Davis. As you might expect, most of the babies became better 

at self-soothing over time, as they matured. But 40 percent became worse at 

self-soothing over time. The babies who lost their self-soothing abilities tended 

to be put to bed after they were already asleep. They slept in their parents’ 

rooms, and they didn’t have a “lovie” to cuddle. 

0

Jess & Naomi (14 months)
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"QXHMF�HS�NTS��ENQ�@�SHLD��HR�ƥMD
If you’re utterly exhausted from sleep deprivation, you may begin to ask: When will this 
baby sleep through the $@%! night? And how do I make that happen right $@%! now? 
You may begin to read every single book and forum post in existence about how 
to get your baby to sleep through the night. And your head may begin to spin.

One of the most controversial methods of sleep training is leaving baby alone 
and letting her cry herself to sleep. Battle lines are drawn between those who 
are certain it will scar baby for life and those who swear it’s the only thing that 
worked to get everyone a full night’s sleep.

 �KNMF�SDQL�RSTCX�R@XR�A@AX�VHKK�AD�ƥMD

Researchers from Australia and the United Kingdom, led by Anna Price, studied 
several hundred babies 8 months old. (It’s generally accepted that you shouldn’t 
try sleep training before 6 months old.)

The researcher studied two versions of crying it out: 

Controlled crying
8NT�AQHDƦXŕ@R�HM��KDRR�SG@M�@�LHMTSDŕBNLENQS�A@AX�VHSG�@�A@BJ�QTA�@MC�RNLD�
gentle words that she probably can’t hear through her crying, then leave the 
QNNL�@MC�BKNRD�SGD�CNNQ�ENQ�SGQDD�LHMTSDR�1DOD@S��RS@XHMF�@V@X�ENQ�ƥUD�LHMTSDR�
Then ten minutes. Cap it at ten. Incrementally, over a week, increase baby’s time 
alone. (See the schedule in Solve Your Child’s Sleep Problems by Richard Ferber.)

Camping out/fading
You sit near baby’s bed and try to soothe with your voice, such as singing a 
song, until baby is asleep. Each night over three weeks, you move your chair 
incrementally farther away, until it’s out the door. 

3GD�RSTCX�CHC�MNS�KNNJ�@S�řTMLNCHƥDC�DWSHMBSHNM�Ś�HM�VGHBG�A@AX�HR�KDES�SN�BQX�
HMCDƥMHSDKX�(S�VNQJR��ATS�RN�CN�FDMSKDQ�LDSGNCR�1DRD@QBGDQR�CNMŗS�DMCNQRD�HS

More sleep, less depression
Parents chose which method to use; some tried both. A control group tried 
neither. Short term, crying it out helped. At 10 months old, 56 percent of babies 
who cried it out had sleep problems, while 68 percent of controls had sleep 
problems. At 12 months old, it was 39 percent vs. 55 percent. After two years, 
fewer mothers were depressed: 15 percent vs. 26 percent.

At six years, the researchers followed up again. Were the kids who had cried it 
out as infants more stressed than the kids in the control group? How did their 
mental health, social skills, sleep problems, and relationship with their parents 
compare? What about the mother’s depression, anxiety, and stress (which are 
linked to infant sleep)? 

.M�DUDQX�BNTMS��MN�CHƤDQDMBD

The researchers didn’t say parents should let baby cry it out. Not every parent 
has the stomach for it, given that every minute leaving baby to cry can feel like 
ten. The study says only that, if you want to try controlled crying or camping 
out, it can reduce sleep problems while doing no harm at this age.

Be consistent
Once you start, commit. Giving in randomly will cause baby to cling even more 
tightly to crying. Then, give it a week. This is hard because you want immediate  
results, and every day feels like a week. Plus, decisions made groggily at  
2:00 a.m. aren’t always the ones you intended. You might want to take notes 
for the week on what you’re really doing at each night waking, so you can tell 
VGDSGDQ�XNTŗQD�NM�XNTQ�HMSDMCDC�O@SGŕNQ�ITRS�SGHMJ�XNT�@QD

Just when you think you’ve got bedtime figured out, something will change.

My husband and I struggled through this when our 22-month-old figured out how 

to open her bedroom door after we’d put her to bed. That meant a bleary-eyed 

baby was stumbling into the living room, making random requests: “Hungry. 

[Insert food she’d declined to eat at dinner]. Milk! I want to sleep with Mommy 

and Daddy. Listen to music? Ride my bicycle! I want to walk outside.” 

Naps were not happening; she wasn’t sleeping through the night anymore.  

Round and round we’d go, baby repeatedly popping out of her room moments 

after we put her there. We tried various responses—gently returning her to bed 

again and again, more food, a stint on the potty, ignoring her, counting to three, 

holding the door closed—until I’d had it and would yell, “Get back in your bed!” 

and firmly dump her there. Which didn’t work, either.

Finally, we started laying down on the floor next to baby’s bed until she fell 

asleep. We were relieved to have found something that worked. But it was also 

disruptive to our own sleep, and it wasn’t teaching her how to stay in bed on her 

own. We needed to step back and think. It was obvious that baby didn’t need 

any of the food or toys she was requesting, and our attention just reinforced her 

behavior. We needed to stop providing that kind of attention. Maybe she didn’t 

have the self-control to stay in her room now that she had gained the ability to 

get out. We needed to remove the option of opening the door. Maybe our bedtime 

routine—laying her down with a bottle and kissing her head—was too short, and 

bed felt like a place where she got left behind while we continued our evening.

New plan: we put a lock on the door (with baby’s help). I let her test the handle to 

feel the difference between locked and unlocked. I told her she wouldn’t be able 

to open the door when it was locked, and this would help her stay in her room 

at night. We would open the door in the morning. 

We changed our bedtime routine, reading baby three stories as she lay in bed.  

My husband snuggled in close, so she’d get more cuddle time. Then we said good 

night. Baby immediately climbed out of bed. This time, we did our own version 

of “fading”: we sat outside the door, instead of laying on her floor, to comfort her.

“I want Mommy to lay on the floor,” she cried at the door. “Sad baby!” 

 “Aww, sad baby,” I replied. “Yes, Mommy is right here on the floor. When we’re 

sleepy, we lay down. Do you want to lay on the floor or climb into bed?” She 

wandered back to bed. We repeated this a few times. “I’m going to sing you a 

song, sweetie, to help you stay in bed,” I said. 

My song calmed her crying for a bit. When she cried again, I sang again. If she 

said, “I want Mommy to lay on the floor,” I repeated, “Yes, I’m right here on the 

floor. I’ll sing you a song.”

This lasted for half an hour as she wandered between the door and her bed, crying 

off and on. “Get me OUT of here!” she said at one point. I tried not to laugh. I sang 

to her probably a half-dozen times as she woke up throughout the night. Each 

instance took less and less singing to calm her. 

The next night, she stayed in bed from 7:30 p.m. to 6:30 a.m.—the usual. It’s been 

a week. Bedtime is back on track.

I tell such a detailed story to make a few points. First, to solve the problem, we 

couldn’t just be indignant that baby wasn’t following our orders (although we 

were). We had to take a step back and try to figure out why baby might be doing 

this. Locking the door wasn’t enough; I tried that for a couple of naps and was 

met with screeching. We also had to address what we guessed was baby’s desire 

to spend more time with us or her sudden dislike of being left in bed.

Second, be willing to back out of an unsustainable solution, like laying on the 

floor was for us, and start over. 

Third, give your new and improved plan a chance. Once we decided on our plan 

of empathizing and comforting from outside the door, we had to use it many 

times throughout the night. If we’d said after the first fifteen minutes, or after 

the first middle-of-the-night wakeup, “Well, she’s still not staying in bed; that 

didn’t work,” we would have given up too soon. 

Finally, you can see that baby is getting emotional support even though fading 

is a “cry it out” technique. 

“GET ME OUT OF HERE!”

0
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Preserve preschoolers’ naps
!@AHDR�XNTMFDQ�SG@M���RSHKK�ADMDƥS�EQNL�@�M@O�
Naps aid learning. Researchers gave preschoolers a memory test in the morning and then a 2:00 p.m. nap.  
The preschoolers were tested again after the nap and also the next morning. 

The children who napped scored higher on the memory test than non-nappers, both after the nap and the 
next day. Researchers swapped which children napped and which didn’t. Same result. 

Naps aid early learning, the researchers suggest, because kids’ short-term memory is limited, and the sleep 
allows for more frequent memory consolidation.

Kids with regular bedtimes have better behavior. Whether bedtime was early or late, children with a regular 
bedtime had fewer behavioral problems, a British study found. (Only 20 percent of 3-year-olds and 9 percent 
of 5-year-olds in the study didn’t have a regular bedtime.) 

The longer the irregular bedtimes went on, the worse the behavioral problems were. But if those kids got 
onto a regular schedule by age 7, their behavior improved. 

Preschool teachers’ secret: time the nap soon after 

lunch; have the kids lay down and stretch their legs, 

toes, hands, and arms; play soothing nature sounds; 

and rub the kids’ backs for a bit. 

If all else fails, your child can read in bed or play in her 

room for “quiet time.”

TRY THIS

3
4

2

Claire (3½)

Ninety percent of kids get ten or eleven hours of sleep at night, studies show. Whichever amount is the norm for 

them, kids stick with it from age 2½ to 6. Kids tend not to make up for missed sleep, so it’s important for them to get 

enough sleep each night. In one study, getting just an hour less sleep than needed increased the risk of low scores  

on a vocabulary test, leading the researchers to theorize that the sleep loss hurt language acquisition and memory.

GOOD TO KNOW
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Make bedtime less crazy
Older kids hear “Time for bed! Brush your teeth!” and  
RNLDGNVŕHR�SGHR�TMHUDQR@K�ŕHS�FDSR�SQ@MRK@SDC�HMSN�ř1TMʖŚ�
So you’re chasing them every step of the way. A routine chart halts the chase by creating very clear,  
consistent rules for bedtime.

Create a visual chart
3GD�RDBQDS�SN�@M�DƤDBSHUD�QNTSHMD�BG@QS�HR�SN�BQD@SD�HS�SNFDSGDQ�VHSG�XNTQ�JHCR�8NTQ�BGHKCQDM�F@HM�RNLD�BNMSQNK�
over the process, and they’re more enthusiastic about following a plan they’ve helped create. As kids get 
used to following the chart, which can take several weeks, hassles and power struggles begin to vanish.

1. Brainstorm a list of the steps. Sit down with your kids and ask them to tell you everything they need 
to get ready for bed. Take notes. Narrow it down to seven items or less (maybe only three for little 
kids, like “bath, jammies, story”).

2. Have your children illustrate each task. They can draw pictures, or you can take pictures of them 
doing the task. Together, paste the pictures, in order, onto a poster. The chart doesn’t need to have 
words or checkboxes. It doesn’t need places for stickers; bribes and rewards create only short-term 
motivation. Make just a row or two of pictures that will remind your kids what to do next. 

3. Spend time training. Focus on practicing one step per night, giving a little tutorial on each step. 
Return to the chart as soon as one task is done. Discuss consequences in advance: “Lights out is 
@S������OL�(E�XNT�BGNNRD�MNS�SN�ƥMHRG�NTQ�RSDOR��(�VHKK�AD�OTSSHMF�XNT�HMSN�ADC�SGD�V@X�XNT�@QDŕ 
MN�BTCCKHMF��MN�RSNQX�SHLDŕ@MC�BKNRHMF�SGD�CNNQŚ

4. Let the routine chart be the boss.�6GDM�SGD�JHCR�FDS�NƤ�S@RJ��HMSDMSHNM@KKX�NQ�MNS���CHQDBS�SGDL�SN�
the chart rather than telling them what to do: “What’s next on your routine chart?” “What needs to 
happen next so that we can get to story time?” “As soon as ___, then ___.” “What did we agree was 
the next step in our bedtime routine?” For kids younger than 5, do the tasks along with them.

If your child still resists? Calmly point, lead, or carry him to the chart, and ask again. Or remind him that 
RSNQX�SHLD�HR�BNLHMF�NMBD�GD�AQTRGDR�GHR�SDDSG�.Q�R@X��ř(ŗKK�AD�HM�XNTQ�ADCQNNL�"NLD�ƥMC�LD�VGDM�XNTŗQD�
ready to put on your pajamas.”

Make bedtime more crazy!

The Natkin family found that evenings went more 

smoothly when they added five minutes for everyone 

to get crazy together—dance party! tickle fest!—before 

settling down for bed.

If bedtime is still a constant struggle after using your 

routine chart, parent coach Sarina Natkin says, ask 

yourself what piece is missing. Do the kids need more 

time with you? More control over the process? 

If your child is constantly popping out of bed with 

requests, add those items to your routine: “Let’s make 

sure you have everything you need before bed.” Or try 

“bedtime tickets”: kids can use two tickets per night to 

make requests. Any additional request is ignored, and 

the child is gently but silently deposited back in bed.

Whenever a plan isn’t working, kick it back to  

your family meeting (see page 134) so that you  

can brainstorm solutions. 

TRY THIS

Tracy & Geneva (18 months)

5
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Be laid-back about breastfeeding
Like the rest of parenting, breastfeeding is both rewarding and hard work.  
A relaxed attitude goes a long way.
Sixty percent of women want to breastfeed exclusively. But two-thirds of those 
women give up, studies show. Why? Women cited breastfeeding pain, worry 
that they weren’t producing enough milk, and problems getting baby to latch. 
Expect that you’ll experience these common issues, too. But trust that the right 
support can help you through.

Comfort is key
3GD�ƥQRS�SGHMF�SN�JMNV�HR��FDS�BNLENQS@AKD�(E�XNTŗQD�MNS�BNLENQS@AKD��@CITRS�
your body or baby’s body. If your nipples are killing you, unlatch baby and try 
again. Breastfeeding your baby isn’t supposed to cause searing pain in your 
neck, wrists, or nipples. 

Start with the laid-back breastfeeding position. (One lactation consultant joked 
that if everyone used this technique, it would put her out of business.) Sit down, 
then scoot your hips forward and lean back, like you’re slouching to watch TV. 
Place baby on her tummy against your chest, at any angle that’s comfortable, 
@MC�KDS�GDQ�ƥMC�XNTQ�AQD@RS�(SŗR�D@RHDQ�ENQ�DUDQXSGHMF�SN�E@KK�HMSN�OK@BD�SG@M�
if you’re sitting upright or lying down. Plus, you’re supporting baby’s body 
with your body instead of tiring out your arms. See biologicalnurturing.com for  
videos and more information.

Feed a calm baby
Practice when baby is calm rather than crying. It’s easier for her to learn, and 
her tongue will be in the right place. Try to catch her hunger signs (rooting, 
G@MC�SN�LNTSG��ADENQD�RGD�FDSR�QD@KKX�TORDS�(E�RGDŗR�TORDS��B@KL�GDQ�ƥQRS�ADENQD�
you feed her. 

Milk out = milk in
The more breast milk baby removes, the more breast milk you produce. So if 
your doctors tell you that baby needs formula, but you want to preserve the 
option of breastfeeding, you need to start pumping immediately. Work up to 
pumping at the highest setting you can stand, because (when things are working 
properly) babies remove more milk than pumps can.

Get support
Talk with your doctor about what happens right after labor. Your hospital 
LHFGS�FDS�XNT�NƤ�SN�@�FNNC�RS@QS�!TS�HS�LHFGS�MNS��NMKX���ODQBDMS�NE�42�GNROHS@KR�
@QD�BDQSHƥDC�řA@AX�EQHDMCKX�Ś�LD@MHMF�SGDX�ENKKNV�HMSDQM@SHNM@K�FTHCDKHMDR�ENQ�
supporting new moms in breastfeeding. These hospitals initiate breastfeeding 
VHSGHM�SGD�ƥQRS�GNTQ�@ESDQ�AHQSG��OK@BD�A@AX�@MC�LNL�SNFDSGDQ�������DMBNTQ@FD�
breastfeeding on demand, not on a schedule; and don’t provide formula unless 
LDCHB@KKX�MDBDRR@QX�$UDM�HE�XNTQ�GNROHS@K�HRMŗS�BDQSHƥDC��XNT�B@M�QDPTDRS�SGDRD�
accommodations of your doctor before you go into labor.

Get hands-on help. If your own mom is unable to teach you how to breastfeed, 
ƥMC�@�K@BS@SHNM�BNMRTKS@MS��ilca.org��NQ�ONRSO@QSTL�CNTK@ŕOQDEDQ@AKX�NMD�VGN�
B@M�BNLD�SN�XNTQ�GNTRDŕSN�RGNV�XNT�SGD�QNODR

Read Breastfeeding Made Simple by Nancy Mohrbacher and Kathleen  
Kendall-Tackett. For problem solving, especially latch issues, have The  

8OWLPDWH�%UHDVWIHHGLQJ�%RRN�RI�$QVZHUV by Jack Newman on hand. The website 
kellymom.com is a huge resource as well.

Line up support from your partner, relatives, and friends. As soon as baby 
arrives, you’ll need people to feed you, make sure your water bottle is constantly 
ƥKKDC��@MC�L@M@FD�SGD�GNTRD��VGHKD�XNT�ENBTR�NM�EDDCHMF�A@AX�@MC�RKDDOHMF�
New moms need care just as baby does. Women are incredibly vulnerable and 
in need of healing after giving birth. But in our society, women tend to expect 
themselves to quickly get back to cleaning, cooking, and exercising. If that’s 
XNT��L@JD�@M�DƤNQS�SN�BNTMSDQ@BS�SGD�SDMCDMBX

Make friends who share your ideas about breastfeeding. You can help each 
NSGDQ�ADBNLD�BNLENQS@AKD�MTQRHMF�HM�OTAKHB��RGQTF�NƤ�TMRTOONQSHUD�BNLLDMSR�
from strangers or family, or stick with pumping (no one’s favorite activity). 

2NLD�GNROHS@KR�@MC�BNLLTMHSX�BDMSDQR�NƤDQ�AQD@RSEDDCHMF�RTOONQS�FQNTOR
Breast milk isn’t just food. Your body responds to baby’s needs day to day by adjusting  

hormones, immune factors, volume of milk, sugars to feed the bacteria in baby’s gut, 

and surely more properties that researchers haven’t discovered yet. 

GOOD TO KNOW

THE RESEARCH

Breast is brainiest . . . by a little bit

Each month of breastfeeding adds a small gain, about one-third of a point, 

to your child’s intelligence scores. Researchers from Harvard and Boston  

Children’s Hospital studied data on more than thirteen hundred mothers 

and children. They adjusted for a host of factors, including socioeconomic  

status, the mother’s intelligence, and whether baby was raised at home 

or in day care. The longer baby breastfeeds, they found, the higher baby’s 

vocabulary scores at 3 years old and intelligence scores at 7 years old. 

A baby breastfed for twelve months would score four IQ points higher 

than a baby who was not breastfed. IQ does matter. But if breastfeeding  

just isn’t working, there are plenty of other ways to help fulfill baby’s  

intellectual potential.

1
0
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“Eat food. Not too much.  
Mostly plants.”
“My kid eats what I eat,” you hear parents say, happy  
they’re not preparing separate meals for their child. 
For me, the reverse has turned out to be true. I found myself being so careful 
about feeding my baby healthy food, I realized I should eat more of what baby 
was eating.

Case in point: baby drinks a kale smoothie most days, an easy way to get her 
greens. (It tastes better than it sounds.)

Easier said than done 
%NNC�INTQM@KHRS�,HBG@DK�/NKK@MŗR�@CUHBDŕSGD�SHSKD�NE�SGHR�O@FDŕHR�A@RDC�NM�SGD�
way humans ate for hundreds of thousands of years. Grasses, fruits, vegetables, 
RL@KK�L@LL@KR��HMRDBSR��@MC�@�CHRSHMBS�K@BJ�NE�RTF@QŕSGHR�HR�SGD�CHDS�NTQ�AQ@HMR�
and bodies function best on. 

(ŗUD�ADDM�VNQJHMF�SNV@QC�D@SHMF�SGHR�V@X�ENQ�ƥESDDM�XD@QR�@MC�BNTMSHMF��6DKK��
except for the insects.) If you’re trying to do that, too, here are the things that 
have made it easier for me post-baby: 

Buying fresh, local produce. Great-tasting food starts with high-quality  
ingredients. I’d heard that but didn’t really know what it meant until I took a 

cooking class. We sampled organic carrots shipped to a big supermarket (dull, 
dense, bitter) and organic carrots freshly picked from a local farm (crisp, lively, 
RVDDS��3GD�CHƤDQDMBD�V@R�@�QDUDK@SHNM

Living in Seattle, I’m fortunate to have a farmers’ market within walking distance 
and several options for community-supported agriculture programs. In a CSA 
program, you “subscribe” to a local farm each season in exchange for a box of 
produce delivered regularly. Our weekly box of produce is full of variety I never 
VNTKC�G@UD�SGNTFGS�SN�ATX�NM�LX�NVMŕCDKHB@S@�RPT@RG��DFFOK@MSR��BNKK@QC�
greens, kale, cabbage, sunchokes, beets. 

Produce straight from the farm tastes good, even when you do very little to it.

A pressure cooker. I swear this thing should be issued to all new parents at the 
hospital. You can cook soups, barley risottos, beans, and curries in ten minutes 
instead of thirty to sixty minutes. These are mainly the meals we eat now.

A powerful blender. A high-end blender makes everything from smooth kale 
smoothies to broccoli pesto. 

5
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Jess & Naomi (14 months)

»
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Cooking in big batches once or twice a week. Cooking is not a hobby for me. I don’t want to do it for every 
meal. So I aspire to make steel-cut oats, quinoa, roasted vegetables, and hearty soups to last the week.  
I may wash and chop ingredients one day and cook them the next. 

Storing produce properly as soon as I bring it home. I admit, at times we’ve shoved our whole box of CSA 
produce into the fridge and promptly gone out for Thai food. My cooking plan works better when I put each 
item in plain view, so it gets used. And when I store each item properly, so it lasts longer.

Simple recipes. My criteria for a recipe: Does it have a minimal number of ingredients? Can I prep the 
ingredients one day and cook them the next? Will this freeze well if I triple the batch? Now we’re talking. 

I still can’t get over how delicious and easy potato-leek soup is. You just cook four sliced leeks in a little 
butter until they’re soft, add four cups of potato chunks and four cups of broth to the pot, keep cooking 
TMSHK�SGD�ONS@SNDR�@QD�SDMCDQ��@MC�SGDM�AQHDƦX�AKDMC�SGD�RNTO�HMSN�@�OTQDD�3G@SŗR�ENTQ�HMFQDCHDMSR�

Make it taste good. Cook with fats, spices, and herbs. When we take pleasure in what we’re eating, one 
study found, we absorb more of the nutrients from it. 

So far, I’ve found great recipes at cookusinterruptus.com, nourishingmeals.com, and 101cookbooks.com.  
I credit smittenkitchen.com�ENQ�ATHKCHMF�LX�BNMƥCDMBD�VHSG�QDBHODR�SG@S�ITRS�OK@HM�VNQJ

Backups. I keep a Costco-sized box of Amy’s lentil soup in the pantry for when I haven’t had time to cook 
and it’s “that kind of day.” I also keep Lärabars, which have only a few ingredients, for snacks.

A kale smoothie every day. This is a great way to get raw greens. The fruit masks their taste, so “green 
juice,” as baby calls it, goes down easy. The recipe, adapted from nourishingmeals.com: 

2 pieces of fruit (apple + pear, peach, or nectarine)
2 big bunches of greens, thick ribs removed (kale or chard + spinach or collard greens)
2 cups of cabbage, chopped
2 cups of water
1 lemon, juiced

Pulse the blender to chop everything, and puree until smooth. If it tastes too sweet, add more greens.  
If it tastes too green, add more fruit.

«

• dried fruit, apple pieces, and walnuts

• fruit: berries (bought in bulk and frozen), 

bananas, grapes cut in half, or a mandarin 

orange

• pieces of broccoli, cauliflower, and carrots 

tossed in the microwave for two minutes, 

maybe with chunks of apple or yams.  

Or sweet potato, pear, and broccoli. Toss 

with a tiny bit of coconut oil or avocado oil 

for fat and a different flavor.

• cherry tomatoes cut in half (Sungold, if  

you can get ’em), pieces of cucumber, and 

frozen corn

• avocado chunks: let baby tap a little salt  

and pepper, or squeeze a lemon, on top 

QUICK SNACKS THAT DON’T MAKE A MESS

Boo, Josh & Wolfie (10 months)
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Imagine if someone hovered over, prodded, and cheered on your every bite: annoying!
Trust baby’s signals. Our job as parents is to put a variety of nutritious foods 
in front of our kids. We’re in charge of what, when, and where they eat. It’s our 
kids’ job to decide whether they eat and how much they eat. 

The goal here is to trust children’s internal regulation of consumption, which 
naturally varies day to day. If we continually override kids’ signals with our own 
(well-intentioned) desires, forcing kids to eat the amount of food we think they 
should eat, they learn to ignore their body’s signals for being hungry or full. 
That sets them up for an unhealthy relationship with food.

We ask baby, “All done?” I’m still trying to get my husband to accept baby’s “Yes” 
instead of responding with, “Are you sure? All done? Here, take one more bite.”

Sit down and eat with your child, at regular times. Family meals have more 
variety and more nutritious foods, studies show, than you get from skipping 
meals and grazing. (Many of us have the unfortunate view that meals are a duty 
and snacks are for enjoyment.) If kids ask for food in between their meal and 
RM@BJ�SHLDR��NƤDQ�SGDL�V@SDQ�!NMTR��QDFTK@Q�LD@K�@MC�RM@BJ�SHLDR�L@JD�ENQ�
easier naps, as the body gets used to the rhythm of the day.

With new foods, focus on exposure. Encourage baby to touch and smell a 
new food, watch you eat it, and perhaps put it in her mouth before taking it 
out again. Think of this not as baby rejecting the food, but as baby preparing 
to eventually eat the food.

Introduce a new food many more times than you’d think. Children are often 
RJDOSHB@K�NE�MDV�ENNCR��@MC�NTQ�DWODBS@SHNMR�@QD�V@X�NƤ�@ANTS�GNV�KNMF�HS�
takes for them to acclimate. Exposing kids to a new food eight times over two 

VDDJR�VNTKCMŗS�AD�SNN�LTBG�*DDO�NƤDQHMF�U@QHDSX��ATS�@KRN�L@JD�RTQD�A@AX�
G@R�@�E@LHKH@Q�ENNC�SN�ƥKK�TO�NM

Don’t plead or command over and over. “Take a bite. Just one bite. Come on, 
eat your food.” Studies show that a high rate of verbal pressure leads kids to 
refuse food.

Bargain sparingly. Rewards and bargaining do work to jump-start exposure to 
new food, but they’re not the best long-term strategy. In one study, researchers  
asked children to taste slices of red pepper. They told one group, “You can 
eat as much as you like.” They told a second group, “If you eat at least one 
piece, you may choose one of these stickers. You can eat as much as you like.”  
The reward group jumped to try the red pepper. But over time, children in the 
ƥQRS�FQNTO�@SD�LNQD�QDC�ODOODQ�@MC�KHJDC�HS�LNQD�

Let baby decide how much to eat

David (3½)

Now that our toddler is copying everything we do, putting food  

on our plate instead of her plate is a surefire way to interest her in it. 

Baby likes to see us eat the food. Sometimes we play “One bite for mommy,  

one bite for daddy, one bite for baby.” 

TRY THIS
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There’s no evidence that later is better than earlier when it comes to potty training.  
Only that being gentle is better than shaming or forcing baby.
Before World War II, parents often forced, scolded, and punished 8-month-olds  
into using the toilet. This was linked to problems: constipation, holding it,  
QDETRHMF�SN�TRD�SGD�SNHKDS�/DCH@SQHBH@M�3�!DQQX�!Q@YDKSNM�BG@LOHNMDC�@M�DƤNQS�
to change that practice. That’s a good thing. But some parents have interpreted 
it to mean they should tiptoe around potty training until the child tells you 
RGDŗR�CNMD�VHSG�CH@ODQRŕ@�ODQHNC�SG@SŗR�FDSSHMF�KNMFDQ�@MC�KNMFDQ�@R�CH@ODQ�
companies make bigger and bigger diapers. There’s no need to wait that long.

No matter what age you choose to help baby use a toilet, here are a few ways 
to be gentle:

Provide the opportunity only. Rather than physically forcing or bribing baby to 
RHS�NM�SGD�ONSSX��RDD�HS�@R�RHLOKX�NƤDQHMF�SGD�NOONQSTMHSX�!@AX�CDBHCDR�VGDSGDQ�
SN�FN�8NT�RSHKK�G@UD�SN�L@JD�@M�DƤNQS�SN�DMBNTQ@FD�A@AX�SN�RHS�NM�SGD�ONSSX�@MC�
stay sitting, but don’t get worked up if she doesn’t.

My husband and I sit nearby and sing a song, read a book, or blow bubbles 
to help baby sit long enough. We remind her, “Yeah, it takes a while to poop.  
6D�RHS��KD@M�ENQV@QC��@MC�V@HSŚ�(E�RGD�RS@QSR�SN�QTM�NƤ��VD�R@X��ř KK�CNMD�VHSG�
potty?” rather than “No, no, you’re not done. Sit back down.”

2ƨHU�WKH�SRWW\�UHJXODUO\��before and after sleep, before and after outings, and 
thirty to sixty minutes after meals. Kids come to expect potty times without 
being nagged.

“Time for potty” is our line. (Asking our toddler, at 22 months old, “Do you need 
to go potty?” elicits a “No,” even if she’s standing there in a half crouch.) As we 
V@KJ�HM�SGD�CNNQ�EQNL�@M�NTSHMF��VD�QDLHMC�GDQ�NE�SGD�QNTSHMD��ř6G@SŗR�SGD�ƥQRS�

thing we do when we come home? Sit on the potty.” We might add, “Do you 
need help?” or “What song should we sing?”

Stay low-key. When baby says, “I need to go potty,” if we casually respond, “OK, 
go for it,” she will. If we hover or give too much instruction, she’ll change her 
mind. Afterward, if we say, “Good job going potty,” she smiles in satisfaction. 
If we make a big deal, clapping and exclaiming, then the next time she pees, 
she’ll empty her potty in the toilet, then bring it over to us for praise. (Yikes!)

Go diaper-free. ,X�E@UNQHSD�CDRBQHOSHNM�NE�ONSSX�SQ@HMHMF�HR��ř8NT�ITRS�S@JD�NƤ�
the diaper.” You can go diaper-free at pretty much any age, for any amount 
of time during the day. As early as a few months old, some parents whisk a 
I@Q�NQ�SHMX�ONS�TMCDQ�A@AXŗR�ATLŕNQ�GNKC�A@AX�HM�@�RPT@S�ONRHSHNM�NUDQ�SGD�
SNHKDSŕADSVDDM�CH@ODQ�BG@MFDR�.SGDQ�O@QDMSR�RHS�A@AX�NM�@�ONSSX�BG@HQ�VGDM�
SGDX�TRD�SGD�A@SGQNNL�.SGDQR�SQX�SN�B@SBG�DUDQX�ODD�@MC�ONN��NƤDQHMF�@�ONSSX�
every thirty or sixty minutes. Yes, that’s how often many infants need to pee. If 
baby goes, the parents make a noise: “tsss” or “unh, unh.” The cue eventually 
signals baby to go potty, and it gives baby a way to tell you that she needs to go.

We went diaper-free, at home only, around 12 months old. This was hit and 
LHRRŕLD@MHMF��B@QODS�BKD@MDQ�B@LD�HM�G@MCX� R�RNNM�@R�A@AX�RS@QSDC�QTMMHMF�
to her potty chair on her own, I just expected that she would every time. But 
she’d get distracted while playing. So would I. In hindsight, I could have more 
BNMRHRSDMSKX�NƤDQDC�GDQ�SGD�ONSSX��OKTR�FNSSDM�GDQ�RHSSDQR�NM�SGD�R@LD�O@FD

Save bedtime for last. Most kids wear a diaper to bed at night until age 4 or 5.  
Medically, the term “bed-wetting” doesn’t even apply to kids younger than 5.

Potty training doesn’t require complete bladder and 

bowel control, only an ability to briefly delay the 

action. Indeed, only 20 percent of children have 

 complete bladder and bowel control by age 2,  

when many parents start potty training. 

If you’re waiting to potty train, don’t put it off past  

32 months. Baby might be at higher risk of urinary 

tract infections, from not completely emptying the 

bladder. There’s also a higher risk of weak bladder 

control, which leads to more accidents.

GOOD TO KNOW

Geneva (22 months) & Tracy
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Play
Kids learn an incredibly important skill from playing 

with their peers: self-control. Before that, though, 

you’re baby’s favorite toy: baby loves pulling your 

hair, pinching your nose, stepping up the front of 

your body, and going for a ride.

Wheeler (5) & Zach (4½)
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Let baby touch that
It’s hard to beat having a variety of direct, 
hands-on experiences.
8NT�CNMŗS�G@UD�SN�ATX�@�LNTMS@HM�NE�RSTƤ�SN�HMSQNCTBD�A@AX�SN�MDV�RSHLTKH�

• While you’re cooking or grocery shopping, let baby touch the papery 
onion skin and the rough avocado peel. 

• In your closet, introduce baby to the cashmere sweater and leather pants 
you never wear anymore.

• On a walk, when you stop to smell the roses, brush a petal against baby’s 
skin. (Wait until baby is 8 months old, when very light touch feels OK.)

• Store most of baby’s toys and regularly rotate them out.
• Trade toys with friends.
• My toddler wants to carry the key for any public restroom, then try it in 

the lock on the toilet-paper container. She wants to play hide-and-seek 
by peeking through the slots of Dumpsters. She wants to touch recycling 
bins. I’ve come to terms with this. We can always wash hands afterward.

Mmm, rocks
Sensitivity to touch develops in the body from top to bottom, starting with the 
mouth. That's why babies use their mouths to explore objects. (Rocks were 
particularly compelling for mine.) If a 1-month-old baby is allowed to mouth 
an object, but not see it, that baby later can recognize the object visually.

Touch sensitivity takes time to spread down the body: the face is more sensitive 
than the hands even at age 5. 

Meg & David (3½)
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Tracy & Geneva (23 months)
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Save the box
021(<ʘ6$9,1*�7,3

Baby’s favorite toys are whichever  

things you didn’t buy for baby:

• remote control

• keys, wallet, cell phone

• pocket mirror

• calculator

• your shoes: putting their feet in them

• your underwear: wearing it around  

their neck

• the box the toy came in

• fruit: taking one bite of each and putting  

it back in the bowl

• laundry basket: going for a spin

• drawers and cabinets: perfect for hiding 

your keys, wallet, cell phone

Which toys are best for baby’s brain?  
Toys that require baby to use his brain. 
3GD�ADRS�SNXR�CNMŗS�ADDO��S@KJ��C@MBD��NQ�Ʀ@RG�SN�GNKC�@�BGHKCŗR�@SSDMSHNM�3GDX�QDPTHQD�HL@FHM@SHNM�SN�BNLD�@KHUD�

!TS�SNX�L@MTE@BSTQDQR�JMNV�SG@S�HE�SGDX�R@X�SGDHQ�OQNCTBSR�ANNRS�A@AXŗR�CDUDKNOLDMSŕBK@HLR�SG@S�@QD�
Q@QDKX�RBHDMSHƥB@KKX�SDRSDCŕXNTŗQD�LNQD�KHJDKX�SN�ATX�SGDL�%NQ�DW@LOKD��(�V@R�FHUDM�RNLD�RNES�E@AQHB�Q@SSKDR�
that fasten around baby’s wrist. The package says they develop “sound location skills.” Really?

Instead, go for basic toys, like these:

• jars with screw-on lids, bowls and cups of various sizes, and something baby can move from one cup  
to the other (water, dirt, dried beans)

• couch cushions and pillows, set up as an obstacle course for crawling or climbing
• balls and blocks (Lego Duplo, K’Nex sets, Tegu magnetic blocks, Keva Contraptions, Tinkertoys)
• NKC�E@RGHNMDC�CNKKR��ƥMFDQ�OTOODSR
• chairs and a blanket, for making a fort
• appliance box and markers, for making a car or spaceship
• tape

Don’t forget, you’re baby’s favorite toy. Baby loves to climb on you, be twirled, swung, and tossed by you, 
RPTD@K�@S�SGD�SHBJKD�LNMRSDQŕ@MC�RHS�NM�SGD�ƦNNQ�VHSG�XNT��OK@XHMF�VHSG�SGDRD�SNXR�SNFDSGDQ

Playing with blocks improves spatial skills, math skills, problem-solving skills, and cooperation. Playing with dolls helps baby practice social and emotional skills.

Ross & Naomi (14 months)
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Make music with baby
Children encourage you to publicly embarrass  
yourself in all sorts of ways you didn’t imagine. 
My baby and I were out for a walk along a wooded path, and a song popped 
into my head. As I helped baby touch various parts of the nearest tree, I sang, 

“And on that twig / there was a leaf / the prettiest leaf / that you ever did see!” 
Thank you, Toddler Radio on Pandora. 

I can barely carry a tune. Good thing infants prefer their parents’ voices over 
other voices, and prefer singing directed to them over other kinds of singing. 

We sing at home, too, as I pick out “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” on my baby’s 
xylophone. (Hey, three years of piano lessons didn’t go to waste after all!)

And we take a parent-tot music class, because baby gets a taste of music as 
the social experience that it has been for all of human history. She gets to try 
out instruments we don’t have at home. She dances, bounces, picks up rhythm, 
and tries out tones. And the teacher is so engaging, my baby gives her a hug 
at the end of class.

Will music lessons make baby smarter? 
Musicians are brainier than non-musicians in all sorts of ways. They’re better 
@S�@ARSQ@BS�QD@RNMHMF��L@SG��QD@CHMF��UNB@ATK@QX��ƥMD�LNSNQ�RJHKKR��RO@SH@K�RJHKKR��
and working memory. 

However, researchers haven’t been able to prove that music training is the cause. 
/DQG@OR�O@QDMSR�VGN�@QD�@AKD�SN�@ƤNQC�OQHU@SD�LTRHB�KDRRNMR�@KRN�QD@C�LNQD�
to their kids, for example, and that’s what improves their kids’ vocabulary and 
reading skills. Perhaps children with certain cognitive strengths are attracted 
to music lessons. The half-dozen trials that have sought to establish a cause 
report mixed results.

But a brain boost was never the best reason to study music anyway.

Tony & Nora (2)

»
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Music for music’s sake
Music is universal: nearly everyone is drawn to it. “Human societies with no 
music, like human societies with no language, have never been found,” Harvard 
psychologist Roger Brown wrote. Yet no one has to make a case for studying 
K@MFT@FDŕSGD�RNTMCR�VD�TRD�SN�DWOQDRR�VG@SŗR�NM�NTQ�LHMCR�UDQRTR�VG@SŗR�
in our souls.

(M�@�OHDBD�SHSKDC�ř6GX�SD@BG�LTRHB�Ś�*@SGQXM�!�'TKK��@�M@SHNM@KKX�BDQSHƥDC�LTRHB�
teacher, wrote of the many aspects of music:

Music is science. (S�HR�řDW@BS�@MC�RODBHƥBŚ� �BNMCTBSNQŗR�RBNQD�HR�ř@�FQ@OG�VGHBG�
indicates frequencies, intensities, volume changes, melody, and harmony all 
at once and with precise control of time.”

Music is mathematical. It’s rhythmically based on fractions of time, “often in 
multiple combinations simultaneously.”

Music is a foreign language. “Most of the terms are in Italian, German, or French; 
and the notation . . . uses symbols to represent ideas. The semantics of music 
is the most complete and universal language. It speaks to the soul.”

Music is history. (S�řQDƦDBSR�SGD�DMUHQNMLDMS�@MC�SHLDR�NE�HSR�BQD@SHNMŚ�@MC�
“keeps a people’s culture alive.”

Music is physical education.�ř(S�QDPTHQDR�E@MS@RSHB�BNNQCHM@SHNM�NE�ƥMFDQR��G@MCR��
arms, feet, lips, cheeks,” along with extraordinary muscle control.

Music is art. 6G@S�VD�BQD@SD�@MC�CDQHUD�EQNL�HS�HR�řGTL@MHRL��DLNSHNM��EDDKHMFŕ
call it what you will.”

Hull goes on:

This is why we teach music!

Not because we expect you to major in music 

Not because we expect you to play or sing music all your life 

Not only so you can relax and just have fun

But 

. . . so you will be human 

. . . so you will recognize beauty 

. . . so you will be sensitive 

. . . so you will be closer to an infinite beyond this world 

. . . so you will have something to retain for enrichment 

. . . so you will have more love, more compassion, more gentleness . . . 

in short, more life!

Of what value will it be to make a prosperous living unless you  

know how to live? Music gives lifelong benefits.

That is why we teach music!

Used with permission

«

Keep a variety of musical instruments in baby’s toy bin, and jam together. 

Libraries and children’s museums often offer a free weekly music class. 

Your local symphony may have a children’s program, too. The national 

research-based programs Music Together and Kindermusik both send  

you home from class with a CD of the songs you learn.

DO IT NOW

Hope & Henry (3)

When you listen to music, the brain uses many networks to process rhythm,  

timbre, and tone. Not only the brain’s auditory areas light up, but so do those  

areas responsible for motor skills, emotions, and creativity.

GOOD TO KNOW
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When playmates grab toys:

Do nothing. Kids usually figure it out on their own,  

if you don’t step in and make an enormous deal about 

the toy. It’s good practice for them. Agree on this  

with the other playdate parents ahead of time.

Make a direct request. “Your friend would like  

to play with the toy now. Can you hand it to her? 

Thank you for sharing!” “Your friend is playing  

with the toy now. Please wait your turn. Good job 

waiting.” “Your friend is playing with the toy now.  

You can ask for the toy by saying ‘please,’ but if she 

doesn’t want to give it to you, you’ll need to wait.”

If one child gets upset, empathize and distract.  

“You took your friend’s toy, and that makes him sad. 

Can you give your friend a toy?” “Your friend took 

your toy, and that makes you sad. He’ll take a turn,  

and then you can have a turn. Ooh, a red fire truck! 

See how the ladder goes up and down?”

When kids snatch toys, wait and see
At 18 months old, my toddler and her playmates readily grabbed toys from each other. 
/@QDMSR�@KLNRS�@KV@XR�RSDOODC�HM��OQXHMF�SGDHQ�A@AXŗR�ƥMFDQR�EQNL�SGD�SNX��
handing it back, and scolding: “She was playing with that.” When baby’s face 
crumples in tears, they implore, “We need to share. Can you share?” 

Well, no.

In one experiment, children could choose to give food to a partner or not, but 
would get food either way. At 25 months old, 57 percent decided to share. At 
18 months old, only 14 percent decided to share, even though it came at no 
cost to them. 

We want our kids to be able to play nicely with others. But children are capable 
of altruistic helping only after they’ve climbed a couple other rungs in this 
particular developmental ladder.

Cooperation starts early
Notice, though, how cooperative and helpful your toddler is. She tries to feed 
GDQ�E@UNQHSD�ENNC�SN�GDQ�OK@XL@SD�2GD�HMRHRSR�NM�GDKOHMF�XNT�RVDDO�SGD�ƦNNQ�6D�
don’t have to teach these things. Humans are wired for cooperation (along with 
competition), say evolutionary anthropologists; it’s how our species survived.

It’s just that toddlers aren’t good at detecting when help is needed. That requires  
an ability to guess someone else’s feelings and state of mind. So toddlers 
understand certain types of help before others.

Instrumental helping: Between 12 and 14 months old, baby begins to  
help with simple action-based goals, such as looking for or reaching for an 
item. Around 18 months old, baby’s instrumental helping expands to include 
overcoming obstacles, using tools, and understanding the means to an end.

Empathic helping: Also around 18 months old, baby begins to express 
concern for and comfort others. Still, emotion-based helping is pretty limited.  

By 30 months old, baby is more skilled. Baby can infer others’ feelings and  
intentions, without being told explicitly, and sometimes infer someone’s needs. 

Altruistic helping: Around 30 months old, baby knows what another person 
needs, but has trouble giving up something of value. As children gain a greater  
TMCDQRS@MCHMF�NE�SGD�R@BQHƥBD�SG@S�@KSQTHRL�QDPTHQDR��@QNTMC�@FD����SGDX�@QD�
temporarily even less willing to share their possessions.

Help me help you

'NV�LTBG�HMENQL@SHNM�CNDR�@�BGHKC�MDDC�SN�ƥFTQD�NTS�SG@S�RNLDNMD�MDDCR�
help? In one study, led by Margarita Svetlova at the University of Pittsburgh, an 
adult pretended to be cold. A blanket was within reach of the child but not the 
@CTKS�3GD�@CTKS�VDMS�SGQNTFG�OQNFQDRRHUDKX�LNQD�DWOKHBHS�BTDR��ƥUD�SN�RDUDM�
seconds each, until the child brought over the blanket.

1. Gestures: Shivering, rubbing and hugging oneself, saying “Brrr.”
2. Naming the internal state: “I’m cold.”
3. Stating a general need for an object: “I need something to make me warm.”
4. Labeling the object needed: “A blanket!”
5. Nonverbal request: Looking at the child, then the blanket, then the child.
6. Less subtle nonverbal request: Gesturing to the blanket.
7. General verbal request: “Can you help me?”
8. 2ODBHƥB�UDQA@K�QDPTDRS��ř"@M�XNT�AQHMF�LD�SGD�AK@MJDS�Ś

Guess at which point the average 18-month-old figured it out. Step 6.  
But by 30 months? Step 2. Unless it was the child’s own blanket that the child 
had to share. Then, the 30-month-old resisted until Step 4. So, it’s not that an 
18-month-old can’t help, cooperate, or share. He just needs explicit instructions 
@ANTS�RNLDNMD�DKRDŗR�RS@SD�NE�LHMC�8NTQ�SNCCKDQŗR�ODDQR�@QD�TMKHJDKX�SN�NƤDQ�
SGDRD�JHMCR�NE�HMRSQTBSHNMŕATS�XNT�B@M
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TRY THIS

Zach (4½) & Wheeler (5) 
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Play at self-control
Self-control is one of the most important skills your child can develop. 
As you can imagine, the ability to start or continue doing something you’d rather 
not do (like your homework), and the ability to stop doing something you want 
to do (like watching TV), is a powerful force in creating a successful life.

Many, many studies show this to be the case. Leading researcher Adele Diamond 
RTLL@QHYDR�@�K@MCL@QJ������RSTCX�AX�3DQQHD�,NƧSS��VGN�ENKKNVDC�@�SGNTR@MC�
children for thirty-two years:

Children with worse self-control (less persistence, more impulsivity, and poorer 

attention regulation) at ages 3–11 tend to have worse health, earn less, and 

commit more crimes 30 years later than those with better self-control as children,  

controlling for IQ, gender, social class, and more.

2DKE�BNMSQNKŕ@KRN�B@KKDC�RDKE�QDFTK@SHNM�NQ�HMGHAHSNQX�BNMSQNKŕHR�BNQD�SN�@�RTHSD�
of brain processes called executive function. Inhibitory control, working memory, 
@SSDMSHNM��@MC�BNFMHSHUD�ƦDWHAHKHSX�BNLAHMD�SN�@KKNV�OQNAKDL�RNKUHMF��QD@RNMHMF��
OK@MMHMF��@MC�CDK@XHMF�FQ@SHƥB@SHNM

As students, children with more self-control are

• better able to focus on and complete their assignments,
• better able to pay attention and ignore distractions, and
• better able to integrate new material.

$WDBTSHUD�ETMBSHNM�RS@QSR�SN�CDUDKNO�CTQHMF�A@AXŗR�ƥQRS�XD@Q�NE�KHED�!TS�HS� 
won’t fully mature until your baby is in his or her early 20s. That’s a lot of time 
to practice.

There are plenty of engaging ways to put the “fun” in executive function: 

Tell your own stories 
Kids love storytelling. You’re looking at each other instead of at a book, getting 
that face-to-face interaction. And the lack of pictures exercises children’s ability 
to pay attention and keep track of details. Children remember more of the 
characters and plot from storytelling than from book reading, studies show.

If you’re not comfortable telling stories, you could start by recounting your 
day to your infant, and expand your repertoire from there. Baby doesn’t care 
what the story is about! My stories tend to start with “There once was a girl . . . ”  
and involve whatever exotic thing happened yesterday. You can also look for 
storytelling events at festivals, schools, and bookstores.

Dance, kick, and make music 
See if your child enjoys traditional martial arts, dance, or playing a musical  
HMRSQTLDMSŕDRODBH@KKX�VHSG�NSGDQR� KK�NE�SGDRD�QDPTHQD�XNTQ�BGHKC�SN�BNMBDMSQ@SD�� 
pay attention for long stretches, and hold in mind complex sequences: the 
steps of the dance, the notes of the song.

Diamond says they also provide joy, give a sense of social belonging, develop 
LNSNQ�RJHKKR��HMRSHKK�OQHCD��@MC�OQNLNSD�RDKE�BNMƥCDMBDŕ@KK�NE�VGHBG�RTOONQS�
executive-function development.

Ziad, Quentin (2) & Zach (4½)
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Play games
Classic kids’ games are great, too. I remember playing several of these as a kid 
with my parents and sisters. Not only are they a blast, they help build executive 
function. In one study, preschoolers played such games for thirty minutes twice 
@�VDDJ� ESDQ�DHFGS�VDDJR��SGD�BGHKCQDMŗR�RDKE�QDFTK@SHNM�RBNQDR�VDQD�RHFMHƥB@MSKX�
better, compared with those in the control group. The researchers, led by Megan 
McClelland at Oregon State University, studied 276 low-income preschoolers.

The key is that the activity becomes progressively more challenging (with games, 
you might increase the speed, add rules, or reverse the rules) as kids get the 
hang of it. Music and movement help, too, so kids don’t have to sit still for long.

Here are the traits to look for in games that develop executive function:

Games that require inhibiting one’s natural reaction
Freeze: Create a playlist that alternates between your favorite slow and fast 
songs. Everybody dances when you play the music, and everybody freezes 
VGDM�XNT�GHS�RSNO�#@MBD�RKNVKX�SN�RKNV�RNMFR�@MC�PTHBJKX�SN�E@RS�RNMFRŕSGDM�
the opposite.

Color-Matching Freeze: Tape various colors of construction paper to the ground. 
Follow the rules above, except also hold up a color when the music stops. 
Everybody has to run and stand on that color paper before freezing.

Conducting an Orchestra: When one person is “conducting,” the others play 
their instruments (bells or pots and pans or whatever you have). When the 
conductor puts down the baton, the playing stops. Then switch the rule so that 
the players play quickly when the baton waves quickly, and vice versa. Try oppo-
sites: when one person is conducting, the others stop playing, and vice versa.

Games that require paying close attention
Drumbeats: Come up with body movements (like clapping, stomping, walking, 
or dancing). Match them to drum cues. Kids could walk quickly to fast drumming, 
walk slowly to slow drumming, and freeze when you stop drumming. Or they 
could hop to fast drumbeats and crawl to slow drumbeats.

Walk in a Line: Make a game of walking along a line in the sidewalk, the line 
ADSVDDM�OK@MJR�HM�@�VNNCDM�ƦNNQ��O@HMSDQRŗ�S@OD�XNTŗUD�OTS�@BQNRR�SGD�B@QODS��
or a log on the ground. 

*DPHV�WKDW�UHTXLUH�FRJQLWLYH�ƪH[LELOLW\
Sleeping, Sleeping, All the Children Are Sleeping: The kids pretend to sleep 
while you sing, “Sleeping, sleeping, all the children are sleeping.” Then make 
up an animal that the kids have to stand up and act out, saying: “And when they 
woke up . . . they were monkeys!”

Games that require focusing on one thing while ignoring others
Slug Bug: When kids see a Volkswagen Beetle during a drive, they yell  

“Slug bug!” Or “Yellow car!” or whatever color/car model/phrase you come up 
with. They can rack up points instead of punches if you prefer.

Alphabet: Find each letter of the alphabet, in order, on signs and buildings  
(and, for a faster game, license plates) during a drive.

Games that work on working memory
Clap Your Hands: Cut a big square, circle, and triangle from construction paper. 
Have one person choose an action for each shape, such as clap your hands 
(square); stomp your feet (circle); and touch your nose (triangle). The leader 
holds up or points to the shapes in order (square, circle, triangle, repeat),  
performing each action to demonstrate. Then the leader indicates the shapes 
in order as the kids perform the matching action together. Try going faster 
and faster. Try switching cues so that the kids must also inhibit what they 
just learned: touch your toes (square); raise your arms (circle); jump (triangle).  
The leader continues indicating the shapes in order.

I’m Going on Vacation and I’m Bringing . . . 3GD�ƥQRS�OK@XDQ�KHRSR�@M�HSDL�SG@S�
starts with A. The second player repeats that item and adds one that starts 
with B. The next player repeats both items and adds one that starts with C, etc.

OTHER WAYS TO BUILD EXECUTIVE FUNCTION

Exercise. This is one of the best ways to build executive function, among other 

things (see page 12). Less obviously, yoga and Tae Kwon Do (if noncompetitive) 

also have been shown to improve executive function in kids.

Set challenging goals: At age 3, building a taller block tower, for example;  

at age 5, building a birdhouse. 

Hobbies: Encourage a passion that takes your child’s active effort.

Montessori school: Kids in this program tend to have higher levels of executive 

function and creativity.

Allow mistakes: See page 147.

A second language: See page 65.

Make-believe: See page 115.

Quentin (2) & Sonia
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Child Adult

Inhibitory control
ability to resist the urge to  

do one thing and instead do  

what is most appropriate

• resists a smaller reward if given the option  
of a greater reward in the future

• goes to the end of the line instead of cutting
• reaches around a glass display instead of trying  

to reach straight for an item inside

• stops binge-watching Breaking Bad��STQMHMF�NƤ�SGD� 
TV instead of hitting “Next episode”

• thinks before speaking
• goes for the fruit instead of the cake after resolving  

to eat more fruit and less cake

Working memory
ability to hold information  

in mind and work with it

• connects a phrase from a song to something  
seen during a walk

• does a math problem in her head

• relates something read in a history book to a current 
political event

• mentally reorders errands based on their distance  
from the house

Attention
ability to focus your attention 

and resist distraction

• concentrates on building a castle, despite  
a sibling racing around

• looks for mom in the mall, screening out  
everything else to see only her face

• resists posting on social media to complete a project  
for work

• at a party, concentrates on the conversation at hand,  
even though many people are speaking

&RJQLWLYH�ƪH[LELOLW\
ability to switch perspectives;  

ability to adjust to changed 

demands or priorities

• changes strategies when action isn’t getting  
the desired result

• CTQHMF�L@JD�ADKHDUD��FNDR�VHSG�SGD�ƦNV�@R� 
characters change

• RDDR�CHƤDQDMS�ODNOKDRŗ�ONHMSR�NE�UHDV��NQ�RDDR�SGDHQ�QD@RNMR� 
for saying what they said or wanting what they wanted

• ƥMCR�@M�@KSDQM@SD�QNTSD�VGDM�SGD�OK@MMDC�QNTSD�HR�AKNBJDC
• adjusts when things don’t go according to plan

What executive functions look like

Henry (3) & Hope

THE RESEARCH

Many studies show that preschoolers’ and kinder- 

garteners’ executive-function scores are more 

important than their IQ scores for later academic 

success. Young children with better executive  

function 

• tend to be more than three months ahead of 

their peers in early literacy,

• have higher levels of academic achievement 

from elementary school through college,

• do better on standardized tests, such as the SAT,

• tend to have positive relationships with peers 

and teachers (they’re less disruptive, inconsid-

erate, or aggressive, which in turn boosts their 

academic achievement), and

• are more likely to finish college.
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What makes a great playroom
It doesn’t matter how big your play space 
is or where you put it (ours seems to be the 
middle of the living room). What matters is 
that you create opportunities for a variety 
of experiences. 

Think art, science, and imaginative play: 
Instruments for making music. Clothes for  
dress-up. Supplies for drawing and creating 
props. A microscope, a calculator, and kits  

for science. Newspapers and magazines. 
Blocks and more blocks, cardboard boxes 
and tubes, dolls and cups. 

Encourage your child’s interests, however 
random. If your child becomes obsessed  
with something (garbage trucks, fairies, 
CHMNR@TQR���QHƤ�NM�SGD�SGDLD

As often as you can, get into that other 
wonderful playroom: the great outdoors.

Paige (5)
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Make-believe
THE RESEARCH

In an early-education program called Tools of 

the Mind, students spend the majority of their 

time on activities that build executive function—

mainly play. In a study of 150 kids, the children in 

Tools of the Mind classrooms scored 30 percent 

to nearly 100 percent better on executive- 

function tests than kids in the control group. 

They also were

• more creative (asked to think of various uses 

for specific objects, they came up with three 

times more ideas),

• more facile with language,

• better at problem solving,

• half as stressed, and

• more socially skilled.

.MD�O@QSHBTK@Q�SXOD�NE�OK@X�HR�ADMDƥBH@K�SN�XNTQ�BGHKCŗR�AQ@HM� 
It’s play in which children become fully engrossed in 
pretending to be someone else. 
Kids spiritedly discuss who they’re going to be and what they’re going to do. 

“OK, we’re going to play house. I’m going to be the mom.”

“I want to be the mom!”

“No, I’m the mom and you’re the baby, and I’m going to feed you lunch.”

“OK, then we take the dog for a walk.”

And then they act it out.

(SŗR�B@KKDC�L@STQD�L@JD�ADKHDUD�OK@Xŕ@�RDQHNTR�RNTMCHMF�M@LD�ENQ�RNLDSGHMF�RN�ETM�,@XAD�SG@SŗR�ADB@TRD�
this type of play is actually quite structured. It requires following the rules of what it means to be a mom 
or baby, and the steps required to make a meal or walk a dog. If a kid starts wandering outside those rules, 
the other kids bring him back in line.

What this does for the brain is build executive function: the skill set that allows children to set goals, plan, 
stay on task, and avoid distraction (see page 106).

Claire (3½) & Nora (2)
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Phoebe (2½) & Jenn

Model how to make-believe
Age 1 to 3: Model pretending
Children are just beginning to learn to play with 
objects in a pretend way.

Teach your child how to pretend. Take an empty 
cup and pretend to drink from it. Say, “Let’s pretend 
to make dinner,” as you stir a spoon in a pot and 
then pretend to taste it. Then say, “Now you make 
dinner,” and follow what the child does.

Make up a role. “Let’s pretend we’re ____ (Dad, 
Grandma, Auntie, Uncle) making dinner.” Model 
what that person would say. “Grandma would say,  
‘Do you want cookies for dinner?’” Try to use speech 
that the child has heard before. Ideally, children 
will act and sound like the person they are playing.

6HW�XS�D�SOD\�VSDFH�WKDW�LV�GHƩQHG��FRQVLVWHQW��DQG�
accessible. Don’t be too quick to put things away.

Have props around, like old clothes and shoes, 
purses and briefcases, pretend doctors’ kits and  
carpenter tools.

Include blocks and household objects, like cups 
and spoons, that can become other things with 
some imagination.

Avoid toys that “do the thinking” for the child. 
Choose toys that are an easy size for children to 
manipulate, such as baby dolls that a child can dress 
and undress, hold, and bathe.

Age 3 to 5: Help with ideas, act out a role
Children have an idea of how to pretend but need 
ideas of what to pretend.

Use everyday chores, errands, and situations to 
set up play ideas. Point out people, and talk about 
what they say and do. Your child can pretend to be 
them when you get home.

Act out a story your child likes.

Make up props. #NMŗS�ATX�@�CNBSNQŗR�TMHENQLŕ
instead, use a grown-up’s old shirt and make a 
stethoscope out of string with a circle attached to 
it. Creating something symbolic takes more thought.

Take a secondary role. You want your child to direct 
the play scene as much as possible, telling you what 
to do and what will come next. For example, your 
child could be the doctor and you could be the 
patient or the father of a sick baby.

Help your child expand the roles and add to the 
script. “Now, what could happen next? Can we 
pretend that we had to go to the hospital in an 
ambulance? What else could happen?”

After playing a role and a scene several times, 
suggest a new twist. What if you were the doctor 
on a pirate ship? In outer space? Have the same 
QNKD�G@OODM�HM�@�CHƤDQDMS�OK@BD

Introduce simple games with rules. Board games 
like Chutes and Ladders and Candy Land are an 
 extension of make-believe play.

Age 5 and up: Kids play on their own
Children can act out elaborate scenes by  
themselves or with other children, using props  
they created.

You become more of a resource, providing ideas 
to help get things going, rather than being a part 
of the play.

Have props available and materials (blocks, pieces 
of fabric, blankets, paper, scissors, glue) that  
children can use to make their own props.

Children will begin to play more with little dolls 
and action figures instead of dressing up and 
playing the roles themselves. They may engage in 

“director’s play,” in which they talk and act for the 
ƥFTQDR��OK@XHMF�RDUDQ@K�QNKDR�@MC�BG@MFHMF�SGDHQ�
voices for each of the actors.

Use stories and literature as a basis for play. 
Encourage children to make their own versions of 
familiar stories or to make completely new stories, 
and then act them out.

Play board and card games with simple rules.

If you have more than one child, help the older 
child teach the younger sibling what to do and say.

Copyright 2012 Tools of the Mind.  
All rights reserved. Used with permission.
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Nurture creativity
What will life look like twenty-some years from now, when your baby has grown up? 
It’s almost impossible to imagine. Our world is so unpredictable that  
navigating it smartly will require some ingenuity on the part of your children.  
Creativity will be an important skill for a citizen of this future. Whether your  
children become entrepreneurs, artists, tradespeople or academics, or work for 
OQHU@SD�DMSDQOQHRDR��FNUDQMLDMSR�NQ�MNMOQNƥSR��SGD�VNQKC�SG@S�GHQDR�SGDL�VHKK�
be looking for creative thinkers. 

Historically, people have used IQ tests to predict a child’s success in school 
and in life beyond. IQ tests give a useful measure of linguistic, logical  
(mathematical), and spatial abilities. But researchers, entrepreneurs, and  
DCTB@SNQR�HMBQD@RHMFKX�@FQDD�SG@S�BQD@SHUHSXŕRNLDSGHMF�(0�SDRSR�CNMŗS�LD@RTQD�
ŕHR�ITRS�@R�U@KT@AKD�HM�NTQ�Q@OHCKX�BG@MFHMF�RNBHDSX

Can creativity be measured? It can. The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking have 
been used for decades by schools to assess students’ abilities to create ideas 
that are original, diverse, and elaborate. One exercise might give a curved line 
with the instruction “Finish this drawing,” for example.

Ways to practice creativity
Creative-thinking ability is one-third genetics and two-thirds practice, according 
to studies of twins separated at birth. Here are ideas for developing creative 
skills in your child:

• Encourage your child to turn an interest into a passion. 
• Allow and encourage mistakes. “If you’re not prepared to be wrong, 

you’ll never come up with anything original,” notes creativity expert  
Sir Ken Robinson.

• Sign your child up for visual arts, drama, or reading programs.
• Recognize your child’s talents and support them. 
• Show more interest in what your children have learned than in their grades.
• Encourage your children to come up with multiple potential solutions for  

a problem.
• Rather than giving the answers, give your child the tools to find  

the answers.
• Model the concept of thinking visually: when you have a spatial dilemma, 

like how to rearrange your furniture, sketch it out with your child.
• Use analogies and metaphors to stimulate new ways of thinking.

Compiled from published interviews with Paul Torrance and Sir Ken Robinson

Paige (5)
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When you see a scene during a walk, make a game of guessing what’s happening , what caused it, and what might happen next. DO IT NOW

How might you help your child turn an interest into a passion? Go all in. If he’s 

drawn to maps, you could plaster his room with maps, play geography games, make 

a 3-D map of your street out of playdough, hunt for unusual maps at antique shops, 

use tracing paper to create maps, go geocaching, help him photocopy your city map 

and chart the route for the day’s outings, look at various representations of one 

location (aerial photos, maps showing topography, climate, or resources), brainstorm 

how he’d change a map if he were a city planner, take him to visit a cartographer . . .

TRY THIS
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No one asks more questions than 4-year-olds. And then they go to school. 
Children “quickly learn that teachers value the right answers more than  
provocative questions,” says researcher Hal Gregersen in the Harvard Business 

Review. “And by the time they’re grown up and are in corporate settings, they 
have already had the curiosity drummed out of them.” 

How can you create an environment where your child can keep asking  
“Why?” and “Why not?” and “What if?”

Be a tour guide
Constantly describing and explaining the world around you is one way. I like 
SGHR�RSNQX�EQNL�@�RS@X�@S�GNLD�C@C��VGN�@KRN�G@OODMR�SN�AD�@�ODQRNM@K�ƥM@MBD�
blogger):

I usually spend about six hours a day just playing and learning with my son.  

I view myself as one of those automated tour guide devices that you can walk 

around with in a museum—except I’m available to him wherever we are in life.

“Why did the water in the creek flood this dam we made yesterday, Dada?”

“Well, did you notice how it’s hot outside today? Look at the thermometer on my 

watch—86 degrees Fahrenheit, or 30 Celsius. Now look up into the mountains 

where this creek is coming from. What do you think is happening to the snow 

on a hot day like today?” 

Excerpted with permission from “Avoiding Ivy League  

Preschool Syndrome,” mrmoneymustache.com

I try to do the same with my toddler. She loves talking about bicycles, putting 
on helmets, and spinning the pedals of bikes we pass on the sidewalk. So when 
LX�AHJD�SHQD�FNS�@�Ʀ@S��(�KDS�GDQ�RPTDDYD�D@BG�SHQD�SN�EDDK�SGD�CHƤDQDMBD��GDKO�
LD�OTKK�NƤ�SGD�SHQD��@MC�OTRG�SGD�@HQ�OTLO�(S�V@R�LNQD�HMSDQDRSHMF�ENQ�ANSG�NE�
us than shooing her away from the dirty job. 

Another day, when she kept getting into some tea candles on a closet shelf,  
I took one into a dark room. She sat in my lap as I lit it. We talked quietly about 
GNV�AD@TSHETK�ƥQD�HR��@MC�GNV�@�Ʀ@LD�HR�GNS�HE�XNT�SNTBG�HS�2GD�GDKC�@�SHMX�
ƥMFDQ�NUDQ�SGD�Ʀ@LD�ADENQD�OTKKHMF�@V@X��@�A@AXŗR�UDQRHNM�NE�OK@XHMF�VHSG�ƥQD

Why not?

Ask “Why?” and “What if?”

Jenn, Phoebe (2½) & Paige (5)
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IS  IT  HARD TO THINK DIFFERENTLY? 

Not for a 4-year-old. But more than 60 percent of adults in a Harvard study said 

that it’s uncomfortable or exhausting to think differently. However, if adults 

repeatedly practice, they report that it becomes energizing. 
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Connect
Mini manifesto: Let’s spend more time on the floor 

with our kids. Let’s trade strollers for newborn  

carriers, and car trips for walks. Let’s spend  

more time looking into each other’s eyes, and  

less time staring into our screens. Let’s really  

get to know each other.

Percy & Amelia (4)
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Ask for help
“I feel like I should be able to handle it.” 
That’s what my neighbor said in explaining why she hadn’t taken me up on 
LX�NƤDQ�SN�A@AXRHS�ř-N��HSŗR�.*�Ś�@MNSGDQ�EQHDMC�R@HC�@R�RGD�ITFFKDC�ANSG�JHCR�
into the restaurant bathroom instead of leaving me to entertain one kid in her 
high chair. 

It’s hard to ask for help. We don’t want to burden anyone, or we think needing 
help is a failure on our part, that we’re supposed to be able to handle this 
parenting thing by ourselves. 

If something is keeping you from asking for help, please get over it.

Imagine if a friend asked you for help. You would be more than happy to oblige 
(unless your baby is 0 to 6 months old, in which case you’re still in shock).

But we have collectively forgotten that it is impossible to raise another human 
without help. It’s not an issue of whether you’re mentally tough enough to 
do it. Our species did not evolve to raise children solo, and only relatively 
recently has it become a typical experience. Over and over, I’ve seen unrealistic  
self-expectations lead to isolation, depression, desperation, or guilt.

Many hands make light work
I didn’t truly understand what “It takes a village to raise a child” means until 
I found myself in a two-bedroom hotel suite on a weekend away with my 
toddler, mom, two sisters, 14-year-old niece, and 9-year-old nephew. As we 
reconnected over hair talk, impromptu makeovers, and family stories, my baby 
Q@M�@QNTMC�SGD�RTHSD�6GNDUDQ�V@R�MD@QAX�V@SBGDC�GDQ�6G@S�@�CHƤDQDMBDʖ� 
The burden wasn’t too great on any one of us. It felt fantastic. And I felt that 
sense of relief even though I have an incredibly helpful husband, ten hours a 
week of babysitting, dear friends, and a lot of patience. 

If you haven’t spent much time around babies before you had your own  
�(�G@CMŗS���XNTQ�HCD@�NE�GNV�LTBG�VNQJ�@�A@AX�S@JDR�L@X�AD�V@@@@X�NƤ�(M�NMD�
tribal culture, it’s not uncommon for fourteen people to watch a baby in an 
eight-hour span. So build more of a support network than you think you need. 

Unless your parents or siblings are planning to move in next door, you’ll need 
to build a community through friends and neighbors. (See page 8 for ideas.) 
Once you’ve done that, actually use it.

,X�MDHFGANQ�@MC�(�@FQDDC�SG@S�RGD�VNTKC�G@UD�@BBDOSDC�LX�NƤDQ�SN�A@AXRHS�HE�
I had more aggressively inserted myself, as in: “I’m free to borrow your baby 
on Thursday. What time is good for you?” So that’s what I said the next time  
(�NƤDQDCŕ@MC�RGD�R@HC��ř-NNMŚ

Ask!DO IT NOW
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Abyaz, Melinda, Parveen & Alianna (5 days)
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Here’s one of the best things you can do for your marriage:  
HM�@M�DLNSHNM@K�RHST@SHNM��L@JD�DLO@SGX�XNTQ�ƥQRS�QDRONMRD
We often jump to offer advice, play devil’s advocate, defend the person upsetting our partner, or 
change the subject. All our partner really wants is empathy: for us to identify with what they’re feeling.  
So truly listen. Show that you understand how your partner feels. 

“I’m sorry. I hate it when that happens. I can understand how that would be frustrating.” 

“Oh, baby, that is so disappointing. I know you had your heart set on that.”

“I hear you. That never feels good.” 

What empathy does
Empathy literally calms the body. The brain uses the vagus nerve to monitor and control the state of your  
organs. When your brain senses empathy, it signals the vagus nerve to relax your body by slowing  
your heart rate or lowering your blood pressure.

Why empathy is key to relationships
Empathy is powerful in a marriage because a resolution doesn’t exist for the majority of disagreements.  
3GD�ODNOKD�HMUNKUDC�RHLOKX�G@UD�CHƤDQHMF�U@KTDR��LNSHU@SHNMR��NQ�CDRHQDR�8NTQ�ADRS�O@SG�SGQNTFG�SGD�
BNMƦHBS�HR�SN�RHLOKX�RGNV�TMCDQRS@MCHMF�

.MD�NE�SGD�ODQODST@K�BNMƦHBSR�LX�GTRA@MC�@MC�(�G@UD�HR�SG@S�(ŗL�@�MHFGS�NVK�@MC�GDŗR�@M�D@QKX�QHRDQ� 
If I stayed up too late, my husband used to lecture me about personal responsibility. But he’s more  
empathetic these days.

“Did you sleep OK?” he asked. 

“No, maybe four hours,” I said. “I stayed up too late.” 

“I’m sorry,” he said. “What can I do to help?”

3GD�ƥQRS�SHLD�(�FNS�SG@S�JHMC�NE�QDRONMRD��QDKHDE�@MC�FQ@SHSTCD�ƦNVDC�SGQNTFG�LD�(�EDKS�RTOONQSDC�HMRSD@C�NE�
attacked. I felt closer to my husband instead of at odds with him. That’s kind of amazing for eight little words. 

"GNNRD�DLO@SGX�ƥQRS
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Claire (3½), Nora (2), Michelle (24 weeks) & Tony

Choosing empathy first with our newborn, too, was  

a big help. Considering baby’s perspective (as often  

as we could) kept us from growing irritated over 

spending yet another hour bouncing baby, or  

changing yet another diaper in the middle of the  

night. My husband was good at this. “I’m sorry you’re 

sad,” he would tell our crying newborn. “It must be 

hard to be a baby.” Or “Let’s change your diaper.  

I know I always feel better with a clean diaper.”  

That always made me laugh.

Empathy works well as baby gets older, too. If your 

child wants something he can’t have, for example,  

try saying, “Yes, that would be so nice, wouldn’t it?  

We can’t do that right now, because of X, but we  

can do this other thing.” 

Or “Yes, you would like more blueberries. I know,  

that would taste so good! You just ate a lot, so we’re 

going to wait until later to have more.” Or “Those are  

scissors. You would like to play with them. They’re 

sharp, and they could hurt you, so I’m going to put 

them away. But we can draw instead.”

Baby feels heard, and your conversation is saved from 

being a frustrating series of “No, don’t touch that,”  

“No, don’t do that,” and “No, you can’t have that.”

TRY THIS
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+++++-
$UDQX�L@QQH@FD�G@R�BNMƦHBSR�
It doesn’t matter whether the two of you tend to calmly compromise, have big 
AKNV�TOR�@MC�SGDM�L@JD�TO��NQ�Q@QDKX�BNMEQNMS�XNTQ�CHƤDQDMBDR� KK�SGQDD�RSXKDR�
NE�CD@KHMF�VHSG�HMDUHS@AKD�BNMƦHBSR�B@M�L@JD�ENQ�G@OOX��RS@AKD�QDK@SHNMRGHOR�

The important thing, marriage researcher John Gottman says, is that your  
marriage has more positive interactions (touching, smiling, complimenting, etc.) 
SG@M�MDF@SHUD�NMDR�(M�G@OOX�L@QQH@FDR��HSŗR�@�ƥUD�SN�NMD�Q@SHN�-NS�SG@S�XNTŗQD�
keeping track, exactly.

2TLL@QHYHMF�SGHQSX�ƥUD�XD@QR�NE�QDRD@QBG��&NSSL@M�R@XR�G@OOHKX�L@QQHDC�BNTOKDR

• behave like good friends,
• G@MCKD�SGDHQ�BNMƦHBSR�HM�FDMSKD�@MC�ONRHSHUD�V@XR�
• repair negative interactions during an argument, and
• fully process negative emotions. 

.M�SGD�ƦHO�RHCD��&NSSL@M�ENTMC�ENTQ�BNQQNRHUD�ADG@UHNQR�SG@S��HE�BNTOKDR�DMF@FD�
HM�SGDL�QDFTK@QKX��KD@C�SN�CHUNQBD�HM�@M�@UDQ@FD�NE�ƥUD�@MC�@�G@KE�XD@QR�

Criticism: stating your complaints as a personality defect in your partner.  
For example: “You always leave messes lying around for me to clean up. Why 
do you have to be so lazy?” rather than, “I would appreciate it if we could do 
the dishes together.”

Contempt: making statements from a position of superiority, often while  
thinking that the other person is a total moron (“That’s not the right way to do it”).

Defensiveness: denying responsibility (“I wouldn’t have . . . if you hadn’t . . .”),  
blaming circumstances beyond your control, or immediately responding with a 
complaint of your own (“You’re not perfect, either”), rather than acknowledging 
your partner’s complaint.

Stonewalling: instead of giving the usual signals that you’re listening (nodding, 
“mm-hmm,” “go on”), you sit in stony silence.

“Rather than becoming defensive and hurtful, [masters of marriage] pepper their 

disputes with flashes of affection, intense interest, and mutual respect.”

John Gottman, The Relationship Cure

(SŗR�GNV�XNT�G@MCKD�XNTQ�BNMƦHBSRŕMNS�@�K@BJ�NE�BNMƦHBSŕSG@S�L@JDR�ENQ�@�
good relationship. The same thing is true of your relationship with your kids.

THE RESEARCH

John Gottman, one of the nation’s leading marriage and parenting researchers, 

runs the “Love Lab” at the University of Washington. He has predicted with 

94 percent success whether couples will stay together. Gottman has studied 

more than three thousand couples in researching why some marriages end in 

divorce and others remain strong.
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Jace (2), Owen & Lisa
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Know your child
Children all have their own temperaments.
Some babies are calm, cool, and collected. They’ll eat everything from beet 
borscht to coconut quinoa. Raining? Sunny? Great. They want to be outside.  
If they get upset, it doesn’t last. If you explain why they can’t have something, 
they generally accept it. If you show them something, they want to try it. 

Other babies are much more sensitive to change. They like to eat the same 
thing at the same time in the same way. They hang back. They startle and cry 
@S�@M�TME@LHKH@Q�SNX�NQ�ODQRNM�.M�SGD�ƦHO�RHCD��SGDX�@QD�ƥDQBDKX�KNX@K��FHUDM�
time. They’re cautious about trying to do new things.

2SHKK�NSGDQ�A@AHDR�QTM�GD@CƥQRS�HMSN�VG@SDUDQ�HMSDQDRSR�SGDLŕ@MC�DUDQXSGHMF�
interests them. They have boundless energy; their parents become sprinters, 
on-the-alert anticipators, and rapid redirectors. They’re incredibly persistent, 
even manipulative. Sensitive to change, their moods are intense. 

They were just born this way.

1DRD@QBGDQR�2SDKK@�"GDRR�@MC� KDW@MCDQ�3GNL@R�VDQD�SGD�ƥQRS�SN�B@SDFNQHYD� 
temperament. Collecting data on nearly 140 children from 1956 to 1988, 
Thomas and Chess identified nine dimensions of temperament: activity,  
regularity, initial reaction, adaptability, intensity, mood, distractibility,  
persistence/attention span, and sensitivity. 

Because of this work, researchers now recognize that babies are born with a 
temperament, that it is fairly stable throughout childhood, that parents have 
NMKX�KHLHSDC�HMƦTDMBD�NUDQ�HS��@MC�SG@S�HS�HMƦTDMBDR�NMDŗR�O@QDMSHMF�RSXKD��SNN

Thomas and Chess found that 65 percent of children fell into the following 
three categories, and the rest of the children were a combination:
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Paige (5), Jenn & Phoebe (2½)

TYPES OF TEMPERMENT

Flexible / Easy
40% of children

)HLVW\���6SLULWHG���'LƫFXOW
10% of children

Cautious / Slow to warm up
15% of children

pretty adaptable don’t adapt easily to change don’t adapt easily to change

regular patterns of eating and sleeping irregular patterns of eating and sleeping regular or irregular patterns of eating and sleeping

approach new stimuli with ease withdraw from new stimuli withdraw from new stimuli

react mildly to change react intensely to change initially react mildly to change, but form an opinion 
after multiple exposures
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No one temperament is better than another
.E�SGD�MHMD�CHLDMRHNMR�3GNL@R�@MC�"GDRR�HCDMSHƥDC��MN�NMD�@RODBS�HR�HCD@K�
in all situations. Persistence might help your child make the team, and at the 
same time wear you down during disagreements. Shyness might protect your 
child from becoming a troublemaker, and at the same time mean your child 
misses out on opportunities in school.

While temperament may remain relatively stable, baby’s expression of it doesn’t. 
A shy child can learn to become more comfortable socially with gentle guidance, 
for example. Researcher Jerome Kagan found that children at the extreme ends 
of the spectrum migrate toward the middle by age 7.

Temperament doesn’t predict who your child will become so much as it predicts 
who your child will not become.

&UHDWLQJ�D�JRRG�ƩW
What will you think of your baby’s temperament? That depends on your own. 
 MX�SDLODQ@LDMS�VHKK�RDDL�CHƧBTKS�SN�CD@K�VHSG�HE�HS�CNDRMŗS�ƥS�XNTQ�NVM�U@KTDR��
style, and expectations. 

ř&NNCMDRR�NE�ƥS�Ś�3GNL@R�@MC�"GDRR�B@KKDC�HS

(E�XNT�@MC�A@AX�@QDMŗS�M@STQ@KKX�@�FNNC�ƥS��XNT�B@M�BQD@SD�@�ADSSDQ�NMD�AX�@CITRS-
HMF�XNTQ�DWODBS@SHNMR��XNTQ�RSXKD��@MC�A@AXŗR�DMUHQNMLDMS��RTBG�@R�ƥMCHMF�V@XR�
for a rambunctious child to spend more time outdoors). Even if you and baby 
@QD�@�FNNC�ƥS��HS�S@JDR�SHLD�SN�FDS�SN�JMNV�XNTQ�BGHKC�@MC�TMCDQRS@MC�GNV�SN�
parent accordingly.

%NQ�DW@LOKD��LX�SNCCKDQ�RDDLDC�BNMƥCDMS�SQXHMF�MDV�SGHMFR��RN�(�@RRTLDC�RGD�
would feel immediately comfortable joining a group of new people. I’d plop 
her in the middle and step to the side. She would come hug my leg. I would 
AD�@�KHSSKD�CHR@OONHMSDC�2NNM�(�ƥFTQDC�NTS�SG@S�(�MDDCDC�SN�RHS�VHSG�GDQ�NQ�GNKC�
her for a minute, and then she’d happily join in.

Temperamental baby
No matter baby’s temperament, baby is sometimes going to be temperamental. 
There’s the evening “witching hour,” when for some reason newborns get super 
fussy and nothing you do helps. 

There’s the sudden appearance of toddlers’ insistent “No!” to whatever you 
do (“No, that’s my leg!” as I put on baby’s pants). And as baby’s sense of self 
continues to emerge, there’s the stubborn “By self!” or “I�CN�HSʖŚŕDRODBH@KKX�
when you don’t have time for baby to “do it.”

Parenting a feisty baby
“Feisty” kids are the most challenging for anyone to parent, as they tend to be 
irritable and react grandly to small things. Some things you can do to help:

Stay engaged. Over time, studies show, mothers tend to withdraw from 
highly reactive babies, increasingly ignoring them and playing less with them.  
Counteract this tendency by approaching each encounter with empathy and an 
understanding that the most important thing is for baby to feel safe. 

Get coaching. In one study, parents of “feisty” 6-month-olds received three 
months of training in being sensitive to their child’s needs. At 12 months old,  
70 percent of those infants were deemed securely attached, compared with  
30 percent of infants whose parents didn’t receive training. You can look for a 
parenting class or a parent coach, or read Raising Your Spirited Child by Mary 
Sheedy Kurcinka.

Commit to consistency. Parents of highly reactive children tend to become 
inconsistent in their discipline, which leads to a more highly reactive child.

'HIXVH�FRQƪLFWV��If both child and mother have highly reactive temperaments, 
SGD�BGHKC�HR�KHJDKX�SN�ADBNLD�LNQD��MNS�KDRR��CDƥ@MS�@MC�@FFQDRRHUD�6GDM�XNT� 
get upset, call a time-out (or calm-down) for yourself (see page 172) to  
@UNHC�DRB@K@SHMF�BNMƦHBSR

Many of my friends get anxious that I let my baby 

tackle a climbing wall for bigger kids or let her roam 

a little farther outdoors. And I get anxious that they 

don’t let their babies do these things. Of course, each of 

us knows our babies, and we’re usually doing the right 

things for them (and us). 

But as new parents, uncertain of our choices, it’s easy 

to feel judged.

Try heading off the disapproval of others by helping 

them understand your baby. “She takes time to warm 

up; it’s best if you hang back and let her come to you,” 

you might say of a shy baby. Or “Yes, he’s a feisty  

one. We really admire that he puts his whole heart  

into things.” 

TRY THIS
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Paige (5)
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Hold weekly family meetings
When are you going to talk about how things  
are working (or not working) in your family? 
6GHKD�XNTŗQD�@KK�QTRGHMF�NƤ�SN�RBGNNK�@MC�VNQJ��(M�SGD�LHCCKD�NE�@�S@MSQTL�NQ�@QFTLDMS��#TQHMF�SGD�NMD�
meal you eat together, when you’d rather talk about everyone’s day?

Try a twenty-minute weekly family meeting instead. According to Bruce Feiler in The Secrets of Happy 

Families, devotees report

• less stress, more communication, and more productivity;
• kids coming up with creative solutions to their own problems; and
• calmer decision making (“I see you’re upset about this. Let’s put it on our family-meeting agenda”).

How it works
Set a day and time, like Sunday evenings, that you promise not to schedule over. The meeting should focus 
on the family as a unit rather than on individuals. Involve the kids around age 3.

Ask three questions:

1. What worked well in our family this past week? 
You could start by having each family member compliment every other family member: “I liked it 
when . . .” or “I appreciated that . . .”

2. What went wrong in our family this past week?
Keep it civil.

3. What will we work on this coming week? 
Choose one or two problems to focus on, and brainstorm solutions together. Don’t shoot down any 
of the ideas right away; that shuts down creative thinking. Get all of the ideas out there, evaluate 
them as a family, and choose one solution together. Agree to try it out for a certain amount of time, 
then reevaluate it at a later family meeting.

Allow a few weeks for everyone to practice and get comfortable with the concept. Afterward, some families 
watch a movie or go for ice cream, so the idea of a weekly meeting is more fun.
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Mahmud, Alianna (5 days old), Abyaz, Melinda & Parveen

PROBLEM SOLVED

Wasted food on the plate after dinner: that was 

the agenda item at the Natkin family’s weekly 

meeting. During their brainstorming session, the 

children came up with several ideas: 

“Why don’t we count the food?” (Mom was  

thinking: Individual peas, or what?) 

“Why don’t we serve dinner family-style?”  

(Mom was thinking: Uh, we already do that.) 

“Let’s weigh the food!”

OK, everyone agreed, worth a shot. So each 

night after the plates were dished up, and then 

again after dinner, each plate was weighed. They 

tracked and posted each person’s numbers. 

“I didn’t think the idea was going to work,” Sarina 

Natkin says. “But better to try it out.” 

Within three nights, food waste plummeted. 

The kids were either serving themselves less 

food or eating more; either way, the tracking 

had created awareness and accountability.  

Soon they didn’t have to weigh the plates 

anymore. Natkin was amazed. 

“Going through this process together as a family,” 

she says, “does so much more to shift behavior 

than me saying, ‘This is what’s going to happen.’”
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Put down your phone
I can hear your sputters of protest already:  
Is such an extreme measure really necessary? 
2BHDMBD�B@MŗS�SDKK�XNT�ENQ�RTQD�3GDQD�HR�MN�CDƥMHSHUD�QDRD@QBG��XDS��@ANTS�SGD�DƤDBSR�NE�RL@QSOGNMDR�@MC�
other digital devices. But we do know a few important things about ourselves as humans, and these things 
can help inform how and when you use your phone.

We are social animals. We thrive on face-to-face interaction, and we don’t function well without it.  
'TL@M�HMSDQ@BSHNM�HR�RN�HLONQS@MS�SG@S��HM�A@AXŗR�ƥQRS�XD@QR��HS�HR�VG@S�STQMR�NM�SGD�AQ@HM�ENQ�BDQS@HM�SXODR�
of learning (see page 65).

The most important thing in your child’s life is his or her relationships. With you, with siblings, with 
friends; eventually with classmates and teachers, with colleagues and bosses, with romantic partners, with 
his or her own children. What makes for good relationships? Things you learn through lots of face-to-face 
interaction: communication skills, empathy, and control over your emotions and behavior. A large part of 
communication is nonverbal: interpreting facial expressions, gestures, and body language.

Children need a ton of practice reading other people. Studies show how much time it takes to understand 
nonverbal communication: 

• Three-year-olds are better than 2-year-olds at understanding the facial expressions that add meaning 
to an utterance (such as a look implying “you need to do this” with a directive to clean up the toys). 

• Four-year-olds are able to identify and communicate emotions in body movement at a rate better 
than chance; 5-year-olds are even better at it.

• Eight-year-olds are as good at reading nonverbal signs as adults.

Children can’t practice reading people if one (or both) of you is buried in a device.

Great relationships are the secret to happiness. Being truly present with your child, partner, and friends 
L@JDR�ENQ�LNQD�ETKƥKKHMF�QDK@SHNMRGHOR� MC�SG@SŗR�SGD�JDX�SN�SGD�FNNC�KHED�
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Wolfie (10 months)

PHONE BAN

I have a personal ban on checking my phone or 

opening up my laptop when baby’s around. 

I fail at least once a day. But I can see that it’s 

worth trying. I can tell that my digital devices 

suck me in for longer than I intend. And I can tell 

that my baby is upset about being ignored—just as 

I am when I’d like to communicate with someone 

and they’re more entranced by a glowing screen. 

So I’ll send a quick text message in the kitchen 

while baby’s busy in her high chair. I may check 

in just before a run, when she’s facing away in 

the jogging stroller. I’ve turned off the automatic 

e-mail sync, so I don’t see a visual indicator on my 

phone that I have e-mail, and feel the need to read 

it right then. My phone is often set to vibrate, so 

it’s not a distraction. My laptop is tucked away 

until nap time or bedtime.

I’m not saying we should avoid digital devices 

entirely. But it is worth considering how much 

of our time they should take up, and how and 

when they should be used (see page 144). 

These days, it takes effort to create conditions that 

encourage, not discourage, real live interaction.
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(Almost) no TV before age 2
What’s so wrong with a little TV? Most people would say, “Nothing.” 
That must be why 40 percent of babies are watching TV by 3 months old, and  
90 percent of tots are watching one to two hours of TV or videos per day  
by age 2. 

When the American Academy of Pediatrics issued its 1996 policy statement 
on TV for kids, most media reported AAP’s stance as “zero TV before age 2.” 
That’s widely seen as unrealistic. In a 2013 update, the AAP “discourages” TV. 

Either way, what’s the problem with TV for baby? A few things.

• 7KHUH�DUH�QR�NQRZQ�SRVLWLYH�HƨHFWV�RI�EDELHV�ZDWFKLQJ�79� Not even 
educational videos marketed for infants. The human brain is wired to 
learn from humans, at least early on. Face-to-face interaction literally 
acts like a gatekeeper for the brain, determining whether certain kinds 
NE�KD@QMHMF�VHKK�G@OODMŕNQ�MNS�

• TV hurts language skills. Babies who watched Baby Einstein videos knew 
fewer vocabulary words than babies who didn’t watch. The study results 
were such a reversal of the product’s claims that Disney, who produced 
SGD�UHCDNR��NƤDQDC�QDETMCR�SN�O@QDMSR�3VN�RSTCHDR�ENTMC�SG@S�Sesame 

Street hurt expressive language for kids under age 2 (although after  
age 2 it helped in other areas, such as school readiness).

• When the TV is on, babies aren’t interacting. Kids don’t get face-to-face 
interaction. They’re not hearing you talk. They’re not exploring or playing 
NQ�LNUHMFŕJDX�@BSHUHSHDR�ENQ�CDUDKNOLDMS

Baby isn’t interacting . . . um, that’s the point, right? TV isn’t for the baby; it’s for 
the break from baby. It gets a toddler to sit still for thirty minutes instead of,  
for example, emptying all the drawers while you’re trying to clean the house. 

“Educational” videos just make you feel less guilty about it.

Perhaps the real issues are these:

Parents need a break, and we’re not asking for the help we need from our partners,  
neighbors, family, and friends. (See pages 8 and 124 for ideas.)

3DUHQWV�ZDQW�WR�JHW�VWXƨ�GRQH� This is so much easier when baby is otherwise 
occupied. But it’s less stressful if we can align our expectations with our new 
reality. Knowing baby is the priority when you’re together avoids the tension 
created by competing priorities. Sure, we’ll get less done. Yes, any task will take 
ƥUD�SHLDR�KNMFDQ�.M�SGD�NSGDQ�G@MC��VG@SŗR�SQTKX�VQNMF�VHSG�SG@S�

1
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Madeline & Claire (5 weeks)

A TINY BIT OF TV

My husband and I have a no-TV policy. Sure, our baby has seen some TV. There 

was the time a sitter asked if the baby could watch videos on her cell phone, 

then let it slip: “She loves it!” We’ve visited folks accustomed to having the TV 

on during dinner, and we’ve made exceptions for sports play-off games. 

But I like our TV ban. It definitely makes us more aware of when a TV is on. 

And it’s clear that baby gets more (and more interesting) interaction from us 

when the TV is off. That fits with research showing that when the TV is on, 

parents’ interaction with their kids drops by 20 percent.

I’m also relieved that the AAP’s policy isn’t a complete ban. One less thing to 

feel guilty about.
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A little TV after age 2
After age 2, kids can learn something  
valuable from interactive TV shows.
Look for shows where the characters 

• speak directly to your child,
• provide opportunities for your child to respond, and 
• label objects.

Educational shows with those characteristics, like Blue’s Clues and Dora the Explorer, can improve vocabulary, 
social skills, and school readiness. Common Sense Media (commonsensemedia.org) has ratings and reviews 
to help you choose.

What’s so magical about age 2? Somewhere between 18 months and 30 months, researchers found, a child’s 
ability to process information changes, and kids are better able to focus attention on TV. With repeated 
exposure to a screen, kids learn how to extract information from it.

Vocabulary
After watching interactive shows, kids in one study knew more vocabulary words than kids in the control 
group (and fewer vocabulary words after watching noninteractive shows). See the chart at right. 

Social skills
Pop quiz: Should your 3-year-old watch the crude adult cartoon King of the Hill? Or Nickelodeon’s  
Wonder Pets! show about team players? A recent study shows that you can reduce physical aggression in 
preschoolers by switching aggressively themed adult shows to children’s shows with a pro-social message 
(showing empathy, helping others, or resolving disputes without violence).

School readiness
Low-income and moderate-income kids who watched educational shows (like Sesame Street, Mister Rogers, 
and 3-2-1 Contact) had higher academic test scores three years later than kids who didn’t watch the shows.
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Nora (2) & Claire (3½)

WORDS KIDS KNEW  
AFTER WATCHING SHOWS

TV program Vocabulary

Blue’s Clues,  
Dora the Explorer

13.3 more words

Barney & Friends,  
Teletubbies

10–11.7 fewer words

Disney movies no more or  
fewer words
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The trouble with two-plus hours a day of TV
Children can learn from a screen, but the American Academy of Pediatrics still 
QDBNLLDMCR�KDRR�SG@M�NMD�NQ�SVN�GNTQR�@�C@X�NE�SHLD�HM�EQNMS�NE�@�35ŕNQ�@MX�
NSGDQ�RBQDDMŕENQ�BGHKCQDM�NKCDQ�SG@M���'DQDŗR�VGX�

Time spent watching TV predicts obesity. When kids are watching TV, they’re 
eating more and exercising less. Watching TV is so passive that one’s metabolic 
rate drops even lower than when sitting at a desk. More than two hours of TV 
or videos a day is a health risk.

Kids miss out on reading. In families where the TV is almost always on (and 
that’s 30 percent of families with young kids), reading time gets shafted by  
25 percent at ages 3 and 4, and nearly 40 percent at ages 5 and 6, compared 
to other families.

Background TV distracts kids from play. When the TV is on in the background, 
kids may not appear to be paying attention to it, glancing at the TV only  
sporadically. But between ages 1 and 3, the kids play for less time, are 
less focused during play, skip from one toy to another, and play in a less  
sophisticated way. (See page 106 for the importance of play.)

Attention spans shorten. Kids who watch more than two hours of TV per day, 
studies show, appear to have more trouble focusing attention.

TV disrupts sleep. Kids who watch more than two hours a day of TV are much 
more likely to have sleep problems. TV at night is no good, either. Nearly  
30 percent of children ages 2 to 3 have a TV in their room, and those parents 
R@X�HS�GDKOR�SGDHQ�JHC�RKDDO�!TS�RSTCHDR�RGNV�SG@S�V@SBGHMF�35�HMRSD@C�OTSR�NƤ�
ADCSHLD��OTSR�NƤ�E@KKHMF�@RKDDO��L@JDR�A@AX�LNQD�@MWHNTR�@ANTS�RKDDO��@MC�
shortens the time spent sleeping. A lack of sleep is bad for baby’s long-term 
learning ability, not to mention mood and behavior the next day.

The trouble with the shows
Preschoolers are particularly harmed by violent shows. That’s likely because 
social norms haven’t set in, kids at this age imitate so readily, and their social 
development is more malleable.

Kids are indiscriminate imitators. After watching one game of football, our 
19-month-old (with more than a little encouragement from her dad) would 
raise both arms sky-high and squeal, “Touchy-down!” Cute. Less cute is that 
RGD�VNTKC�CHUD�ANLA�SGD�ƦNNQ�@MC�SQX�SN�RL@BJ�LX�GD@C�VHSG�GDQR�!DSVDDM�
ages 2 and 5, kids can’t readily differentiate fantasy from reality; they’ll 
imitate “even the most unrealistic behavior patterns,” as one study puts it.  
So are your kids watching things you want them to mimic?

Even educational shows may increase interpersonal aggression. In one study, 
JHCR�VGN�V@SBGDC�DCTB@SHNM@K�35�ADB@LD��NUDQ�SHLD��HMBQD@RHMFKX�@FFQDRRHUDŕ
not physically, but in their interpersonal relationships. (Like withholding a  
AHQSGC@X�O@QSX�HMUHS@SHNM�HE�SGD�NSGDQ�BGHKC�CNDRMŗS�ETKƥKK�@�QDPTDRS��NQ�DWBKTCHMF�
a child from the group.)

3GDRD�35�RGNVR�RDS�TO�@�BNMƦHBS��TRT@KKX�A@RDC�NM�HMSDQODQRNM@K�@FFQDRRHNM��
with a reconciliation at the end. But the kids, left to watch on their own, focused 
NM�SGD�BNMƦHBS�@MC�LHRRDC�SGD�LNQ@K�NE�SGD�RSNQX

An episode of the show &OLƱRUG�WKH�%LJ�5HG�'RJ, for example, was intended to 
SD@BG�SG@S�EQHDMCRGHO�NUDQBNLDR�OGXRHB@K�CHƤDQDMBDR��NMD�CNF�G@C�SGQDD�KDFR��
But 90 percent of kindergarteners in a study couldn’t identify the intended 
message.

How to watch TV: together, with you as interpreter
There is a way to mitigate the negative effects of your kids watching TV.  
Sit down with them AND talk about the show during and after. Zero to Three,  
@M�D@QKX�BGHKC�CDUDKNOLDMS�NQF@MHY@SHNM��NƤDQR�SGHR�@CUHBD�@S�zerotothree.org: 

Talk about the program. Ask 2- and 3-year-olds what they thought the show 
was about, which characters they liked and disliked, and how it made them feel.

Answer children’s questions. "GHKCQDM�@QD�RSHKK�ƥFTQHMF�NTS�MDV�HCD@R�@MC�
concepts. Sometimes they need your help to make sense of what they’re seeing 
on the screen. 

Point out and name things they see on the screen. 

Be active while you watch. Dance to the music, hop around like the bunnies 
on the show, and so forth. 

Connect what children see on TV to real life. “Do you remember we watched 
a show about a mail carrier this morning? Here comes our mail carrier! Do you 
want to watch her deliver our mail?”

:KHQ�WKH�VKRZ�LV�RYHU��WXUQ�Rƨ�WKH�79�DQG�DFW�RXW�WKH�VWRU\��Use puppets to 
tell the story, or make up your own story to act out together. 

Do not use television shows or videos to put children to sleep. This makes it 
LNQD�CHƧBTKS�ENQ�SGDL�SN�KD@QM�SN�E@KK�@RKDDO�NM�SGDHQ�NVM� KRN��XNTMF�BGHKCQDM�
need the love, safety, and security that comes from bedtime routines shared 
with you.

Copyright 2009 Zero to Three. All rights reserved. Used with permission.

Preschoolers get an average of four hours per day of screen time, 

twice the AAP’s suggested maximum. Here are a few ways to cut 

back, from a study of kids aged 2½ to 5½: 

• Make a list, together with your kids, of things they can do  

besides watch TV. 

• Together, read and discuss the children’s book The Berenstain 

Bears and Too Much TV.

• Turn off the TV for a week. Help children make “No TV” signs 

for each TV set. Do the fun things on your list.

TRY THIS
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Make screen time social
More than a million apps and games for your tablet or smartphone are labeled 
“educational.” But that doesn’t mean baby can learn from them.
Two guidelines are emerging: 

1. The more responsive a technology is, the more a child can learn from it. 
If babies have to touch the screen in order to hear snippets of language, 
they learn more than they do from a passive experience. 

2. The more social a technology is, the better. If two babies touch a screen 
together, for example, they learn twice as much as they do when they’re 
ƦXHMF�RNKN�

Past age 2, children are more readily able to learn from screens (see page 140). 
!TS�ADB@TRD�NSGDQ�SGHMFR�HM�KHEDŕRNBH@K�HMSDQ@BSHNM��DWDQBHRD��OK@X��S@KJŕ@QD�RN�
much more important for a child’s healthy development, the American Academy 
of Pediatrics recommends less than two hours a day of total screen time  
(TVs, computers, cell phones, etc.). 

Here are some ideas for mediating the screens in your child’s life.

Set limits
Choose the content. Select a set of books, websites, games, or apps your  
children will be allowed to access. Look for ratings and reviews at Common 
Sense Media (commonsensemedia.org).

Set a daily time limit for screen time, based on prioritizing the most important 
SGHMFR�HM�XNTQ�C@X�$WDQBHRD��OK@X��@MC�RKDDO�@QD�HMƥMHSDKX�LNQD�HLONQS@MS�SN�@�
BGHKCŗR�AQ@HM�CDUDKNOLDMS�SG@M�RBQDDM�SHLD��RN�L@JD�RTQD�SGNRD�@QD�HM�NQCDQ�ƥQRS

Decide on a trade, such as three hours of active play for every hour of screen 
time. Kids ages 3 to 5 should be playing every hour throughout the day, for at 
KD@RS�ƥESDDM�LHMTSDR�@S�@�SHLD

Give screen-time tokens, worth a certain number of minutes each, on weekends. 
Kids can cash them in after they’ve done their chores, played nicely, behaved 
well, or whatever you value. They decide whether to spend their tokens all at 
once or in chunks.

Save it for later. There’s no evidence that not using computers will put your tot 
@S�@�CHR@CU@MS@FD�.KCDQ�JHCR�ƥFTQD�NTS�SGD�HMSTHSHUD�HMSDQE@BDR�ITRS�@R�PTHBJKX� 
If you notice signs of addiction to a digital device, put the device away for a time.

Consider your own consumption. How much screen time will your kids consume 
@R�SGDX�FQNV�NKCDQ��3GD�RHMFKD�LNRS�CDƥMHMF�E@BSNQŕLNQD�SG@M�SGD�QTKDR�XNT�
set, or whether you watch as a family, or whether your kids have a TV in their 
QNNLŕHR�GNV�LTBG�RBQDDM�SHLD�you consume. Most families aren’t worried 
about this. But if you’re not OK with your kids spending the same amount of 
time you do with screens, work on changing your habits.

Enhance, don’t replace, real-world learning
One thoughtful use of digital devices is as an extension of learning. I’ve used a 
map app on my phone to show baby where we are in the city as we ride the bus. 
One family who was raising caterpillars added to their experience by looking 
TO�SHLD�K@ORD�UHCDNR�NE�@�ATSSDQƦX�LDS@LNQOGNRHR
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WHAT DO THE EXPERTS DO? 

I love hearing what professionals steeped in this research actually do  

themselves at home. It’s a little reminder to do what fits your values and works 

for your family.

Dimitri Christakis, a child-development expert and professor of pediatrics at 

the University of Washington and Seattle Children’s Hospital, sums up his 

family’s rules in the Globe and Mail:

I am a parent, and at home we do have our own r ules—I think it’s  

incumbent on parents to come up with their own rules. I also happen to think 

the Academy’s recommended limit of two hours a day is excessive and it’s not 

my personal recommendation. 

At home, we don’t allow any recreational screen time during the week. By 

that, I mean mindless screen time—obviously how you define “mindless” is 

very subjective. For example, my son, who is now 15, composes electronic 

music on his computer. I don’t consider that to be mindless recreation.  

We also don’t include texting as part of screen time because, for better or 

worse, texting has essentially become the primary mode by which school-age 

children talk to each other today. We count that as “phone time,” if you will.

Sarina Natkin, Seattle parent coach and licensed social worker, says in  

an interview:

My family’s rule is twenty minutes of screen time per weekday, a little more  

on weekends. That’s partly because—after prioritizing sleep, playtime,  

homework, and dinner—there’s not much time left in a day. 

It’s also the rule that my daughters, ages 5 and 8, helped create. They decided 

whether to allot more time on weekends and no time during the week, or 

have daily tech time. 

They can’t watch just anything. We have TiVO’d shows (no commercials), 

approved certain apps, and put selected websites into one folder that they  

can access.

Play video games together
I have fond memories of my two sisters gathering around our Amiga computer, 
cheering me on while I played Mike the Magic Dragon. In the game, you had to 
jump and parachute between platforms, avoiding the bad guys, while collecting 
letters in the right order to spell computer terms like DOS and PRINTER. (Nerdy!) 
It was my favorite game, but it was always more fun when my sisters joined in.

If your kids love playing video games, play with them. Talk about the thrill 
of victory and the agony of defeat. Acknowledge the persistence it takes to 
improve and win.

Percy and Amelia (4)
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Allow mistakes, discomfort,  
and boredom
It’s hard to see your baby unhappy. But if you solve every  
problem for her, she can’t learn how to solve problems herself. 
Preparing your child for adulthood means helping her to see that she’s capable 
of managing challenges. It involves giving her the skills to sit with discomfort, 
then move out of those feelings. It involves teaching her how to deal with hurt 
in healthy ways, rather than you taking hurts away.

'DQD�@QD�RNLD�RSQ@SDFHDR�ENQ�CDUDKNOHMF�A@AXŗR�RDKE�RTƧBHDMBX�

Wait. When your toddler is trying to unscrew a lid, do you give him three 
seconds and then jump in? Take a minute, pull him onto your lap, and just wait. 
You might say, “Yep, twist left to open. Oops, if you twist left and right, the lid 
CNDRMŗS�BNLD�NƤ��GTG�Ś�(E�GD�FDSR�BKNRD��R@X�DMSGTRH@RSHB@KKX��ř KLNRSʖŚ�8NTŗKK�
know when he’s ready to give up. Ask, “Would you like help?” Then you might 
OTS�XNTQ�ƥMFDQR�NUDQ�GHR�@MC�KDS�GHL�EDDK�SGD�LNSHNM�NE�TMRBQDVHMF�SGD�KHC�

Show, don’t just tell. When your 3-year-old declines to put on his coat, stand 
outside with him for a minute. “Why don’t we check the weather. Brr! It’s cold 
outside, isn’t it! Let’s put on our coats so we can be nice and warm.”

Accept uncomfortable emotions. Label the feelings embarrassment, shame, 
FTHKS��@MC�GTLHKHSXŕMNS�ITRS�SGD�D@RX�EDDKHMFR�6GDM�you feel those things, 
say so. Allow your child to feel them, rather than being dismissive. Empathize. 
Don’t jump to protect your child from tough feelings. Talk about ways to move 
through and past them.

Free up some free time. If you pack your children’s day with activities and 
@BBDRR� SN�FKNVHMF�RBQDDMR�� SGDX�CNMŗS�G@UD�DMNTFG�RO@BD� SN�FDS�ANQDCŕ 
and then learn for themselves how to while away the time. When always-busy 
JHCR�CNMŗS�EDDK�NBBTOHDC��SGDX�FQNV�@FHS@SDC�3GDX�KNNJ�SN�XNT�SN�ƥKK�SGDHQ�SHLD��
ADB@TRD�SGDX�G@UDMŗS�KD@QMDC�GNV�SN�ƥKK�HS�SGDLRDKUDR�

Boredom is a frustrating and restless state; the brain wants to get out of it.  
2N��FHUDM�OQ@BSHBD��SGD�AQ@HM�VHKK�ƥMC�BNMRSQTBSHUD�SGHMFR�SN�CN��C@XCQD@L��
imagine, think through a problem, plan. That’s why researchers say boredom 
can be central to learning and creativity. So next time you hear “I’m booored!” 
try some variation of, “Mmm. I’m reading right now. What are you going to do?”

Paige (5)
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Discipline
“Discipline” comes from words meaning “teaching” 

and “learning.” The best teachers are both firm  

and kind. Our job is to teach lifelong skills: good  

communication, empathy, and respect for  

others—not “Do what I say, or else.”

Phoebe (2½), Jenn & Paige (5)
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!D�ƥQL�ATS�V@QL
A certain style of parenting tends to produce kids who are

• more self-reliant,
• LNQD�RDKE�BNMƥCDMS�
• more socially competent,
• less anxious, and 
• less depressed.

These parents are attuned to and supportive of their children’s needs, and 
SGDX�ƥQLKX�ATS�QDRODBSETKKX�DMENQBD�SGDHQ�QTKDR�1DRD@QBGDQ�#H@M@�!@TLQHMC�NE�
UC-Berkeley refers to this parenting style as “authoritative.” 

Study after study since the mid-1980s shows strong correlations between 
O@QDMSHMF�RSXKD�@MC�@�BGHKCŗR�ONRHSHUDŕNQ�MNS�RN�ONRHSHUDŕRNBH@K�ADG@UHNQ�

That’s not to say parenting style guarantees�@�BDQS@HM�SXOD�NE�BGHKC�.TQ�HMƦTDMBD�
on the way our kids turn out is limited. We’re competing, of course, with genetics, 
peers, culture, and the other adults (nannies, teachers, grandparents, coaches) 
in our children’s lives. Parents can claim maybe 20 percent to 50 percent of 
SGD�HMƦTDMBD��QDRD@QBGDQR�R@X�

But we do what we can, right?

Authoritarian parents are firm but 

not warm. They have strict rules 

and expect their orders to be obeyed 

without explanation: “Why? Because 

I said so.” Their children tend to be 

well behaved, but they are less able to 

develop critical self-regulation skills 

(see page 106). They also fall short 

in moral-reasoning abilities, because 

their sense of right and wrong is 

guided by external forces—threat of 

punishment—rather than internal 

principles.

Authoritative parents are both firm 

and warm. They are involved and 

responsive, with high expectations. 

They intentionally foster individu-

ality and self-assertion. When they 

set rules, for example, they invite  

discussion about the parameters 

of those rules. When the rules are 

broken, they make sure there are  

consequences. They discipline to 

teach instead of punish.

Permissive parents are warm but not 

firm. They are nurturing and com-

municative, but also indulgent. They 

tend to avoid confrontation and are  

reluctant to discipline, so they don’t 

enforce their rules. Their children 

tend to have high self-esteem but 

also are more impulsive, more likely 

to abuse drugs and alcohol, and more 

likely to get into trouble at school.

Uninvolved parents are neither firm 

nor warm. They provide for their  

children’s basic ne e ds but are  

otherwise disengaged. Their children 

are the most likely to be delinquent.

A CONTINUUM OF PARENTING STYLES
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Claire (3½) and Michelle (24 weeks)
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What’s your parenting style?
8NTQ�O@QDMSHMF�RSXKD�VHKK�AD�HMƦTDMBDC�AX�XNTQ�BGHKCŗR�SDLODQ@LDMS��AX�XNTQ�
own temperament, by how you were parented, and by what other parents 
around you are doing. (And by whether your child just popped out of her room 
at bedtime for the third time or for the thirteenth time.) 

It’s easier to be authoritarian, to threaten or spank and be done with it. Being 
@TSGNQHS@SHUD�S@JDR�LNQD�SHLD��DƤNQS��@MC�O@SHDMBD�2N�FHUD�XNTQRDKE�QNNL�SN�
mess up and try again next time, especially if you’re not a patient person or 
you don’t have authoritative parents as role models.

Choosing a certain parenting style, rather than reacting impulsively, may really 
S@JD�VNQJ�(�ƥMC�LXRDKE�L@JHMF�RL@KK�BNQQDBSHNMR�DUDQX�C@X�(M�SGD�DMC��HSŗR�TO�
to you and your partner to continually be aware of what you’re doing, stop and 
think about it, and make the choice. You can also get support from a counselor, 
parent coach, or parent-education class.

'LƨHUHQW�NLGV�QHHG�GLƨHUHQW�SDUHQWLQJ
Aim to be authoritative. But think of authoritative parenting as a spectrum.  
The style I just described works well for bold, assertive, or cooperative 
children. Difficult, impulsive, or defiant children need more firmness and  
QDRSQHBSHUDMDRRŕBKNRDQ�NM�SGD�RODBSQTL�SN�@M�@TSGNQHS@QH@M�RSXKDŕSN�@UNHC�
becoming physically or interpersonally aggressive. Shy, anxious, or fearful  
children need very gentle guidance, closer to a permissive style.

WHAT PARENTING STYLES SOUND LIKE

Authoritarian Authoritative Permissive

“Hey! Don’t cut in line. Move out of the way;  
KDS�SG@S�JHC�FN�ƥQRSŚ

“You need to wait your turn, honey.” Watches child cut. Apologizes to other  
parent with a little laugh.

“We’re leaving now.” If kid keeps playing,  
picks him up and goes.

ř(M�ƥUD�LHMTSDR��HS�VHKK�AD�SHLD�SN�FNŚ���� 
“One more turn on the slide and then get  
your coat.” If kid keeps playing, picks him  
up and goes.

“It’s time to go now, OK?” If kid keeps playing, 
parent sits there.

“Stop and put your shoe back on.” ř&NNC�OQNAKDL�RNKUHMFʖ�8NTQ�RGND�B@LD�NƤ�� 
ATS�XNT�ƥFTQDC�NTS�GNV�SN�JDDO�BKHLAHMFŚ

“I think you should put your shoe back on?”

“Get over here. Apologize right now.  
Do that again and you’ll be sorry.”

“We don’t hit when we’re angry. What could  
you do instead? We can’t stay here if you’re  
going to hit people.”

“If you hit someone again, we’re going to leave. 
What did I tell you? Don’t do that again. Do you 
want to leave? I asked you not to hit people.  
I said stop. Do you want to leave? Hit again  
and we’ll leave.”

“Sit down.” “Please sit down in your stroller. It would  
make Mommy very sad if you fell out and  
hurt yourself.”

“Please sit down. It would be better if you sat down. 
OK, you can stand for just a little bit.”

“You’re still hungry? Sorry, you already  
had a snack. The rule is one.”

“You’re still hungry? OK, you can eat these  
grapes or one piece of cheese.”

“You’re still hungry? OK, eat whatever you want.”
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Follow four rules about rules 
Kids need boundaries, and rules are what provide those boundaries.  
3GDRD�ENTQ�FTHCDKHMDR�VHKK�GDKO�XNT�BQD@SD�DƤDBSHUD�E@LHKX�QTKDR�

1. Make your rules clear and consistent
8NT�LTRS�@OOKX�QTKDR�BNMRHRSDMSKX�ENQ�SGDL�SN�AD�DƤDBSHUD�NUDQ�SGD�KNMF�SDQL�
And we are talking long term, because you’re going to be repeating these rules 
many, many, many, many times.

Sometimes this is easy. Telling my toddler not to touch the stove is something 
I do swiftly and with a tone of urgency, every time she gets close. 

Sometimes I’m not so quick. For example, my toddler likes to stand on the dining 
table. Oh, she knows the rule. Even as she hoists a leg up, she shakes her head 
and says, “No climbing onna table.” If I stop her every single time, that is much 
LNQD�DƤDBSHUD�SG@M�HE�(�almost always stop her but occasionally laugh at the 
little tap dance she does up there. (Can you tell I’ve already messed this up?)

It’s also easier to be consistent about a few rules that are very important to 
you, rather than trying to enforce twenty rules at once.

Easy or not, the fact remains: if you’re inconsistent about applying the rule, 
your child will be confused about whether it’s really a rule.

You’ll have plenty of chances to practice as your kid tests a rule again and again 
to learn its relative importance, to establish the limits of his independence, to 
SDRS�XNTQ�QD@BSHNMŕ@MC�L@XAD�SN�SQX�SN�FDS�SG@S�K@TFG�NTS�NE�XNT�NMD�LNQD�SHLD

2. Give the reason for the rule
Your child will be far more likely to follow a rule if you add just one line:  
the explanation for it.

“Please close the screen door.”

“Please close the screen door. We would be so sad if the cat ran away.”

The second request sounds a lot more reasonable, right? 

Say your child doesn’t obey, and you enforce the rule via a consequence.  
Children who hear reasons for rules are able to make the connection between 
the rule and the misbehavior: “I shouldn’t do that because [whatever reason 
you gave].” Over time, this thought process allows your child to incorporate the 
rule into her own set of values, consider other applications for the rule, and 
eventually comply with the rule even when no one is looking. 

Children who don’t hear reasons for rules can draw only one conclusion:  
“I shouldn’t do that because I’ll get in trouble.” Their behavior ends up being 
guided by an external threat of punishment rather than by an internal set of 
LNQ@KR�2SQNMF�LNQ@KRŕSGD�ODQRNM@K�ADKHDER�VD�TRD�SN�ITCFD�QHFGS�@MC�VQNMFŕ
provide kids with an important set of tools for navigating the world as they 
grow up. 

3. Help your child follow the rule
+HJD�TRŕDWBDOS�E@Q�LNQD�NESDMŕJHCR�ENQFDS�SGHMFR��FDS�CHRSQ@BSDC��@MC�L@JD�
mistakes. Reminding your kids of your expectations and agreements helps them 
DMF@FD�BQHSHB@K�SGNTFGS�@MC�NƤDQR�SGDL�@�BG@MBD�SN�OQ@BSHBD�RDKE�QDFTK@SHNM

Prompt your child just before an event where a rule usually gets broken; say, 
XNTQ�BGHKC�G@R�SQNTAKD�STQMHMF�NƤ�SGD�35��NQ�GHSR�CTQHMF�OK@XC@SDR��NQ�VGHMDR�
while shopping.

“What’s our rule about begging for toys at the store? And what will happen if 
you break our rule?”

Notice the absence of bad behavior and praise it:

“You’re playing really nicely. Great job.”

“Thank you for sitting still. I know it’s hard.”

$W�WKH�ƩUVW�KLQW�RI�DQ�LQIUDFWLRQ��UHSHDW�WKH�SURPSW��

“What’s our agreement?”

“What do you need to be doing right now?”

ř6NTKC�XNT�KHJD�SN�STQM�NƤ�SGD�35�NQ�VNTKC�XNT�KHJD�LD�SN�Ś

If these fail, calmly go to your chosen consequence: 

“You know the rule. We’re leaving the store now. I’m hopeful that next time 
XNTŗKK�L@JD�@�CHƤDQDMS�BGNHBDŚ�

4. Set rules together
Have you ever had a boss who commanded your every move and didn’t want 
to hear your input? It feels horrible. You practically want to rebel out of spite. 
It also sets up a power struggle: neither person wants to lose, and whoever 
does is bound to resent it.

Don’t be that boss. Instead, involve your children in setting rules. It’s important  
to do this when everyone is calm, not in the middle of some rule-breaking.  
The process makes your children feel respected, valued, and treated fairly.  
Plus, their good ideas might surprise you. Go team!

Set a time to talk. Say you notice that your child is spending more time than 
you’d like in front of the TV. You tell him so, and that at dinner you’ll talk about 
creating some rules around TV time.

Frame the problem. Together with your child, list the priorities for the  
afternoon: homework, dinner, playing, reading, bedtime. “So,” you say, “we have 
thirty minutes per day for TV.” Get input: “Are there other things you’d like time 
to do each day that are important to you?” 

(QFRXUDJH�LQSXW�RQ�WKRVH�DVSHFWV�ZKHUH�\RX�FDQ�EH�ƪH[LEOH� For example: 
“When would you like to watch your thirty minutes of TV? Before dinner or after 
CHMMDQ�Ś�ř6G@S�@QD�RNLD�HCD@R�ENQ�BNMRDPTDMBDR�HE�XNT�CNMŗS�STQM�NƤ�SGD�35�
when I ask you to? What could we do so that I don’t have to ask?”

State the rule you’ve agreed to. “OK, our agreement is that you can watch 
SGHQSX�LHMTSDR�NE�35�@ESDQ�CNHMF�XNTQ�GNLDVNQJ� MC�SG@S�HE�XNT�CNMŗS�STQM�NƤ�
SGD�35�VGDM�SGD�SHLDQ�FNDR�NƤ��XNTŗKK�KNRD�SNLNQQNVŗR�LHMTSDR�NMD�AX�NMDŚ

How consistent are you really? Step back and consider, from your child’s perspective, what message he might be getting from your actions—not just your words. 

TRY THIS
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$LNSHNM�ƥQRS�/QNAKDL�RDBNMC
“I want my mommy. I want my daddy,” our friends’ 2-year-old sobbed over and over. 
We were babysitting him overnight, and he was distraught. We tried distracting 
him with stories. We sang songs. We tried food. Hugs. Walks. Long, reasoned 
explanations about how his parents were at a concert, but they were coming 
A@BJ�SNLNQQNVŕOQNLHRD�-NSGHMF�VNQJDC

+@SDQ��VD�QD@KHYDC�GD�BNTKCMŗS�DUDM�GD@Q�TR��GDŗC�ƦHOODC�GHR�KHC

That’s what Dan Siegel, clinical professor of psychiatry at the UCLA School of 
Medicine, calls it. He has a great way of explaining how intense emotions shut 
down the brain’s ability to reason:

1. Hold up your hand. You’re going to make a model of the brain.
2. Press your thumb to your palm. The thumb is the limbic area, that ancient 

part of the brain that regulates emotions. It works in concert with the brain 
stem (the palm) to signal the rest of your body, including your heart rate 
and blood pressure.

3. :UDS�\RXU�ƩQJHUV�DURXQG�\RXU�WKXPE��8NTQ�ƥMFDQR�@QD�SGD�BNQSDW��VGHBG�
allows thinking, reasoning, empathy, self-understanding, insight, and 
A@K@MBD�8NTQ�ƥMFDQSHOR�@QD�SGD�OQDEQNMS@K�BNQSDW��VGHBG�HR�KHJD�@�KHC�NUDQ�
the limbic area, keeping emotions in check.

4. 1RZ�SRS�\RXU�ƩQJHUV�EDFN�XS��The prefrontal cortex has lost control, 
ADB@TRD�HM�@M�DLNSHNM@K�RHST@SHNM��SGD�KHLAHB�@QD@�ƥQDR�RN�RSQNMFKX�@MC�
repeatedly that it begins overriding the control of the prefrontal cortex. 
You’re no longer able to reason or empathize or otherwise use that higher 
O@QS�NE�SGD�AQ@HM�8NTŗUD�ƦHOODC�XNTQ�KHC

That’s why it’s completely pointless to reason with someone whose  
emotions are running high, like we tried to do with our friends’ 2-year-old  
that night. And even though my husband and I know about emotion coaching,  
VDŗC�ENQFNSSDM�@ANTS�HS�HM�NTQ�HMBQD@RHMF�CDRODQ@SHNM��VDŗC�ƦHOODC�NTQ�KHCR��SNN

3GHR�RSTƤ�S@JDR�OQ@BSHBD

You can see it coming
Now that you can visualize what’s happening in the brain, you might start 
to recognize it: ,śP�DERXW�WR�ƳLS�P\�OLG��or�,śYH�DOUHDG\�ƳLSSHG��,�QHHG�D�EUHDN�  
And you can see it happening in your kids, like when they throw a tantrum or hit. 

“We often think that our child needs to learn a lesson here,” says parent coach 
Sarina Natkin, “and we need to teach that lesson immediately.” 

!TS�A@AX�B@MŗS�KD@QM�@MXSGHMF�VGDM�GDŗR�ƦHOODC�GHR�KHC�3G@SŗR�VGX��HM�SGD�E@BD�
of intense emotions, it’s more productive to:

Acknowledge the emotions first. Label intense feelings (see next page)  
with empathy.

Deal with the underlying problem second (see page 166).

Teach the hand model to your 5-year-old, and she might start to tell  

you when she needs a break. (And probably when you need one, too.)

TRY THIS

Andréa and Arden (3)
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Label intense emotions
Brain-imaging research shows that verbally naming an intense emotion calms you down. 
“Name it to tame it,” as UCLA psychiatry professor Dan Siegel puts it.
When we babysat our friends’ 2-year-old, and he started sobbing about wanting 
to go home, we tried all sorts of things. But we should have gone straight to the 
emotion, with empathy, for as long as it took to calm him down: 

“Oh, sweetie. You want your mommy and daddy. You’re feeling so sad right 
now. Yes, I know, that doesn’t feel very good.” We could have shown him  
the pictures of his parents on our wall, and helped him imagine their return.  

“I bet they’ll give you big hugs. That will feel so good.”

The next time we watched him, I just held him, rocked him and patted his back 
as he sobbed for his mommy and daddy. He didn’t name his emotion, but he 
GD@QC�LD�FDMSKX�CN�HS�ENQ�GHL�'D�B@KLDC�CNVM�HM�KDRR�SG@M�SDM�LHMTSDRŕSGDM�
fell asleep in my arms. 

Naming and talking about your child’s emotion also helps him to eventually 
be able to do it himself. 

"GHKCQDM�VGN�B@M�M@LD�SGDHQ�NVM�EDDKHMFR�@QD�@AKD�SN�QDƦDBS�NM�SGDHQ�EDDKHMFR�� 
discuss them, decide how to deal with them, recognize feelings in others,  
and empathize. They tolerate frustration better and get into fewer fights, 
numerous studies show. They’re healthier, less lonely, less impulsive, and more 
focused. They achieve more academically, too.

For you to be able to name your child’s emotion, you need to do a couple things:

Be aware of feelings—your own and others’. Practice by naming your feelings 
as you go about your day: “I’m feeling anger.” “That’s frustration.” Stating  

feelings as observations (“I notice I’m feeling sad”), rather than as character 
traits (“I’m sad”), gives you a little distance from them.

Be accepting of all feelings. Maybe your first response to your friends’  
2-year-old would be, “You can go home when your parents get back, but for now, 
let’s be happy and play.” Or “Big boys don’t cry.” Or “Your parents aren’t here! So 
quit crying.” None of these responses acknowledge the validity of the emotion.

Being dismissive of feelings has roots in the way we were raised. But we can try 
not to pass that on to our children. Study after study shows the importance of 
accepting and addressing emotions, no matter how uncomfortable that may be.

Technically, some scientists would say emotions are just the brain’s way of 
tagging an event as “very important.” Abstractly, emotions just are. As you know, 
no amount of burying or judging or wishing can make them go away. 

Might as well accept them. 

Ways to help your child identify emotions
• Read stories where the characters deal with feelings. Talk about a time 

when your child felt that way.
• /TS�TO�OHBSTQDR�RGNVHMF�CHƤDQDMS�DLNSHNMR��OHBSTQDR�XNT�SNNJ��NQ�BTS�EQNL�

magazines, or bought as a set). When your child is emotional, present the 
pictures: “Here’s a sad baby. He’s crying. Are you a sad baby, too?” 

• 'DKO�XNTQ�BGHKC�QDDM@BS�@�CHRSQDRRHMF�DUDMS�TRHMF�RSTƤDC�@MHL@KR
• Look for a day care or school that practices emotion coaching.

• With school-age children, create an “emotional thermometer” labeled 
calm, happy, frustrated, angry. Explain how emotions often grow in  
intensity. Occasionally ask where your child is on the thermometer, which 
helps her get used to checking in on her own.

• #N�@�řANCX�BGDBJŚ�ř8NTQ�RGNTKCDQR�@QD�GTMBGDC�@MC�XNTQ�ƥRSR�@QD�BKDMBGDC�� 
so it looks like you’re frustrated right now.”

Practice now, while the stakes are low
Why start when kids are young? Because identifying your own emotions takes 
so much practice. You want your child to have this skill in place later in life, 
VGDM�SGD�RS@JDR�@QD�GHFGDQ��ENQ�ADHMF�DWBKTCDC�EQNL�SGD�FQNTO��ENQ�SG@S�ƥQRS�
heartbreak, for not making the team, for dealing with the stresses of college,  
ENQ�L@M@FHMF�EQTRSQ@SHNMR�@S�SGD�NƧBD��ENQ�L@JHMF�@�L@QQH@FD�VNQJ

Kids erupt over things that seem ridiculous to adults. But saying, “Oh, you’re OK”  

is dismissive, and even more upsetting. You wouldn’t want to hear that if you were 

angry, right? Acknowledging intense emotions usually calms kids enough for you  

to make your point: 

“You’re mad. You don’t want to wear these socks. You’re saying, ‘No socks!’ You need 

to wear socks because it’s cold outside. But would you like to help me put them on?” 

“Are you frustrated? I know, it’s frustrating when we want something and we can’t 

have it. We’ll bring these berries with us. You can have some when it’s snack time.” 

If your child gets angry when you label emotions, start with stating the facts and 

brainstorming some solutions. Identify the emotion afterward. “You want to wear 

the green shirt, but it’s dirty. What are three things we could do about this? . . .  

You were really disappointed.”

TRY THIS

Wolfie (10 months) & Boo
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Teach instead of punish
I assumed it would be a few years before I’d have to  
think about disciplining my sweet little baby. Nope. 
I had less than twelve months before she started doing things I’d just told her 
MNS�SNŕ@MC�SGDM�FQHMMHMF�@ANTS�HSʖ�

My painful introduction to this came during breastfeeding. My baby, apparently 
SDRSHMF�NTS�GDQ�RG@QO�MDV�SDDSG��RS@QSDC�BK@LOHMF�CNVM�@MC�SGDM�OTKKHMF�NƤ� 
I tried showing her my tears. “That really hurts mama!” I said sadly. She had 
no empathy. I tried biting her shoulder. She screamed; I felt horrible. I tried 
brief time-outs: setting her down next to me on the bed and closing up shop.  
That didn’t quite work, since she was usually still hungry. 

Finally, I tried teaching her what to do. We were using sign language at the 
time (see page 62), so she knew the concept of “gentle,” which is signed 
by softly brushing one hand against the back of the other. We also had played 

“Say aah!,” taking turns opening our mouths wide. 

So the next time I (reluctantly) went to nurse her, I said, “Gentle, please.  
No biting Mommy. When you’re done, just open your mouth. Like this.”  
If she did, I praised her up and down: “THANK YOU, sweetie! You opened your 
mouth. Good gentle!” If she bit me, I called a brief time-out. And it worked.

It’s not enough to discourage the bad behavior, as I learned. You also have to 
replace it by teaching the behavior you do want. 

I am learning this lesson again at the moment. At 20 months old, my toddler  
suddenly started slapping me. My instinct was to gasp in betrayal, grab her 
wrist, and command, “No hitting!” She’d slap me again. 

What did work was to say, “We don’t hit people. You can hit pillows, but not 
people.” Or I’d lightly brush her arm and say, “Hands are for touching gently.” 
She’d then try out the suggestion. “Oh, thank you!” I’d gush if she rubbed my 
arm. “Mommies love massages!” (Next, I might go for “Mommies love foot rubs!”)

The goal of discipline
We discipline, of course, to teach our children what is acceptable and  
unacceptable behavior. Traditionally we think of punishment as the best way 
to accomplish that. We might yell, lecture, spank, issue commands, or make 
threats that we can’t (or don’t) follow through on. And kids may do what we 
want . . . in the short term. 

Meg, Grant (19 months) & David (3½)
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But what we’re modeling through this kind of behavior is how to deal with 
strong emotions by losing self-control, how to communicate disrespectfully, 
and that physical force is a way to solve problems. The lessons most of us hope 
to teach are the opposite: how to control impulses, how to be respectful, and 
how to solve problems without hurting others.

 TSGNQHS@SHUD�O@QDMSR�RSQHUD�SN�CHRODMRD�BNMRDPTDMBDR�ƥQLKX��RVHESKX��@MC�B@KLKX�
They try to see problems as an opportunity to problem solve, rather than punish.

If you decide to view discipline that way, your child is more likely to

• learn the communication, self-control, and problem-solving skills  
essential for a successful life;

• understand we can control our actions, even if we can’t control our emotions; 
and

• avoid getting into a power struggle.

Consequences vs. punishment
Aren’t consequences the same thing as punishment? Not quite. It took me a 
minute to wrap my mind around this.

Punishment is authoritarian in nature and often employs shame or force.  
The punishment tends not to relate directly to the misbehavior (taking away 
dessert, say, for slapping a sibling). Parents’ underlying beliefs are that their 

children are worthy of respect only when they obey, and that children are 
motivated to do better only by the fear of punishment. 

Consequences are focused on helping a child develop self-control and an 
internal understanding of the rules, while respecting the child. Consequences 
@QD�CHQDBSKX�QDK@SDC�SN�SGD�LHRADG@UHNQ��S@JHMF�@V@X�CDRRDQS�ENQ�ƦHOOHMF�@� 
RONNMETK�NE�HS�@S�@�RHAKHMF��3GD�TMCDQKXHMF�ADKHDE�HR�SG@S�BGHKCQDM��VHSG�QDƦDBSHNM�
and practice, want to do better.

Guess which is which:

1. “Don’t you dare throw toys. Look what you’ve done! Go to your room and 
stay there until I say you can come out.”

2. “Throwing toys breaks them. We can’t play with toys if we’re going to throw 
SGDL�3GHR�SNX�HR�FNHMF�HM�SHLD�NTS�ENQ�ƥESDDM�LHMTSDRŚ

/TMHRGLDMS�HR�@�KDRR�DƤDBSHUD�CHRBHOKHMD�RSQ@SDFX��RSTCHDR�RGNV��ADB@TRD�

• children from authoritarian homes don’t fare as well as children from 
authoritative homes (see page 150);

• people who are shamed are less likely to take personal responsibility;
• humiliation can lead to rage; and
• VGDM�HSŗR�MNS�CHQDBSKX�QDK@SDC�SN�SGD�LHRADG@UHNQ��HS�HRMŗS�@R�DƤDBSHUD�@S�

helping children develop morals.

Why don’t kids just follow the rules?
At some point, kids know they shouldn’t hit or shove or snatch away toys.  
If you ask them, they will tell you it’s wrong. But in the heat of the moment, 
they hit, because the knowledge hasn’t yet become second nature. Knowledge 
becomes second nature only through repeated action. Through repeated action,  
knowledge is passed from the prefrontal cortex, where we do our logical thinking,  
to the subcortical regions of the brain, where actions are automatic.

Kids need to repeat the action�3G@SŗR�VGX�KDBSTQHMF�HRMŗS�UDQX�DƤDBSHUD��ř'NV�
many times do I have to tell you . . . ?”) We can help our kids practice a new 
RJHKK�AX�LNCDKHMF�SGD�CDRHQDC�@BSHNM�NQ�OQNUHCHMF�NSGDQ�GHMSR�@MC�OQNLOSRŕ 
@�RSQ@SDFX�B@KKDC�řRB@ƤNKCHMFŚ�%NQ�DW@LOKD��HM�RNLD�BK@RRQNNLR��BGHKCQDM�@QD�
given a drawing of an ear to hold when they should be listening and a drawing 
of a mouth when it’s their turn to talk.

A little empathy and a lot of patience never hurt, either.

The Wheel of Choice

When your child gets angry and acts out, one goal is to help him understand that, 

while he can’t choose his emotions, he can choose his behavior. Enter the Wheel  

of Choice. It’s an illustrated pie chart you make with your child, borrowed from  

Positive Discipline in the Classroom by Jane Nelsen. 

A Wheel of Choice might have options like “Tell them to stop,” “Count to ten,”  

“Tell them how I feel,” “Walk away,” “Punch a pillow,” “Save for family meeting”  

(see page 134), and “Apologize.” When your child gets upset, ask which option  

he'd like to use.

TRY THIS
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Ways to respond that teach instead of punish

Get down on your child’s level, look her in the eyes, and say firmly but kindly: 

“It’s not OK to hit, because it hurts people.” Don’t get into a long lecture.

Ask, “How do you think your friend is feeling right now?” If your child doesn’t 

answer, ask the person who was hit, or describe what you see.

Replace the bad behavior with good: “It’s not OK to hit people, but it is OK 

to           .” “I felt really angry when you hit me. I'd like us to find other ways to 

let Mommy know that you're mad.” 

Remind her of your rule: “If you hit someone again, we’ll have to leave.”  

Or go straight to the consequence.

If she hits again, immediately and calmly leave (as calmly as you can while 

she’s throwing a tantrum). “OK, we are not being safe with our bodies, so we 

need to leave now.”

During a calm time, decide on the consequences of continuing to hit, such as 

leaving a place. Make sure your child knows the rule (see page 154). Try to 

figure out the underlying cause of the hitting, and talk about how to address 

that need in other ways. 

Excerpted with permission from “Help, My Preschooler Is Hitting,”  
growparenting.com

WHEN YOUR CHILD HITS

Lying is actually a sign that your child’s “theory of mind,” the ability to guess 

others’ thoughts and motivations, is developing properly. Children enter this stage 

around age 2. Children at this age also are incredibly imaginative, not entirely 

clear on what is real and what is imagined, and testing out the boundaries of 

fantasy vs. reality through storytelling. They say things they wish to be true. 

They claim things are the opposite of what you see in front of your eyes. 

It’s not useful to get upset about untruths at this stage, even though the lies seem 

to be insulting your intelligence: “I’m not drinking cranberry juice in the living 

room.” Respond matter-of-factly: “Looks to me like you are. Please take the cup 

into the kitchen.” 

“I made the sky.” “Mmm, the sky is lovely, isn’t it? I love this shade of blue.” 

“The tiger did it.” “Ah. I’d like you to help your tiger clean up this spill.” 

“It was the baby!” “I know you wish your sister did this, but I know it was you. 

Please help me put this plant back in the pot.” 

By age 4, children know the difference between telling the truth and lying—and 

they lie like crazy, once every two hours. Children lie to avoid punishment, to 

avoid feelings of guilt or shame, as a way to get something they want, to preserve 

their relationships . . . the same reasons adults lie.

When you catch them, let them know: “That was a lie. We don’t lie in this family.” 

Thank them when they tell the truth. “I know that was difficult. I admire the 

way you’re willing to face the consequences,” is one example Jane Nelsen gives 

in Positive Discipline A–Z. Storytelling can help, too. One study found that kids 

were more likely to tell the truth if an adult read George Washington and the  

Cherry Tree with them before asking them to fess up. (Reading The Boy Who Cried 

Wolf slightly increased lying.) 

But first, avoid putting your kids in a tough position by 

making statements . . . instead of asking questions

“Looks like the painting has been  

splattered with sauce. Tell me  

about that.”

“Who did this to my painting?!”

“I see you have one of your friend’s  

toys. We’ll need to take that back.”

“Did you steal this toy?!”

“I saw you break the cabinet door.  

I need you to tell me when  

something like that happens,  

so we can fix it.”

“Why didn’t you tell me you broke  

the cabinet door?”

“I see you didn’t clean your room /  

do your homework. What do you  

need to be able to start?”

“Did you clean your room /  

do your homework?”

Then move to a logical consequence. For example, have your child help you fix 

or clean up the broken item. Have your child tell the friend that she took the toy, 

and apologize. 

WHEN YOUR CHILD LIES

Stand up for yourself, without being mean, and then move on.

“I don’t like that kind of talk. We talk nicely to one another in our family. Instead 

of ‘I hate this soup!’ you could say, ‘I’m not wild about this soup.” (This was my 

mom’s preferred phrase when we didn’t like her cooking.)

“I don’t like it when you call me that. You can be angry with me, but it’s not 

okay to call me a name.”

“I am not going to keep playing this if you keep saying mean things to me.  

It hurts my feelings. I’ll go do something else.”

“Please don’t be rude to me. I am not talking rudely to you.”

Last three examples from “What Should I Do if My Child Talks Back?”  
examiner.com

WHEN YOUR CHILD TALKS BACK

One mom makes her boys do squats, facing each other and holding hands with 

arms crossed, while chanting, “I am in trouble because of you. You are in trouble 

because of me.” By the end, the boys are usually laughing and hugging. Love it.

The Wheel of Choice (see previous page) is another good option.

WHEN SIBLINGS SQUABBLE
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Consider the consequences
ř(ŗL�STQMHMF�SGHR�B@Q�@QNTMC�QHFGS�MNVʖŚ�ř3G@SŗR�HSŕMN�35�ENQ�@�VDDJʖŚ� 
“Then you can forget your best friend’s birthday party!”
Oops.

In blurting out a random punishment for misbehavior, have you just punished 
yourself, too? Are you suddenly on the hook to spend the afternoon with an 
angry child instead of kicking back with a magazine? Or, since you don’t really 
want to follow through on certain threats, are you going to look for an out, thus 
undermining your word?

Two kinds of consequences can help you respond to misbehavior in a more 
considered way.

Be logical
“Logical consequences” are consequences that are directly related to the  
RODBHƥB�LHRADG@UHNQ�(E�XNTQ�BGHKC�SGQNVR�@�SNX��@�KNFHB@K�BNMRDPTDMBD�HR�SN�S@JD�
SG@S�SNX�@V@X�ENQ�ƥESDDM�LHMTSDR��Q@SGDQ�SG@M��R@X��B@MBDKKHMF�SNLNQQNVŗR�OK@XC@SD� 
If your child keeps tipping his chair back during dinner, you might take away 
the chair and make him stand for the rest of the meal, rather than giving him an 
early bedtime. Children learn more from consequences that are logical rather 
than illogical.

There are three types of logical consequences, and each one is best used in 
particular situations: 

ŝ<RX�EUHDN�LW��\RX�Ʃ[�LWŞ 
When your child breaks something or makes a mess (intentionally or not)

Require that your child solve the problem she caused: wipe up a spill,  
help a playmate rebuild a knocked-over tower, comfort a hurt child.

Take away a privilege 
:KHQ�\RXU�FKLOG�GHƲHV��WHVWV��RU�IRUJHWV�UXOHV�WKDW�\RXśYH�DOUHDG\�PDGH�FOHDU

Take away a privilege that’s directly related to the misbehavior. If your child 
only partially cleans her room, for example, you might sweep up anything left 
NM�SGD�ƦNNQ�@MC�OTS�SGD�RSTƤ�HM�řSNX�SHLD�NTSŚ�ENQ�@�C@X�(E�XNTQ�BGHKC�CQ@VR�HM�
a book instead of on blank paper, you might take away the crayons.

Call a calm-down 
When your child is disruptive and needs a way to regain self-control

See page 172 for details.

Let nature take its course
“Natural consequences” are those that follow from your child’s choice, without 
DƤNQS�NM�XNTQ�O@QS�%NQ�DW@LOKD��XNT�@RJ�XNTQ�BGHKC�SN�AQHMF�GHR�A@BJO@BJ�HMRHCD�
when it starts raining, and he doesn’t, so his homework gets wet. Or she hits 

a playmate, and her friend no longer wants to play with her. Or your child is 
disruptive in a restaurant, causing you to feel embarrassed and causing other 
people to give nasty looks (both are worth pointing out to your child).

-@STQ@K�BNMRDPTDMBDR�@QD�DƤDBSHUD�NMKX�HE�XNT�CNMŗS�HMSDQEDQD�VHSG�SGD�KDRRNM��
either by piling on (lecturing or saying “I told you so”), or by bailing out  
your child (bringing her lunch to school if she forgot it yet again). Instead,  
be empathetic and supportive: “I understand that it’s hard to go hungry.”  

“I know you can handle this.”

But a natural consequence is not a good choice if 

• your child doesn’t seem to care about the consequence, like cold hands 
from refusing to wear mittens;

• the consequence is too far off in the future, like cavities from not  
brushing his teeth; and

• HE�R@EDSX�HR�@M�HRRTDŕXNTQ�BGHKCŗR�R@EDSX�NQ�RNLDNMD�DKRDŗR

I encountered one mom a little too devoted to the concept of natural  
consequences. We were at a play gym, and my toddler readied herself to swing 
from a low bar. Another girl was perched on the mat, her head just about where 
my daughter’s feet would kick. “Move over so you don’t kick the baby,” I said.  
Her mom corrected me: “Natural consequences!” Mmm, let’s not.

Nip it in the bud

Sometimes a cue or two can rein your child back in, if you do it quickly  

enough, before the behavior escalates. You might

• ignore a small misdeed: keep your posture and expression neutral,  

without eye contact; 

• give a stern look; 

• make a gesture (“Shh”); 

• say your child’s name in that one tone your parents used; 

• physically move closer to your child, a subtle show that you’re paying  

attention; and

• give a reminder: “What should you be doing right now?” “What are our  

rules about using watercolors?” 

TRY THIS
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Plan ahead to avoid trouble
What’s better than a pound of punishment? As many ounces of prevention as possible.
Set your kid up for success. A tired, hungry, cranky baby is much more likely to 
misbehave. Make sure your child has enough sleep and exercise. Have snacks 
on hand. Don’t run errands close to nap time. If you attempt a longer stretch 
of shopping (trying it once may cure you of the desire), plan breaks in a place 
where your child can race around. Ease the transitions between activities;  
for example, say “Bye-bye, toys” when it’s time to clean up and go. 

Give smiles, hugs, and choices. Children seek control, because who wants their 
every move to be managed by someone else? And they seek the attention they 
need from you. Giving both control and attention in positive ways reduces the 
likelihood that children will seek them in negative ways. 

Really be present with your child for a time each day. Create moments of 
positive attention, like a wink, smile, or hug. Notice and praise good behavior. 

.ƤDQ�RL@KK�BGNHBDR�SN�FHUD�XNTQ�BGHKC�LNQD�BNMSQNK�NUDQ�GHR�C@X��RTBG�@R�VGHBG�
shirt to wear, using this cup or that one, or which books to read. Even when 
there’s no real choice, you can create one: “Would you like to put on your shoes, 
or would you like me to help you?” 

Explain what’s about to happen. Setting expectations is one of the most useful 
things my husband and I have gotten into the habit of doing with baby. “We’re 

going to sit on the potty, and then we’ll play with the blocks. First potty, then 
play.” “This is our last bedtime story. After this story, I’m going to say good night 
and close the door . . . OK, that was our last story. Now I’m going to leave and 
close the door. Good night, beautiful baby.”

Say yes instead of no. “Yes, it would be nice to . . .” “Yes, I wish we could . . .”  
“Yes, you can do X after we do Y.” “Absolutely, we can do that tomorrow.”

Think before you act—or, at least, after. 8NTŗQD�FNHMF�SN�FDS�B@TFGS�NƤ�FT@QC�AX�
A@AXŗR�LHRADG@UHNQ��@MC�XNTQ�ƥQRS�QD@BSHNM�L@X�NQ�L@X�MNS�AD�VG@S�XNTŗC�KHJD�
But later, when you’re calm, take the time to plan out a better response. Your 
plan might not go perfectly, but hey, you’ll have plenty of chances to practice it. 

Call a calm-down for yourself. As soon as you realize you’re upset, distance 
yourself from the situation by taking some deep breaths until you can calmly 
reengage.

Remember that you can’t control someone else’s behavior. This concept has 
circumvented a lot of frustration for me. Infants are so adoring and compliant 
that you’re a little thrown when your toddler starts up with “No, mama! I don’t 
:$17 it!” The truth is, you can’t make your child do anything. And your child 
doesn’t want to do everything you ask just because you’re asking. Realizing 

Our toddler suddenly refused to sit in her high chair during meals. She wanted to 

sit in our laps, take one bite, and go play. Trying to get some food in her, we found 

ourselves kind of chasing her around with a forkful of dinner.

Stepping back, we came up with a plan. Instead of trying to get her in the high 

chair first, we sat down and started eating our dinner. When she came over, 

wanting to climb in our laps, we said amenably, “Mommy sits in her chair at 

dinnertime. Daddy sits in his chair. You sit in your chair.” She would protest; we 

would repeat ourselves and turn back to eating. Soon, she would climb into her 

high chair.

After a week or two of this routine, with my husband also using it at breakfast,  

baby no longer protested. Then, to my surprise, one day a few weeks later, she 

took her plate from the kitchen, set it on the dining room table, moved her 

chair into place, climbed up into it, buckled herself in, and announced it was  

dinnertime—before we sat down ourselves. 

DINNERTIME!  WHAT’S TAKING YOU GUYS SO LONG?
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that I can’t make baby wear a hat, sit on the potty, or eat more dinner reduces 
tension around those daily things. 

You can only tell your kids what you expect of them, and how you will behave if 
they choose not to comply. “That noise bothers our neighbors below us. Please 
RSNO�A@MFHMF�SGD�SNX�NM�SGD�ƦNNQ��NQ�(�VHKK�S@JD�HS�@V@XŚ�ř&DS�CNVM�EQNL�SGD�
table on the count of three, or I will help you.” “OK, last chance for potty. If you 
stand up again, it’s diaper time.”

Take the long view. (E�NMKX�BGHKCQDM�KD@QMDC�RDKE�CHRBHOKHMDŕNQ�@MXSGHMF�DKRDŕ
HM�ITRS�NMD�RHSSHMF�6D�O@QDMSR�G@UD�@S�KD@RS�SVDMSX�XD@QR�SN�SD@BG�SGHR�RSTƤ�SN�
NTQ�JHCRŕ@MC�DUDM�SGDM�SGD�AQ@HM�HRMŗS�ƥMHRGDC�CDUDKNOHMF�2N�VGDM�XNTQ�JHC�
fails to clean his room for the tenth time, maybe it’s OK to say, “I think we’re 
both really tired right now. Tomorrow let’s talk and come up with a plan for 
keeping your room clean.”
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Rock your routines
Every day, my husband wakes up at the same time, pushes the jogging stroller along the 
same route, feeds our baby oatmeal for breakfast, and makes a ham sandwich for lunch. 
Me, I’m all over the place. I might go to bed at 10:00 p.m. or 2:00 a.m. I might 
get wrapped up in a project and forget to eat lunch. But I know babies thrive 
on routine, so I work hard to keep our baby’s meals and naps on a regular 
schedule. Her babysitters come on the same days each week. She goes to bed 
@S�@ANTS�SGD�R@LD�SHLD�D@BG�MHFGS��ADB@TRD�VD�CNMŗS�OK@M�NTSHMFR�SG@S�BNMƦHBS

Research shows we’re on the right track. Routines help kids: 

• plan and make predictions about the future, helping to develop  
executive function.

• feel independent, because they’re able to do part of a task themselves 
after practicing it over and over.

• practice self-control (see page 106).

For babies, routine means creating structure with consistent meal times, sleep 
times, and bedtime routines. After age 3 or so, you can help your kids create 
and follow their own routines. A checklist is one good way to start.

The checklist
Create a morning checklist together, written or just illustrated, of everything 
the kids need to do before school. 

List no more than seven tasks. A 3-year-old might have only a few: go potty, 
eat breakfast, get dressed. A 5-year-old’s list would include more tasks:  
get dressed, make bed, make lunch, eat breakfast, brush teeth, and put on  
shoes, coat, and backpack. Prompt your child to come up with the items:  

“And what will you need for walking outside?”

As the kids get distracted during their morning routine, remind them: “Check 
the list.” That’s it. Instead of yelling, “Did you brush your teeth? I told you ten 
minutes ago to brush your teeth! Where are your shoes?!” you can simply say, 
as many times as is needed: “What do you need to be doing right now? Check 
the list.”

Within a few weeks of practice, kids start checking the list on their own.  
Mornings, parents report, look a lot less like mutiny.
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Miles (15 months) & Karen
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Call a calm-down, not a time-out
3XOHB@K�SHLD�NTSR�@QD�B@QQHDC�NTS�RN�HMDƤDBSHUDKX��HSŗR�ADSSDQ�SN�ITRS�QDM@LD�SGDL
6G@S�O@QDMSR�TRT@KKX�CN�HR�SGQD@SDM�@�SHLD�NTS��KDBSTQD��SGQD@SDM�@F@HM��ƥM@KKX�
send their child away, angrily wrestle their child back into the time-out spot 
a few times, yell at them to be quiet if they sound like they’re having fun in 
there, fret over them if they’re crying, make their child apologize afterward,  
and wrap up with a lecture. In other words, a heck of a lot of attention.

3GD�SQTKX�DƤDBSHUD�SDBGMHPTD��!QHDƦX�withdrawing attention from your child’s 
misbehavior.

8NT�FN�ƥQRS�

“I need to calm down. I’m going to read in my room for a few minutes.”

“Time for a calm-down. I’m going to take deep breaths.”

“We’re not going to talk about this until we’re both calm.”

"@KL�CNVMR�@QD�TRDC�ENQ�RSNOOHMF�CHRQTOSHUD�NQ�CDƥ@MS�ADG@UHNQ�!TS�SGHMJ�NE�
SGDL�@R�ONRHSHUD��MNS�OTMHSHUD�3GDHQ�OTQONRD�HR�SN�FHUD�XNTQ�BGHKCŕ@MC�XNTŕ 
a moment to stop and regain self-control.

When you’re not in the heat of the moment, prepare
Figure out what calms your child. What should your child be doing during a 
calm-down? Not “thinking about what she just did.” That’s not gonna happen; 
emotions are running too high. Instead, she should do an activity that you 
know tends to calm her.

Together, brainstorm ideas. It could be taking deep breaths (a 2½-year-old 
or 3-year-old can do this), punching a pillow, jumping up and down, mashing  
playdough, asking for a hug, looking at a book, listening to soothing music, 
drawing, stretching, doing windmills or sit-ups or squats, staring out the  
window . . . Whatever works.

Create a Wheel of Choice. Write the ideas on a pie chart, illustrating each 
item with a drawing or photo. Role-play each one, suggests parent coach 
Sarina Natkin, so your child is clear about what they mean. Pretend to be mad,  
go over to the Wheel of Choice, pick an option, and do that thing. Kids usually 
ƥMC�SGHR�GHK@QHNTR

Choose a calm-down space. This could be a corner of the house or a spot in 
XNTQ�BGHKCŗR�QNNLŕ@�OK@BD�XNTQ�BGHKC�BGNNRDR�ENQ�GDQRDKE�,@JD�HS�BNYX�,@JD�
HS�@�OK@BD�XNTQ�BGHKC�V@MSR�SN�FN�DUDM�VGDM�HSŗR�MNS�SHLD�SN�BNNK�NƤ
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:+<�7<3,&$/�7,0(ʘ2876�  
DON’T WORK WELL

Your child is overwhelmed by an intense 

emotion, which is why she’s flipped her lid 

(see page 157) and acted out. She needs to 

regain self-control. Sending her to her room as a  

punishment doesn’t teach her how to calm 

down. It mainly shames or scares her, a feeling 

she wants to escape—so she tries to bust out of 

time-out. Which escalates your anger. 

If your child does stay in time-out, she’s likely 

sitting there burning with resentment, not  

learning how to calm herself. In the end, studies 

show, she will be more compliant with your  

commands. But compliance out of fear of  

punishment isn’t a goal of authoritative parents. 

A calm-down lets your child practice dealing with 

intense emotions. This eventually teaches her  

an alternative to the behavior that led to the 

calm-down. It teaches her that taking a break 

when you’re worked up is a good thing, not a 

bad thing.
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How to call a calm-down
1. Keep the conversation short and sweet. “OK, time for a calm-down.” Be matter-of-fact, not  

threatening or disrespectful.

It’s not necessary to send your child away. (The key is withdrawing attention from the misbehavior, 
not necessarily the child.) You might say, “Would you like to sit next to me while you calm down?”  
Or “Would you like to go to your calm-down space, or should I go to mine?” If your child won’t choose, 
Natkin says, announce your own plan for calming down: “I’m going to ___.” You might add, “I love 
you, but I’m too worked up to talk about this right now.”

In some cases, say nothing at all. If you’ve told your children you will ignore any whining, simply 
don’t respond to a whine. If you’ve told your children you’ll pull over the car whenever they argue 
in the backseat, simply pull over. As soon as the misbehavior stops (give it thirty seconds to make 
sure), carry on.

2. Practice a calming technique. This does three things: It models for your child how to calm down.  
It calms you down. And it withdraws your attention from your child’s misbehavior. 

You could take deep breaths, sit down with a book or your phone (even if you’re too worked up  
SN�BNMBDMSQ@SD�@S�ƥQRS���NQ�OHBJ�RNLDSGHMF�EQNL�XNTQ�BGHKCŗR�6GDDK�NE�"GNHBD�

Depending on the situation, you might do these alone, your child might do them alone, or you might 
CN�SGDL�SNFDSGDQ�2NLD�O@QDMSR�@RJ�HE�SGDHQ�BGHKCQDM�VNTKC�KHJD�@�GTF�ƥQRS

3. Later, teach the lesson. Once everyone is calm, or even that evening, talk with your child about both 
the misbehavior and the desired behavior. Ask questions in a nonjudgmental way: “What happened 
SGDQD�Ś�ř6G@S�B@M�XNT�CN�CHƤDQDMSKX�MDWS�SHLD�Ś�ř6G@S�CN�VD�MDDC�SN�CN�SN�L@JD�SGHR�QHFGS�Ś

Tracy & Geneva (23 months)
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Ask, “Can you think of a better way?”
3GD�ADRS�OQ@HRD�HR�ENBTRDC�NM�@�BGHKCŗR�DƤNQS��MNS�SGD�BGHKCŗR�SQ@HSR� 
The same is true of criticism.
In one study, kindergarteners were given a scenario: a teacher asks them to 
create a house out of Legos, and they forget to put in windows. Then the teacher 
and child role-play what happens next, using dolls and speaking for them. 
(Researchers sometimes use this approach because young children readily 
imagine and insert themselves into role-playing scenarios.) Playing the part of 
her doll, the teacher says, “The house has no windows,” and gives one of the 
following three criticisms.

Person criticism: “I’m disappointed in you.” 

Outcome criticism: “That’s not the right way to do it, because the blocks are 
not straightened up and are still messy.” 

Process criticism: “Maybe you could think of another way to do it.” 

Researchers, led by Melissa Kamins and Carol Dweck at Columbia University, 
then assessed the children’s feelings of self-worth: the extent to which the 
children felt smart, good, nice, and competent. The children rated their mood, 
and rated the house as a product. 

Criticizing character hurts self-worth, mood, persistence
Children given person criticism rated themselves lower in self-worth, had a 
more negative mood, were less persistent, and were more likely to view this 
NMD�HMRS@MBD�NE�KDRR�SG@M�RSDKK@Q�ODQENQL@MBD�@R�@�QDƦDBSHNM�NE�SGDHQ�BG@Q@BSDQ�

Children given process criticism had far more positive ratings in every category, 
while the ratings by children given outcome criticism landed somewhere in 
the middle. 

The children were asked to keep role-playing: “What happens next?” The 
answers of the children given person criticism are a little bit heartbreaking:  

“She should cry and go to bed.” “The teacher got mad and went home.”  
“He should get a time-out.”

The answers of the children given process criticism: “I can do it again better 
if I take my time.” “I'll take it apart and put it together again with windows.”  
ř(�VNTKC�R@X�HSŗR�MNS�ƥMHRGDC�XDS��SGDM�(�BNTKC�BTS�NTS�RPT@QDR�EQNL�O@ODQ�@MC�
paste them onto the house.”

Here are a few ways to criticize the process rather than the person:

• “What do you think happened here?”

• “What should we do differently next time?”

• “Can you think of a better way to do it?”

TRY THIS
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David (3½) and Meg
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Move
Our bodies and brains crave movement. But if it 

was tough to fit in a workout before baby, try after. 

So now is a good time to multitask. Lifting baby is 

exercise, right? Can you get places you need to go, 

but without the car?

Maribel & Honorio (5 weeks)
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Rock, jiggle, and swing
THE RESEARCH

Playing spin the baby

Sitting in a swivel chair with an infant on their 

laps, researchers spun around and stopped 

abruptly, waiting for thirty seconds before spin-

ning again. Babies were held in several positions, 

to affect the three semicircular ear canals: head 

tilted forward thirty degrees, side-lying on the 

right, and side-lying on the left. Researchers did 

this spinning routine twice a week for a month, 

ten spins in each position. And? Compared to 

controls, the babies who spun had better reflexes 

and were better at sitting, crawling, standing, and 

walking. 

Babies crave motion so much, they go through a phase 
of doing it themselves: bouncing, swaying, rocking, and 
sometimes (upsettingly) head banging. 
As it turns out, having a good sense of balance and motion is associated with baby’s learning ability.  
Who would guess? 

Scientist Lise Eliot suggests thinking of it this way: our higher-level emotional and cognitive abilities are 
built on top of a foundation of our sensory and motor abilities.

The part of the body that controls balance and motion, the vestibular system, is found to be lacking among 
BGHKCQDM�VHSG�DLNSHNM@K�OQNAKDLR��@SSDMSHNM�CDƥBHSR��KD@QMHMF�CHR@AHKHSHDR��K@MFT@FD�CHRNQCDQR��@MC�@TSHRL�

Motion soothes
Researchers had parents soothe newborns 2 to 4 days old by either holding them or rocking, carrying, and 
jiggling. The second option worked better. “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”

Get into airplane position: lay on your back with your knees close to your chest.  

Set baby tummy-down on your shins, facing you, and hold baby’s hands. 

Sing “Row, row, row your boat, gently down the stream . . .” 

Raise and lower your feet to move baby up and down

“Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily . . .” 

Swim baby’s arms

“Life is but a dream!” 

Cup baby’s shoulders, one in each hand. Lift your feet up, straightening your legs,  

so baby is upside down. Lower baby back to the ground to finish.

TRY THIS
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Lisa, Jace (2) & Owen
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Exercise does tremendous things for mind, body, and soul. 
It boosts problem-solving skill, abstract-thinking ability, long-term memory, 
reasoning, attention, and more. It reduces anxiety, stress, and depression. How? 
Exercise 

• increases oxygen to the brain,
• helps create and protect neurons,
• elevates a chemical called brain-derived neurotrophic factor (or BDNF) 

that knocks down a toxic stress hormone, and
• releases chemical messengers (norepinephrine, serotonin, dopamine) 

that act against mood disorders.

All sorts of things, it turns out, go haywire in the body when you’re sedentary. 

I thought a sedentary person was someone who lays on the couch all day, 
eating chips and watching TV. Turns out “sedentary” refers to almost all of us. 
(E�XNT�RHS�ENQ�LNRS�NE�SGD�C@X��KHJD�@S�SGD�NƧBD��XNTŗQD�@S�GHFGDQ�QHRJ�ENQ�BGQNMHB�
CHRD@RDŕeven if you do a workout at some point. Excessive sitting has such a 

CDSQHLDMS@K�DƤDBS�NM�XNTQ�LDS@ANKHB�Q@SD�SG@S�,@XN�"KHMHB�QDRD@QBGDQ�)@LDR�
Levine calls it a “lethal activity.”

Harvard evolutionary biologist Daniel Lieberman estimates that our hunter- 
F@SGDQDQ�@MBDRSNQR�V@KJDC�ƥUD�@MC�@�G@KE�SN�MHMD�LHKDR�@�C@X�3GD�BNMCHSHNMR�
that forged our brains often are the ones we still thrive in today.

You still want to get vigorous exercise (where you’re breathing hard) totaling at 
least thirty minutes per day. But it’s just as important to be moving, not sitting, 
throughout the day. If you’re a stay-at-home parent, you’ll probably be grateful 
for just a moment to sit down and rest. If not, think seriously about ways to 
wean yourself from your car, your sit-down desk, and your TV.

This concept goes for baby, too. Toddlers need to toddle. Older kids need at 
least an hour a day of an aerobic activity, like running, jump rope, basketball, 
RVHLLHMF��NQ�RNBBDQ�&DS�SGDL�LNUHMF�ENQ�@S�KD@RS�ƥESDDM�LHMTSDR�NE�DUDQX�GNTQ�

Keep moving

THE RESEARCH

Using data from a huge multiyear study on aging, 

researchers looked at sixty-three thousand men 

ages 45–64 and found that those who sat more 

than four hours a day were “significantly more 

likely” to have been diagnosed with heart disease, 

cancer, diabetes, or high blood pressure than 

those who sat less than four hours a day. 

The most useful piece of advice I’ve gotten from my toddler’s pediatrician so far is to make sure she gets enough 

exercise during the day. If I don’t make the effort to get us out of the house—yes, some days that takes effort— 

I notice that baby gets cranky, has trouble napping, and races around in the evening as if to make up for it.  

One of the best cures for crankiness seems to be walking outside. 

TRY THIS
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Tracy & Geneva (18 months)
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Ideas for exercise
/RRN�IRU�J\PV�DQG�\RJD�VWXGLRV�WKDW�RƨHU�FKLOG�FDUH (this costs only $3–$5 
ODQ�RDRRHNM�VGDQD�(�KHUD��HM�2D@SSKDŕRN�VNQSG�HS��'NODETKKX�@�BK@RR�VHKK�K@MC�
just outside of nap time. If you’re a stay-at-home parent, put every option into 
your calendar so that you know where you can go when the opportunity strikes.

Join a parent-and-baby workout class like Stroller Strides, Strollercize,  
Stroller Fit, Baby Boot Camp, yoga, or swimming.

Get a jogging stroller so that you can get outside on your own schedule 
(meaning, on baby’s unpredictable schedule).

Find a workout buddy. Ideally, this is someone whose kid takes predictable 
M@OR�SG@S�KHMD�TO�VHSG�XNTQ�JHCŗR�M@OR�.Q�RNLDNMD�VGN�HR�ƦDWHAKD�DMNTFG�SG@S�
XNT�B@M�@CITRS�SGD�SHLHMF�NM�SGD�ƦX��ADB@TRD�HSŗR�RN�G@QC�SN�FDS�NTS�NE�SGD�GNTRD�
NM�SHLD�VHSG�@�A@AX�@S�ƥQRS�.Q�RNLDNMD�VGN�B@M�LDDS�XNT�ADENQD�A@AX�V@JDR�
up or while your partner feeds baby breakfast.

Do something you love. If the word “workout” makes you shudder, go hiking 
or dancing or anything else where breaking a sweat is just a bonus. 

What will you do to get thirty minutes of vigorous exercise?  

%H�VSHFLŜF�DERXW�WKH�GD\V��WLPHV��DQG�SODFHV�

DO IT NOW

Lisa & Jace (2)

Tracy & Geneva (23 months)
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Jenn & Phoebe (2½)
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Ideas for movement
Leave the car at home. Yes, it takes more time to walk the forty minutes to the 
restaurant than to drive the ten minutes. Is that so bad? You gain time to talk 
with your lunch date, you feel more connected to your surroundings, and you 
feel great after your meal. Perhaps a grocery store or farmers’ market is within 
V@KJHMF�CHRS@MBD�8NT�BNTKC�RSTƤ�XNTQ�OTQBG@RDR�HM�SGD�INFFHMF�RSQNKKDQ�.Q�XNT�
could bike for your errands, putting items in a backpack or saddlebag, or tucked 
@QNTMC�XNTQ�BGHKC�HM�@�AHJD�SQ@HKDQ�$UDM�HE�SGD�OK@BD�HR�ƥUD�LHKDR�@V@X��FDSSHMF�
there by bicycle will take only thirty minutes or so. Hey, now you’ve gotten your 
thirty minutes of vigorous exercise. 

3GD�HCD@�SG@S�LNUDLDMS�HR�LNQD�HLONQS@MS�SG@M�RODDC�CDƥMHSDKX�S@JDR�@�RGHES�
in thinking. You could work on it incrementally, like walking or biking part of 
the way, and busing or driving the rest. Or you could make a dramatic change, 
like choosing a smaller house in a walkable neighborhood over a suburban 
house where it’s impractical to walk or bike. 

Are you thinking, “I couldn’t do that”? 

Take a minute to write out your concerns. Next to each one, brainstorm about 
what would remove that obstacle. For example, if biking seems impossible 
because “I don’t know how I’d get there,” resolve to check a few routes using 
the biking and bus options built into Google Maps, and begin imagining how 
it could work. 

If it’s “I don’t like walking in this weather,” resolve to buy the right gear, try it, 
@MC�RDD�HE�HSŗR�@R�GNQQHAKD�@R�XNT�HL@FHMD�(E�NMD�ADMDƥS�NE�@�RTATQA@M�GNLD�HR� 

“a safe place for kids to play,” your requirement of an urban home could be  
“on a quiet street near a park.” 

Dig into the why, and come up with the why not.

Stand at your desk. It’s hard to get away from sitting eight hours a day if 
there’s a chair at your desk. Fortunately, standing desks no longer seem weird.  
(Mine involves a laptop on a plastic storage bin, and an external monitor, but 

there are fancier options.) Treadmill desks aren’t far behind; you can even buy 
them at Target. You walk slowly on them as you work. 

Early adopters swear by treadmill desks. There’s late-show host Jimmy Kimmel, 
weatherman Al Roker, and New Yorker�RS@Ƥ�VQHSDQ�2TR@M�.QKD@M�.QKD@M�SNKC�
NPR that her afternoon work slump is gone, and she doesn’t miss sitting:  
ř3GD�ETMMX�SGHMF�HR�SG@S�VGDM�(�KD@UD�LX�NƧBD��HSŗR�MNS�SG@S�(�SGHMJ��Ŗ.G�LX�&NC��
SG@MJ�FNNCMDRR�(�B@M�ƥM@KKX�FN�RHSŗ�(�ƥMC�SG@S�(�G@UD�LNQD�DMDQFX��@MC�VG@S�
often comes to mind is, ‘Oh, I think I’ll take the dog and go for a walk.’” 

And there’s “dworley” at instructables.com, who made me laugh: “[A]fter the 
initial adjustment period, during which walking was torture and standing was 
something I did for emergencies, I can now say that it’s solely responsible for 
all the happiness I’ve ever had.” 

Choose the harder way. Take the stairs instead of the elevator, even if your 
NƧBD�HR�SVDMSX�ƦNNQR�TO�"@QQX�A@AX�HM�@�VQ@O�NQ�GHJHMF�A@BJO@BJ�HMRSD@C�NE�
in a stroller. Run with the stroller instead of walk, even for a short stretch. Park 
as far away as possible. Our natural instinct is to choose the easy way, so you 
have to consciously override this.

Be a stay-at-home parent. You’ll be on your feet all day! Stretching across the 
kitchen to cook and clean, bending down to pick up toys/baby/spills, wrestling 
baby into diapers and clothes, taking walks just to get out of the house . . .  
You’ll still need thirty minutes of vigorous exercise, but in my experience, you 
sure won’t be sitting.

:KDW�VSHFLŜF�WKLQJV�ZLOO�\RX�GR�WR�NHHS�IURP�VLWWLQJ�IRU�ORQJ�VWUHWFKHV"
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Slow down
Babies are slow. And babies are all-encompassing. 

The more present you are when you’re with  

baby—leaving work at work, stashing digital  

distractions, and including baby in the day’s  

tasks (even though they’ll take longer)—the  

more you’ll enjoy baby. Embrace baby pace.

Jace (2)
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Be still
How often do we pause to just be? 
Studies hint that people who meditate daily have

• more gray matter in parts of the brain associated with memory and  
learning, and less gray matter in parts of the brain associated with stress.

• more folds, and thus more neurons, in the cerebral cortex. The number 
of folds increases the more years one has been meditating, proving 
that brain growth is not on an irreversible decline after one’s early 20s,  
as once thought.

• LNQD�DLO@SGX�6GDM�SGDX�GD@Q�SGD�RNTMCR�NE�RNLDNMD�RTƤDQHMF��@�O@QS�
of the brain related to empathy reacts more strongly.

• longer attention spans.

The New York Times calls meditation “A bench press for the brain.” That’s 
ADB@TRD�RSHKKMDRRŕLDCHS@SHNMŕHR�BG@KKDMFHMF�LDMS@K�VNQJ�

Meditation isn’t about sitting there with your eyes closed, trying to force your 
mind not to have thoughts. Instead, you continually bring your awareness back 
to the present moment, often by focusing your attention on the breath and 
KDSSHMF�Q@MCNL�SGNTFGSR�ƦN@S�@V@X�@R�SGDX�BNLD�TO�.TQ�LHMCR�QD@KKX�KHJD�SN�
wander, so it takes work to stay in the present for more than a few seconds. 

A mind that’s better at focusing is also better at working memory (that’s the 
ability to retain and use bits of information). In one study, researchers asked 
undergraduates to meditate for two weeks, and found that their working 
memory improved while their mind wandering decreased. On a GRE test, their 
average verbal-reasoning scores improved by 13 percent.

For kids, a walking meditation
Children have trouble sitting still for long (if you haven’t noticed). But they can 
LDCHS@SD�AX�V@KJHMF�RHKDMSKX�ENQ�ƥUD�LHMTSDR�@S�@�SHLD�(M�,NMSDRRNQH�RBGNNKR��
children walk while holding a bell, trying not to let it ring.

After age 10, introduce the concept of sitting comfortably in a quiet place and 
focusing on the breath. Have your kids put a hand on their belly and notice 
how it feels to breathe deeply. Teach them to repeat a simple phrase, such 
as “Love,” “Om,” or “I am,” said with each breath, which helps quiet the mind.

 S�-@S@JH�3@KHA@G�2BGNNKGNTRD��@�BG@QSDQ�RBGNNK�HM�#DSQNHS��RSTCDMSR�HM�ƥESG�SN�
eighth grades meditate by closing their eyes and silently repeating a mantra 
for ten minutes, twice a day. A study of the children found them to be happier, 
with higher self-esteem, better able to handle stress, and more socially skilled 
than children at another Detroit school who didn’t meditate.

Something to keep in mind.

Be truly present in the moment
One powerful meditation practice is taking the time to really notice what you’re 
experiencing at the moment. 

It could be during a meal: chewing slowly, noticing the texture and tastes in 
your mouth, listening to the sound your teeth make, noticing what your tongue 
is doing and what happens in your throat as you swallow. It could be during 
a meeting: sensing how the muscles in your back and legs continually adjust 

as you’re sitting. It could be during a hike: pausing in silence until you start to 
hear the chirps of distant birds, the rush of a stream, the wind rustling leaves, 
and the other subtle sounds of the forest.

Here’s one exercise to help you get the idea, which might work with older kids, 
SNN�%HMC�@�O@QSMDQ��@MC�RHS�BNLENQS@AKX�BKNRD�SN�D@BG�NSGDQ�3GD�ƥQRS�ODQRNM�
asks, “What are you experiencing right now?” 

The other person responds with whatever sensation or emotion or thought 
comes to mind. “The sound of birds outside.” “Heat spreading across my chest.” 

“A desire to hide.”

3GD�ƥQRS�ODQRNM�QDOKHDR��ř3G@MJ�XNTŚ� R�HM��SG@MJ�XNT�ENQ�ADHMF�UTKMDQ@AKD�HM�
this moment and sharing this thing with me. 

3@JD�@�AQD@SG�NQ�SVN�1DOD@S�SGD�PTDRSHNM�&N�ENQ�ƥUD�LHMTSDR��SGDM�RVHSBG�QNKDR�

Seattle teacher Brent Morton led a group of us through this exercise during 
a yoga retreat, and the experience stuck with me. A partner helps you stay 
focused on the meditation, because you know you’ll need an answer to the 
upcoming question. Your answers get deeper as you go on, if you let them, and 
that vulnerability creates a connection with the other person. It also can be 
good practice in verbalizing your emotions (see page 158).

Students (including 5-year-olds) in a traditional Tae Kwon Do class were directed  

to ask themselves three questions:

1. Where am I? 

2. What am I doing?

3. What should I be doing? 

The first question brings the student’s focus to the present moment. The second  

question centers the student’s mind on a specific, clear goal. The third question  

helps the student check in to see if his current actions will help him achieve the  

goal at hand.

I’m putting this tidbit in my back pocket, because these questions seem useful  

for a kid doing pretty much any activity. Heck, they seem useful for me.

TRY THIS
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Don’t bother to compare
,X�EQHDMC�G@R�ƥFTQDC�NTS�SGD�BNQQDBS�@MRVDQ�SN�@MX�A@AX�QDK@SDC�MDVR�
If you tell him your baby is now crawling/sitting/walking/talking/climbing/ 
whatever, he will exclaim: “Already?!?” It feels good to hear that, right?  
We all want our babies to be at least a little bit north of average.

The reality: it’s pointless to compare kids. 

No two brains are the same
Children’s brains don’t go through developmental phases in the same way, 
at the same time, or in the same order. They may skip and then circle back to 
phases. They may repeat some. Even the phases themselves are in dispute. 
The brain is a mysterious thing.

And since both experiences and genetics wire our brains, it’s impossible for 
@MX�SVN�AQ@HMR�SN�AD�SGD�R@LDŕHMBKTCHMF�SGNRD�NE�HCDMSHB@K�SVHMR

Understand age-appropriate behavior
It’s still helpful to know what most kids are capable of and when, so that your 
expectations aren’t unrealistic. 

Is your 3-month-old not sleeping through the night? Has your 18-month-old 
started slapping you? Does your 4-year-old seem even less willing to share 
than before? All normal. (You can sign up at babycenter.com for a weekly e-mail 
about what babies at a certain age are often up to.)

But the next time you’re comparing notes with friends or forums, don’t get 
overly worried or overly proud. 

 MC�SGD�MDWS�SHLD�O@QDMSR�HMMNBDMSKX�ƥKK�XNT�HM�NM�@�LHKDRSNMD��L@JD�ŗDL�EDDK�
good. “Already?!?”

“Don’t bother to compare” goes for parenting, too. We can be so judgmental of others’ choices. The authors of I Was a Really Good Mom Before I Had Kids 

observe that this comes from a place of insecurity, a need to validate our own parenting choices. We’re all doing the best we can, right? We need all the support  

and encouragement we can get. (If you're feeling the weight of high self-expectations, and you need a laugh, read that book.)

TRY THIS
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Work part-time if you can (maybe less)
Among mothers who are married or have a household income of at least $50,000,  
75 percent say that working part-time or not at all would be ideal.

Of mothers currently  
working full-time:

Of mothers currently  
not working:

44% would rather be  
working part-time

40% would rather be  
working part-time

9% would rather stay  
at home full-time

36% are happy staying  
at home full-time 

Pew Research Center, March 2013

Moms are happier
Mothers working part-time through the preschool years report 

• less depression than stay-at-home moms;
• better general health than stay-at-home moms;
• KDRR�RNBH@K�HRNK@SHNM��VGHBG�@ƤDBSR�LDMS@K�GD@KSG�
• FQD@SDQ�@AHKHSX�SN�CDUDKNO�MDV�RJHKKR��VGHBG�@KRN�@ƤDBSR�LDMS@K�GD@KSG�
• KDRR�VNQJ�E@LHKX�BNMƦHBS��BNLO@QDC�VHSG�VNLDM�VNQJHMF�ETKK�SHLD��@MC
• more sensitive parenting, compared with women working full-time  

or staying at home.

I can see how that would be.

Parenting for hours on end is exhausting mental work. Just from a brain  
perspective, it involves staying constantly alert, focusing attention and ignoring 
distractions, intuiting and responding to another person’s needs one after the 
other, and acting with empathy and self-control. 

Yet I know plenty of moms, myself included, who would feel guilty about  
arranging regular child care “just” for a break during the day. It’s a recipe for 
overwhelm and stress, if not depression. 

I’m in the 75 percent camp. I can tell I’m a better parent for working part-time 
(usually ten to twenty hours a week). I’m more engaged with baby after a 
recharge. The work itself is intellectually stimulating. It’s comforting to me to 
know that my skills and professional network won’t go completely dormant 
during this stage of my life. I don’t feel anxious about work-life balance,  
as I know I would if I were committed to a full-time job. 

And I cherish the unhurried time I get to spend with my daughter. We might 
V@HS�ENQ�@�ƦX�SN�K@MC�HM�SGD�QHFGS�RONS�RN�SG@S�VD�B@M�B@OSTQD�HS�@MC�KDS�HS�řFN�
home” outside. Or pause during a walk to examine water rushing down a drain.  
Or bike along Seattle’s beautiful waterfront path instead of drive to a  
destination. 

It feels like the good life.

Moms are equally happy
The statistics don’t say, of course, that mothers who work full-time or stay at 
home are never happy. Once you look past preschool, the story shifts. At an 
equal rate, the Pew survey reports, women who work for pay and those who 
don’t report being “very happy” with their lives: 36 percent for both groups. 
Being married is a stronger predictor of happiness than work status.

,I�\RX�ZDQWHG�WR�ZRUN�SDUW�WLPH�RU�OHVV��FRXOG�\RX�DƨRUG�LW"
Families who make it work with less money are not necessarily “lucky.” They’re 
L@JHMF�R@BQHƥBDR��VGDSGDQ�UNKTMS@QHKX�NQ��HM�SGD�B@RD�NE�@�INA�KNRR��MNS�

If you plan to live on less than two incomes, it helps to have saved money before 
baby arrives: an emergency fund, at the very least; maybe a babysitting fund; a 
O@HC�NƤ�LNQSF@FD�HE�XNT�QD@KKX�OK@MMDC�@GD@C�3GD�L@HM�QDPTHQDLDMS��SGNTFG��
is a commitment to being frugal. Which actually can be rather nice. 

Cooking meals from scratch is generally tastier, healthier, and an entertaining 
way to pass time with a toddler. Buying used instead of new means you won’t 
be upset when baby’s jacket gets permanently stained within twenty-four hours, 
or that toy goes missing, or your own clothes get peed on, or an item is never 
used at all. Washing cloth diapers and wipes turns out not to be that big a deal. 
3TQMHMF�MHFGSR�NTS�NM�SGD�SNVM�HMSN�ONSKTBJR�@MC�F@LD�MHFGSR��XNT�ƥMC�SG@S�XNT�
connect more deeply with your friends. Driving less, you connect more with your 
neighborhood. Even trading on the future, like not buying that house right now, 
or hitting pause on retirement savings for a few years, quickly feels worth it.

With deliberate planning, I can report, living on less works pretty well.

Tracy, Geneva (23 months) & Luke
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Be more, do less
3GD�KHSSKD�LNLDMSRŕSGD�NMDR�VGDQD�XNTŗUD�BGNRDM�SN�AD�HM�SGD�LNLDMS�� 
Q@SGDQ�SG@M�QTRGHMF�NQ�RSQDRRHMF�NQ�KNNJHMF�@S�XNTQ�OGNMDŕSGNRD�@QD�SGD� 
ones that you and your kids will cherish most.

Jace (2) & Owen
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It takes some time, but soon you relax into the pace of your new surroundings. You begin to tuck away your 
CHFHS@K�CHRSQ@BSHNMR��ADB@TRD�SGDX�CNMŗS�ƥS�HM�8NT�RS@QS�SN�RLHKD�@S�RSQ@MFDQR�VGN�O@RR�AX��ADB@TRD�SGDXŗQD�
smiling at you. Your strut slows to a saunter, and your words become drawn out. You let the day unfurl. 
Maybe you sit down next to the elderly man outside the café and chat for a bit. Maybe you lay down in 
@�FQ@RRX�O@QJ�SN�V@SBG�SGD�BKNTCR�ƦN@S�AX�@MC�MNSHBD�SGD�RTM�V@QLHMF�XNTQ�RJHM�(S�EDDKR�KTWTQHNTR�(SŗR�RN�
unlike a typical hurried and harried weekday at home.

 M�HRK@MC�U@B@SHNM��SG@SŗR�VG@S�A@AHDR�NƤDQ�TR��HE�VD�KDS�SGDL�!@AHDR�RKNV�TR�CNVM�,X�SNCCKDQ�@MC�(�B@M�
FN�ENQ�@�V@KJ�SN�SGD�O@QJ��ƥUD�AKNBJR�@V@X��@MC�HSŗKK�S@JD�@M�GNTQ�SN�FDS�SGDQD�2GDŗKK�V@KJ��GNO��QTM��@MC�
SVHQK�2GDŗKK�RSNO�SN�ƥKK�GDQ�ONBJDS��SGDM�LHMD��VHSG�QNBJR�2GDŗKK�SQX�SN�ROHM�SGD�VGDDKR�NE�SGD�QDBXBKHMF�AHMR�
KHMHMF�SGD�RHCDV@KJ��HMRODBS�FM@QKDC�SQDD�QNNSR��@MC�V@SBG�V@SDQ�ƦNVHMF�HMSN�@�CQ@HM�2GDŗKK�B@KK�NTS�SGD�
colors of parked cars, point to airplanes in delight, and shout with glee, “There goes the bus!” She’ll laugh 
for seemingly no reason at all. Her joy at the world is contagious. If I try to shoehorn her into my pre-baby 
expectations of the speed of life, she’s cranky and I’m tense. The more I embrace her pace, the nicer it 
feels to be together.

Baby invites you to slow down. This book is an appeal to accept that invitation.

In this book I’ve discussed:

• ways to truly connect with your partner, friends, and baby in the moments that make up a day. 
• ways to teach instead of punish when baby tests you, an approach that requires taking the long view. 
• the importance of embracing emotions, with empathy.
• ideas for moving, playing, and talking together. 
• ideas for getting through the tough times with, I hope, plenty of laughs. 

3GD�OGHKNRNOGHDR�@MC�OQ@BSHB@K�SHOR�HM�SGDRD�O@FDR��QDRD@QBG�SDKKR�TR��NƤDQ�NTQ�ADRS�BG@MBD�NE�Q@HRHMF�G@OOX�
and capable children: ones who are aware of and in control of their thoughts, behavior, and emotions.

Have you ever vacationed on an island,  
@MC�MNSHBDC�NM�SGD�ƥQRS�C@X�SG@S�XNT�VDQD�
walking too fast?

»

Paige (5)

Ziad, Sonia & Quentin (2)
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*MNVHMF�SGHR�RSTƤ��SGNTFG��CNDRMŗS�L@JD�HS�D@RHDQ�SN�ƥFTQD�NTS�VGX�XNTQ�MDVANQM�HR�RSHKK�BQXHMF�@ESDQ�@M�
hour of walking, patting, and singing. It won’t keep your heart from jumping when baby stumbles and 
E@KKR�8NTŗKK�RSHKK�AD�A@ƨDC�HE�NMD�LNQMHMF�XNT�G@UD�SN�ODQRT@CD�XNTQ�SNCCKDQ�SG@S��XDR��RGD�CNDR�V@MS�
GDQ�CHQSX�CH@ODQ�BG@MFDC�3GHR�ANNJ�VNMŗS�L@JD�HS�D@RHDQ�SN�BKD@M�ADDS�ITHBD�NƤ�XNTQ�KHFGS�BNKNQDC�B@QODS� 
.Q�SN�G@UD�O@SHDMBD�VGDM�A@AX�SGQNVR�@�ƥS�NUDQ�VD@QHMF�O@MSR�.Q�SN�FDS�XNTQ�RDW�KHED�A@BJ�.Q�SN��@OOD@Q�
to) stay calm when your child leaves bite marks on someone else’s child, lies to your face, or blurts out  
ř(�G@SD�XNTʖŚ�ENQ�SGD�ƥQRS�SHLD

Being a parent is hard work, no matter who you are. “Perfect” doesn’t exist. Allow yourself many, many 
LHRS@JDR�1DLDLADQ��SGHR�HR�SGD�ƥQRS�SHLD�XNTŗUD�O@QDMSDC�@���LNMSG�NKC��@����LNMSG�NKC��NQ�@���XD@Q�NKC�
 MC�NMD�A@C�C@X�HRMŗS�FNHMF�SN�CDƥMD�XNTQ�BGHKCŕNQ�XNTŕENQDUDQ

The other truth about parenting is that the tough moments quickly fade, because the good moments are so 
FNNC�!@AX�RLHKDR�TO�@S�XNT�NQ�VQ@OR�GDQ�SHMX�ƥMFDQR�@QNTMC�NMD�NE�XNTQR��@MC�XNTQ�GD@QS�LDKSR�'DQ�QNTMC�
cheeks and tiny toes are eminently kissable. As soon as she’s able, she puts your shoes on backward and 
clomps across the room. She runs to the door when you come home, squealing with happiness. She wants 
to do everything you do: eat your food, carry your bag, wear your clothes, say what you say, help you with 
your task. She makes connections between concepts that impress you. She snuggles into your lap on the 
couch for a story. She says the funniest things, and in the cutest voice. She gives you a kiss, or lays her 
head on your shoulder. When she sleeps, you’ve never seen any creature so beautiful. 

Sometimes even in the middle of being upset, you can’t help but smile at how darn cute your kid is. Just 
this afternoon I was incredibly frustrated that my toddler refused to stay in bed for a nap, and then she 
stood up on her bed and announced, “I need to get naked now.” Babies are bizarre! Multiple times a day, 
you get to laugh, play, feel intense love, pride and joy, and be absolutely amazed. You may never feel so 
loved. It’s like no other experience.

Everybody says this, but it’s true: you’re embarking on such a wondrous journey. I hope this book has given 
you and your baby a good start. 

Tracy

VVVYDQNSNƥUDMDS

«

Tracy & Geneva (23 months)
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Thank you! Keep in touch
This book would not have been possible without the work, love, and support 
of so many people. My husband, Luke Timmerman, took our daughter on “all-
day daddy” outings when deadlines loomed. They even got stuck at Grandma 
@MC�&Q@MCO@ŗR�GNTRD��HM�6HRBNMRHM��CTQHMF�@�RSNQL�ENQ�RHW�C@XRŕUDQX�GDKOETKʖ�

Photographer Betty Udesen went above and beyond, spending hours with  
families to capture the beautiful images throughout these pages. Editor Miles 
Wray gave insightful, thoughtful guidance that greatly improved the text.  
He also gave much-appreciated encouragement. Designer Nick Johnson  
worked with the utmost professionalism in creating a lively and inviting book 
and website. 

Publisher Mark Pearson had two excellent ideas: let’s publish this book, and 
KDSŗR�ƥMHRG�VNQJHMF�NM�HS�HM�'@V@HH�,@QSX�6DRSDQL@M�@RJDC�FQD@S�PTDRSHNMR�@MC�
made me laugh. Carrie Wicks provided precision proofreading at the speed of 
light. Publicist Amy Hatch crafted a top-notch plan to get the word out.

2@QHM@�-@SJHM�G@R�L@MX�SHSKDR��O@QDMS�BN@BG��KHBDMRDC�RNBH@K�VNQJDQ��BDQSHƥDC�
&NSSL@M�HMRSQTBSNQ��BDQSHƥDC�/NRHSHUD�#HRBHOKHMD�SQ@HMDQ��BNENTMCDQ�NE�&QNV�
Parenting, and perfect person to eat cupcakes with. My interviews with her 
were invaluable in shaping the discipline section.

A big thanks to researchers Adele Diamond, Ellen Winner, Samuel Mehr,  
Grover Whitehurst, Patricia Kuhl, and Megan McClelland, plus Sarina Natkin, 
ENQ�QDUHDVHMF�RODBHƥB�O@FDR�3G@MJR�SN�SGD�MDVAHD�@MC�UDSDQ@M�O@QDMSR�VGN�
rendered opinions of early drafts, including Kris Higginson, Melissa Allison, 

Ashley Sparks, Luke Timmerman, Kiersten Christensen, Trina Gorman, Nihat 
Sengul, Marina Cartier, and Carolina Toscano.

Betty and I are very grateful to the many friends, and several strangers, who 
agreed to be photographed with their children: Andréa with Arden; Kasia; Sarah 
and Heather with Opal and Zoey; Michelle and Tony with Claire and Nora; Myan; 
Percy and Maribel with Amelia and Honorio; Madeline and Greg with Claire; 
Ross and Jess with Naomi; Hope with Henry; Stacy with Mak; Abyaz and Melinda 
with Alianna, plus grandparents Mahmud and Parveen; Jerry and Karen with 
Miles; Sonia and Ziad with Zach and Quentin, plus friend Wheeler; Boo and 
)NRG�VHSG�6NKƥD��.VDM�@MC�+HR@�VHSG�)@BD��,DF�VHSG�&Q@MS�@MC�#@UHC��)DMM�@MC�
Tom with Paige and Phoebe; pumpkin-patch kids Adam, Rose, Naomi, Grady 
and Nora; and Geneva’s “twin,” Maya. Thank you to Seattle Holistic Center 
and Music Together at Music Center of the Northwest for coordinating photo  
sessions with your classes.

A few others knowingly or unknowingly supported this book, too. Miles and I 
spent many an hour discussing edits in the café at Metropolitan Market in Lower 
Queen Anne. Nick and I revised page layouts at Roosters Cafe on Bainbridge 
Island (a refreshing bike ride and peaceful ferry ride away). Sutra Yoga kept 
me sane, especially classes by Matthew Coe, Rob and Melissa Lundsgaard, and 
)DMM@�"QNTBG�(SŗR�LX�GNLD�@V@X�EQNL�GNLD� R�RNNM�@R�SGHR�ANNJ�FNDR�NƤ�SN�
the printer, Trish Foss will need a spot in this list. I’m ready for a massage.

Thanks so much, everyone, for joining me on this journey!

Join the Zero to Five community at ZZZ�]HURWRƩYH�QHW.  
Share what’s working (and not working) for you and connect with other parents.

OTHER BOOKS BY PEAR PRESS

Learn more at www.brainrules.net

Brain Rules for Baby  
by John Medina

What’s the best way to raise a smart, happy child 
through age 5? Scientists know. Brain Rules for Baby  
NƤDQR�O@QDMSR�E@BSRŕMNS�ITRS�@CUHBDŕHM�@M� 
engaging, practical way.

Brain Rules  
by John Medina

If workplaces had nap rooms, multitasking  
was frowned upon, and meetings were held  
during walks, we’d be vastly more productive.  
Brain Rules�QDUD@KRŕHM�OK@HM�$MFKHRGŕSVDKUD� 
ways our brains truly work.
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